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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Upon the initiative of the International Atomic Energy Agency,
a Study group on Reactor Strategy Calculations net in Vienna from
5-9 Hoveaber 1973.

The general objective of the meeting was to analyze the influence
of long-term nuclear power strategies on worldwide requirements for
nuclear fuels and associated services and ascertain the impact of the
national programmes upon the global demand and supply relationship*

The following categories of questions were considered in different
degrees of detail:

1) Approaches to long-term nuclear power strategies in
different countriesj

2) Possible criteria for assessment of long-tern strategies;

3) Analysis of the influence of alternative long-term
nuclear strategies on worldwide or regional require-
ments for nuclear fuels and associated services.

The meeting discussed 16 papers submitted by experts from 10 coun-
tries (Canada* France, Federal Republic of Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States of America)

•« *• * >

and 3 international organizations (Commission of the European Communities,
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Organization for

*

Economic Cooperation and Development). The total number of participants
was 29 experts of whom 4 were observers. Mr. Compton Rennie, former
Director of the Division of Nuclear Power and Reactors served as consul-
tant and 5 Agency staff members participated actively in the discussions*

The presentation of the papers was followed by lively discussions,
the main conclusions of which are presented in a summary at the end
of this volume*

In view of the keen interest expressed in the matters discussed
during the meeting, it has been decided to issue this informal publication
containing the texts of the papers and that of the general conclusions.
The opinions expressed in the papers are those of the authors and should
not be construed as necessarily reflecting the views of their countries
or of their organizations.



The Agency wi*h«s to express its appreciation to all the authors
of the papers ao well as to the participants in the discussions for their
valuable contributions. It is especially grateful to the Member States
for providing the services of the participants, most of whom were made
available cost-free to the Ageney*

Most of these papers are reproduced -from
the copy supplied by the authors and uni-
formity of format could therefore not always
be achieved.



INTRODUCTION TO THE OECD-MEA-LftEA REPORT OH
URANIUM RESOURCES, PRODUCTION AND DEMAND

N. de Boer

I have been asked by the IAEA to give some background
information on the calculations of requirements for natural and
enriched uranium, made in order to arrive at the demand figures
presented in Part 3 of the third report on Uranium Resources,
Production and Demand. These calculations of requirement for
natural and enriched uranium were carried out by a "Working
Party on Uranium Demand" which was set up for this purpose in
March 1972 by the OECD-NEA, Study Group on the Long Term Role of
Nuclear Energy. My next remarks are simply to illustrate the
work done by this Working Party.

Before one starts to calculate the Uranium or Separative
work demand, one should collect information on the following items:

Nuclear Power Growth
Reactor Strategy
Reactor Characteristics
Load Factors
Delay Times
Enrichment Plant Tails Assay.

Nuclear Power Growth until 1990
For the demand calculations the Secretariat had received

from national authorities the estimates of the Nuclear Power
Growth up to 1990. This information showed that the total
installed capacity in the world will reach 65,000 MWe in 1980,
565,000 MWe in 1985 and 1,070,000 MWe in 1990. Figure 3 shows the
world nuclear power growth*, and also the nuclear power growth in
different areas such as OECD Europe, USA, EEC and Japan.

* With the exception of Eastern Europe, USSR and China<



As there are many uncertainties in the nuclear power
programmes of most countries, the Working Party assumed an
uncertainty range. The lower limit was assumed to be -10# in I960
and -2% in 1990, while the upper limit was assumed to be
+5$ in 1980 and +20$ in 1990* The reason for using different
percentages in the lower and higher limits is that reduction
in the figures due to delaying factors, such as delays in
licensing procedures and slippages in. construction schedules,
was considered, at the time of the preparation of the report,
to "be more likely to occur than an increase as a result of more
rapid advance in the growth of nuclear power*

Reactor Strategies
For the calculation of uranium and separative work

demand, it is necessary to know the changes in the results due
to variations in strategies. The Working Party has considered
three types of variations, i.e. variations in reactor strategies,
variations in power growth forecasts and variations in tails
assays, used in enrichment plants. We also calculated the
influence of plutonium recycling on uranium and separative work
demand for a few selected cases. Table 7 shows these oases.
The "low" installed capacities of advanced reactor types are
conservative extrapolations of present trends and announced plans
but do not represent minima. The "high" cases are intended to
be interpreted as "maxima11 to illustrate the greatest effect of
changes in the reactor mix*

Characteristics
She characteristics of the reactor types under

consideration in these calculations were collected by the Working
Party. Different characteristics were used for those light
water reactors coming into operation before 1980 and those coming
into operation after 1980, while for the high temperature reactors
a distinction was made between reactors operating on a high
enriched uranium/thorium cycle and those operating on a low
enriched fuel cycle. Both HDR types were considered to penetrate
the reactor market at the same rate.
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Load Factors

Although availability of nuclear power stations has
increased during the last few years and will probably increase
further during the coming years, some nuclear power stations
will act as medium load stations and therefore have the effect
of reducing the annual load factors. As the above-mentioned
reasons have opposite effects on the load factor, the Group
assumed a ?0# load factor for the whole period until 1990.

Delay Times
The calculations of the uranium and separative wort

demand are very sensitive to changes in delay times between the
availability of uranium at the minehead and enriched uranium
at the enrichment plant and therefore the delay times were very
clearly defined. Table 10 shows the delay times used in this
study.

"nine out - Reactor in" means the time between the
yellowcake leaving the mine and the first irradiation of the fuel.
For the first cores these times include the commissioning and for
the subsequent cores it includes the time necessary for refuelling,

"Reactor out - Reactor in" means the time between fuel
taken out of the core of the reactor and the next irradiation of
2̂35 of the spent fuel (after being reprocessed and enriched).

"Reactor out - Reprocessing out" means the time between
fuel taken out of the core of the reactor and the fuel leaving
the reprocessing plant.

Finally, "Enrichment out - Reactor in" means the time
between the enriched uranium leaving the enrichment plant and
the first irradiation of the fuel.

Now, after we have defined these variablest the uranium
and separative work demand can be calculated. For the last report
on Uranium Resources, Production and Demand the calculations were
carried out in the following countries:

Canada Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Germany Nukem



Italy CKEN
Netherlands H.VJOEMA
United Kingdom DOEA
"ttoited States 1J8AEO.
For the harmonisation of the computer codes used in

the different countries, Cases A and B were chosen and especially
the results of the plutonium stock calculations in Case B (a case
with a high PB introduction rate) turned out to "be very suitable
for the comparison of the computer codes, as the plutonium stock is
very sensitive to small changes in delay times. The results after
harmonisation of the codes were in very close agreement and the
outcome of the calculations, as they appeared in the report, are
mean values of at least two (and mostly three or four) independent
computer calculations.

Annual Uranium and Separative Vork Requirements
Figures 8 and '12 show the annual uranium and separative

work requirements, assuming enrichment plant tails assay of 0.25&
and no plutonium recycling. Sfhis figure shows clearly that the
variations due to power growth changes surpasses the variations
due to changes in reactor strategies. Other conclusions one can
draw from these graphs are:

(1) higher High Temperature Reactor installation rate
reduces the uranium demand "but not the separative
work demand;

(2) higher Fast Breeder and/or Heavy Water Reactor
installation rate reduce both the uranium demand
and separative work demand.

Influence of a change in tails assay on the annual uranium
and separative work demand

She increase of the enrichment plant tails assay from
0.25$» to 0.307* will result in a 10# higher uranium demand figure,
while at the same time the demand for separative work decreases
by 10#. Consequently, when the enrichment plant tails assay
decreases from 0.2556 to 0.20%, the uranium demand will decrease
by 8$, while the demand for separative work will rise by
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Figures 9 and 13 show the influence of a change of tails assay on
uranium and separative work demand for Cases A and B, respectively)
low and high fast breeder penetration rate.

Plutonium Recycling
In the report on Uranium Resources, Production and

Demand, it was assumed that plutonium recycling is only carried
out in £URs and will start after 1977. It was also assumed
that there would be a permanent stock of 50 tonnes Pu(E). This
unit, Pu(E), means fast reactor equivalent grammes Pu(239), using
the following plutonium worth factors:Pu 239 x 1.00; Pu 240 x 0.18;
Pu 24 x 1.53; Pu 242 x 0.08.

Using these factors one obtains a conversion factor
of 0.85, i.e. 1 gr. Pu(E) » 0.85 gr. Pu(f). She plutonium
requirements of fast breeder reactors (expressed in Pu(E)) is
subtracted from the plutonium production and this stockpile is
converted into Pu(f) by using the above-mentioned factor of 0.85.

These plutonium figures have now to be converted into
uranium savings (g U/g Pu(f)) and separative work savings
(g SWU/g Pu(f)). Por our calculations, we used the conversion
factor which is used in the DISCOUNT code, i.e. a savings of
140 g nat U/g Pu(f) and 140 g SWU/gr. Pu(f), assuming a 0.2S#
tails assay.

She result of plutonium recycling on the annual uranium
demand is shown in Figure 11. The influence of plutonium
recycling is lower when there is a high PB penetration rate
(Cases B and B̂ ) as in these cases there is less plutonium available
for recycling.

Future Work
At its spring 1972 meeting, the OECD Council at

Ministerial Level has decided that the OECD should carry out a
Long (Derm Energy Assessment in the OECD area. The share of nuclear
energy in total energy production will increase and will represent
a considerable part of the total energy produced at the end of



this period* As a contribution to this assessment, the Nuclear
Energy Agency's Study on the Long Verm Bole of Nuclear Energy
will review the following subjects:

(i) the longer term availability of nuclear fuel of
the specification required to fulfil potential
nuclear power programmes;

(ii) the trends in costs of nuclear power;
(iii) the scale and possible sources of capital

requirements;
(iv) the availability of adequate national or regional

industrial capacity for the construction of
nuclear power stations.

It is envisaged that the OECD report will be published
by the end of 1974.
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Table 7
REACTOR STRATEGIES

Variations in
Reactor

Strategies

Variations of
Power Growth
Forecasts

Variations of
Tails Assay

Case

A
B
C
D
B
P
G

A1
A2
B1
B2

A3
A4
B3
B4

Installed Capacity
of Advanced

Reactor Types
PB
(D

Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
Low

Low
Low
High
High

Low
Low
High
High

•

HWR
(2)

Low
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High

Low
Low
Low
Low

Low
Low
Low
Low

HTR
(3)

Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High
High

Low
Low
Low
Low

Low
Low
Low
Low

Kuclear
Power
Growth

(4)

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

Low
High
Low
High

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

Enrichment
Tails Assay

% U 235

0.25
0.25
0,25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.20
0.30
0.20
0.30

LWR capacity is always the difference between totals in Table 5 and
sum of PB, HWR, HTR, GG* and AGR* capacity. Table 8 shows one exam-
ple. The terms low and high in columns (1), (2) and (3) refer to
minima and maxima given in Table 6. In column (4) low, niean and
high refer to the totals and their upper and lower limits as described
in Table 5.

Table 10

DELAY TIMES (years1*

Mine out -
Reactor in

Reactor out -
Reactor in

Reactor out -
Reprocessing out

Enrichment plant out -
Beactor in

Enriched Uranium
Reactors

Initial
Core

1.751)

0.8

1.11>

Replace-
ment

Loading

1.52)

22)

0.8

0.82>

Natural Uranium
Reactors

Initial
Core

1.4'>

O.H

Replace-
ment

Loading

».C2)

0.8

Fast
Breeder

• E.eactcrs

1.V.'

O.S

0.6

1) Including commissioning (0.5
2) Including refuelling time.

yrs.)
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Figure 6
ANNUAL WORLD URANIUM REQUIREMENTS

FOR DIFFERENT REACTOR STRATEGIES AND POWER GROWTH
(no Pu recycle 0 25 tails assay)
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Figure 9
ANNUAL URANIUM DEMAND FOfl

DIFFERENT ENRICHMENT TAILS ASSAYS
(no Pu recycle)
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Piguiw 11
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Plgvra 12
ANNUAL SEPARATIVE WORK REQUIREMENTS

FOR DIFFERENT REACTOR STRATEGIES AND POWER GROWTH
(no Pti raeyete, 08$?
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Figur* 19
ANNUAL SEPARATIVE WORK DEMAND

FOR DIFFERENT ENRICHMENT TAILS ASSAYS
(no Pu ncycie)
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Reactor Strategies and the Energy Crisis

by

W. HSfele and W. Schikorr*

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis,
Laxenburg, Austria.

I) Introduction and historical review.

Reactor Strategies as a research topic came up in the early sixties.
At that time light water reactors LWR, heavy water reactors, advanced
thermal reactors and breeders were under development and it was not
obvious what their relative role in satisfying a given demand of
electricity would be. In certain quarters for instance, there was a
strong feeling that an intermediate reactor generation would be re-
quired to bridge a gap that was felt to be between the capabilities of
light water reactors and that of breeder reactors. The heavy water
reactor, the spectral shift reactor and sometimes the high temperature
gas cooled reactor (HTGR) were, among others, considered to be candidates
for such an intermediate function. Along with it went a reflection on
the desired parameters of fast breeder reactors (PBR). Along these
lines a traditional attitude was prevailing by asking only for short
doubling times of such FBR's. The scheme of a doubUne time was intr--
duced by the early pioneers at Argonne National Laboratory and else-
where. They were under the impression of fairly limited uranium re-
sources. In the early sixties it was clear however that the uranium

Institut ffir Angewandte Systemtechnik und Reaktorphysik, Kern-
forschungszentrum Karlsruhe.
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resources would be by no means so limited as it was orginally
assumed in the late forties. Nevertheless, the concept of doubling
time prevailed. The doubling time is the time during which a fast
breeder reactor (sometimes a fast breeder population is considered
instead) has produced by virtue of its breeding gain the amount
of fissionable material that equals its inventory of such fission-
able material. A second breeder reactor can be put into operation,
the original breeder has doubled. For the doubling time one finds
the following relation:

(1)
w b.(BR-l)*K

This doubling time here refers only to the inpile inventory of
one breeder reactor.

TD * doubling time in days
b = rating in MWth/kg fiss

o s SLS. oc = (n,y) cross section
af of = fission cross section

BR = breeding ratio
K s load factor

Only the product of rating and breeding ratio minus one charactrizes
the doubling time. One must, however, realize that the concept of
doubling time reflects on breeder self multiplication. While this
is still the prevailing concept in the USSR, the situation is
different, if a generation of thermal reactors is used to provide
th« fissionable material for the first core inventory of fast
breeder reactors. In such a situation the role of fast breeder build
up is :

dPB 1

dt M core

PB * installed fast breeder capacity
T4 core* 1st core inventory of fissionable material

18



Relation (2) is valid because in large enough reactors the first
core inventory is determined by the required power output of a'
reactor and the technologicaly feasible power rating:

M core • § (Kg) (3>

b

Q is the required power output in MWth.
It is therefore no longer the. product of b*(Bft-l) but the rating
b alone that governs the role of breeder build up.

Along such lines P.R. Dietrich (1) studied the interplay of ther-
mal reactors, advanced converters and fast breeders. He considered
among other parameters in particular the amount of natural uranium
that would be required until a population of fast breeders alone
can satisfy the electrical power demand* If that situation has been
reached the supply of natural uranium as the fuel for such a popu-
lation of fast breeder reactors only is no longer a problem. For
fast breeder the utilization of a given amount of nat. uranium is
better by a factor of 50-8O if compared with a thermal reactor,
For this very reason the fraction of the electricity generating
coats that goes into the provision of uranium ore is extremly low,
about l°/oo. Therefore even extreme ore prices can be afforded.
Consequently vast amount of low grade uranium become accessible
and the amount of energy that is so available is the order of
10 Q (IQs 10 BTU or 3, 35 • 10 MW year) {2}, (3)
Shortly after Dietrich 's paper it was the Report to the President
{$) and its discussion during the Third Geneva Conference (196*0
that further introduced the research topic of reactor strategies.
At the same time it was R. Gibrat (5) who studied the coupling
between thermal reactors and fast breeders by a transparent and
simple analytical model that very much helped to understand the
mechanisms involved. Other authors followed <6>, (7). A major study
was presented by the Nuclear Research Center of Karlsruhe {8}.
The Karlsruhe investigations came to a preliminary end by a paper
of P. Jansen {9}* A comprehensive model for the supply of electrical
energy by both nuclear and fossil power plants was presented by Harde
and Memmert {10}. A more comprehensive review of the work in Germany
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it given by H,P. Zech during this conference. As the research on
reactor strategies evolved it became more and more obvious that the
consideration of the consumption of natural uranium served as a
heuristic principle only, more and more considerations of the amount
of required seperative work, the timing for the related fuel cycles
and, above all, of cost benefit ratios (11) come to the forefront
of the attention. In the following a few significant qualitative
results of the investigations on reactor strategies that were made
during the sixties shall be summarized as follows:

a) The expected consumption of natural uranium in the western
world for the production of electrical power until the year
2000 is a few million tons (~'l-6 million). This basically
assumes that the majority of the electrical power production is
taking place in LWR's. In that case the uranium consumption
beyond the year 2000 continues to grow heavily,

b) If the LWR'S are coupled to PBR's using the oxides as fuel
<U02/Pu02) the consumption of natural uranium until 2000 has
reached values of 3-4 million tons and decreases only slowly,
tf the carbides are usect as fuel (UC/PuC) instead, about
3 million tons will be consumed until 2000 and the consumption
is decreasing considerably.

c) Separative requirements are sharply limited only if the FBR
using cabides is developed and deploited. Starting dates for
such deployment could be between 1980 and 1985 and do not
influence the results very much.

d) A generation of advanced thermal reactors with a high Pu output
such as heavy water reactors do not appear to be a must.
Nevertheless, they would speed up the introduction of fast
breeders if the Pu requirements for the first core inventory
of FBR's comes out to be the limiting factor,

e) As a figure of orientation it is reasonable to assume that by
the year 2000 roughly 50% of the installed capacity could be
fast breeders and about 90? of the annual installation at that
tirafe would be fast breeders.

20



f) Benefit / Cost ratios where the benefit relates to the price
advantage of the PBR over the LWR and the cost to the R+D costs
of the breeder are low for the PBR that uses the oxides and
cooperatively high for the PBR that uses the Carbides.

One should recall that the tacit assumptions for these reactor
strategies of the sixties were the following:

1) It is only the generation of electrical power that is to be
taken into account.

2) Any generation of electrical power in nuclear plants must be
justified on strictly economical rrounds. If nuclear power does
not mee't that criterion, it is fossile power, especially oil
and gas, that is then in the business automatically.

3) It is the procurement of Pu from thermal reactors and in parti-
cular the LWR's that governs the role of deployment of FBR's.

4) One must envisage a continued economical growth.

II) Changes since the sixties, the energy problem.

During the few years since the late sixties, a number of sometimes
drastic developments have taken place. The developments that are
here of major relevance are the followings:

1) In the US the expected LWR capacity for 1980 is at -HlOOWe.
The figures for Germany and Japan are respectively ~19GWe
and ~25GWe» that for the whole world ~23QGWe (LWR).

2) In the US, Germany and Japan, that is the countries with large
LWR populations, the development of PBR is delaved. Commercially
significant deployment is now expected only for the nineties
while Prance and England still expect a significantly earlier
date* These two countries have a delayed or no introduction of
LWR's.

3) Energy prices have risen generally, sometimes drastically.
In 1970 the price for crude oil "was at 1$ / barrel, now it is
at 8$ / barrel.

21



5)
6)

Shortages in the supply of fossile fuel have to be envisaged.
Partly this is due to political circumstances, partly this is
due to the physical liraitedness of such fuels. The tine scale
for these two types of shortages is quite different*
Unlimited economic growth is no longer an unchallenged assumption
Applications for nuclear energy other than the generation of
electrical power are now more and more envisaged.

It therefore appears necessary to review and if necessary to expand
the work on reactor strategies of the sixties* The quide line for
doing that must be the consideration of the whole energy supply
problem and not only the fraction of the nuclear generated electri-
city. Further, besides of cotapetitivity it is now also availability
of energy that matters. To that end one has to reflect on the
availability of fossile fuel. For the purpose of this paper it will
be sufficient to consider the following figures on likely fossile
fuel reserves {12}:

coal
oil
gas
others

total

in Q510 BTU

198
11
10
3

216

%

88,8
5,2
M
1,3

100,0

The present and expected consumption of the US and the world
provides a yardstick for judging on these figures:

t»
in Q/as 10 BTU/a

US
world

1970

'0,07
0,25

2050

9*?
5 (?)
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This suggests to consider the problem of the supply of energy in
three phases (13). The near range phase is characterized by the
fact that any new technological step requires about 15 years, before
it can be felt in the commercial domain. One such new technology
could be large scale synthetic hydrocarbon production as a substitute
for oil, making use of nuclear energy as a source for chemical pro-
cess heat or not. This could lead to the renewed and extended use of
coal and this would then characterize a medium range phase of the
energy problem. A third phase of the energy problem comes into the
picture when fossile fuel becomes a scarce material and non fossile
fuel has to take over all phases of production not only the genera-
tion of electricity. It may be useful to recall that the present par-
tition between the primary energy demand for electricity, transport,
household, commercial and industry is, as a ru> of thumb, 1:1:1:1.
The following table summarizes these observations.

The energy problem

time intervall key word

near range
medium range
long range

1970 - 1985 (?)
1980 - 2000 (?)
1995 - (?)

oil
coal/nuclear
non fossile fuel

There appear to be four options for the non fossile supply of all
of the energy: nuclear fission, nuclear fusion, solar power and
geothermal energy in the earth crust (13). In the rest of this
paper we will consider only the option of nuclear fission.
Nuclear fission can provide also non electrical power {11}. It is
in particular the HTGR that has this potential. As a source of
chemical process heat at temperatures up to 1000°C it can be used
to split the water molecule by staged chemical processes. Hydrogen
has extremely attractive features as a secondary fuel (I1*}. It is
therefore feasible to assume a situation where in the long range of
the energy problem nuclear fission is the source of primary energy
with both hydrogen and electricity, as secondary fuel.
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Ill) New functions of known reactor types*

The considerations of chapter II, if taken seriously, lead to
drastic consequences. In so doing one is first led to consider the
long range phase as this establishes the long range target for a
consistent approach to the energy problem.
P. Fortescue (15) and work at Karlsruhe has pointed to the possibi-
lity to use the breeding gain of PBR's not for the doubling of
FBR's but for the supply of U2-5*. To that end two versions of a
PBR seem feasible. One version provides for production of U " in
the radial blanket of a PBR. The Pu cycle of such a FBR must be

«

of course self-sustained. The breeding ratio of the core and its
axial blanket must be therefore in operational terms equal to one.
The other version is to use the inner portion of the core, roughly
one half of the core, for fueling with Pu/Th elements and to let
the radial blanket breed Pu. Work is going on at Karlsruhe to
examine both versions in greater detail (16). It appears that in
such a way enough U " can be provided to make up for the annual
requirement of a HTOR that operates on the basis of U2" and Th.
The i»atio

B-!fi ("
PB

Pjl s installed HTOR capacity in OW, thermal
Pg & installed FBR capacity in GW, thermal
could veil be between 1,0 and 1,5 under certain conditions even
higher than that.
In such a scheme the FBR does not double any more. The FBR sustains
the steady operation of a HTGR instead. This implies static, nor ex-
o&ndina situation where only tJ * an<j Th, i.e. abundant natural iso-
topes are consumed as fuel and both types of secondary fuel ar? rro-
ducedi Electricity from the FBR and Hydrogen from the HTGR.Suoh in app,
roach really employs the genuine advantages of both reactor
types: the FBR breeds Th into U255 and the HTOR i* there for high
temperatures that are a necessary condition for splitting the water
molecule. To make electricity from HTGR does not genuinly require
high temperature. In fact, the HTGR is degraded to be only a compe-
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titor for the LWR in that case. And under the asymptotic condition
of a society with no growth the doubling of breeders is not desirubi-*
anyhow.
Figure 1 characterizes this asymptotic solution of the long ranp;e
phase of the enerjar problem.

K* that is considered attractive three questions come up:

- What could be an approach during the medium ranee phase of
the energy problem?

- What is the timing of this approach during the medium ranee
phase?

- What is then the interplay with the finite resources of
fossile fuel?

Here it is proposed to appreciate the solid position that the L
is having now and more so in the future. The fairly drastic assumpv-
tion is being made that for the next one or two docades ail in-
creased demands for electric power will be met by LWR's. LWR's pro-
duce roughly 170 Kg/GWe of Plutonium. The further drastic assumpti-:
shall be made that no Pu recycling in LWR's shall take place.
Instead, all Pu produced in LWR's shall be used to establish the
first core inventores of new PBR's. If Pt denotes the instaJjedL
LWR capacity in GW fchan PL induces th^s way
More than that, the FBR functions as a waste c'x for tMi disposal
of the Pu produced in LWR. There the Pu does not increase further,
it just stays there as a permanent catalyst for the use of U ̂
and partly Th. The conditions of such a transient phase can therefore
be summerized as outlined in Figure 2. Let us recall:

- The FBR does not double any more. The rate of its increasecl* n
•rr** is proportional to PL

- The HTGR can be installed proportionally to the FBR, PH*BPg
It produces by virtue of its high temperatures hydrogen.

- The increase of the whole electricity demand is met in the
beginning only by LWR's

- Pu that is produced in the LWR's goes into the FBR. It stays
there and does not double.
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IV) A highly stylyzed analytical model.

The approach outlined in chapter III calls for a model. At the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis work is going
on to establish such a computer model. A necessary first step,
however, is to have a highly stylyzed analytical model that allows
for the understanding of the mechanisms involved. It serves as a
sketch for the above mentioned computer model.
Now we will describe this analytical model. The demand for power,
either electrical or non electrical, may be described by a poly-
nomial expression.

P(t) * Po + PoRoti T<|~) (1)
M

+(Pi~Po) S (~) for 0<t<tt

Po denotes the value of P(t) at t«0 P«P» at t»tj and Ro is the
relative yearly increase of P at t*to.We assume that at t=ti not
only PsP» but also (ĵ Kî G or in other words, a no growth pattern
at t*tj
We then find:

- 2(£r>> (6)

T is of a transient nature that allows for Ro at t*to and S leads
into the steady no growth state at t=t».
Figure 3 shows T and S as functions of time.

We now assume a model society G. At t«to 0 may have 250 • 10* people
with lOKW/capita total power demand. Within <»0 years the population
shall have leveled off at 362-10* people implying an average growth
rate for 0<t<ti of 0,92%. For Ro we assume *,5%. Two subcases are-
considered:* In one subcase the per capita demand for power has
increased to 20KW/capita, in the other subcase it had remained con-
stant lOKW/capita. The notation for the total power demand may be
P tot (t).



The electrical power demand, Pel (t) shall start at t=0 with
Pel (o) * 0,25 • P tot (o) and Ro=8£ . One may recall: Pel is the
primary energy demand that goes into the generation of electricity,
it is measured in GW, thermal. At t=ti we define Pel(ti)=0,5Ptot(t»).
In other words, the relative share of electricity in the total power
production shall double in either of the two subcases considered.

P pr is the notation for the process heat, that is we have

P tot = Pel + P pr (7)

Figure *» describes the first subcase (20 KW/capita at t*ti),
Figure 5 describes the second subcase (10 Kw/capita at t=tj) ac-
cordingly .

We now assume PL(0)aO, at t«0 there is only fossile power. Further,
we make the assumption that the capacity of the nuclear industry
may follow the function Ai(t). This implies:

6PL 6PB

fit 6t E l

tp, denotes the time when no more LWR's or PER are being built. As
M. 1 **

we will see later: tp, >t t . For the here presented highly stylized
model we further assume At«const for 0*t*tg, and will later vary
the value of A » . Airefers to the number of LWR's and PBR's that
can be built per year. It is measured in GWth per year.
We specialize further by assuming:

—=• * Ai for 0«t*t* (9)
6t

The amount of Pu that is yearly produced by 1 GWeLWR shall be denoted
by â  pu cumulated amounts of Pu by Mpu» At t*t* we then have:

P* = A,-t* (10)
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tf ly <iPT produces A*t •% p.f of Pu per year. This is sufficient to providew i»,ru 6PB
the first core inventories of (

*S

6P AI t a
<St 1BIPu

if ifi p is the first core inventory (incore * 4 incore for out of
pile purposes) for 1 GWe PBR. Here in this analytical model we
assume the same thermal efficiency for LWR and PBR.
We further specialize by assuming that

«P, (13)_ jb. s 0

Equations (12) and (13) imply

For a- pu a 1?0 Kg/GWe year and ig pu » 3,0 to/OWe we havw

tx « 17.6 years » 18 years

Let us assume that 1970 is t«0 and therefore 1908 is t*. Then
the LWR capacity of 1988 is sufficient to fuel all PBH that are
built at a yearly rate of A, If th« FBR comes earlier, more LWR
than in operation on that earlier time have to be installed if
the annual Pu output a* p is meant to fuel these breeders.
But t* * 18 years is not an unrealistic assumption. We therefore

*
do assume (13) here in this analytical sketch.

Together, with the breeders now HTOR*s can be built and operated
for the increasing production of non electrical power. We assume
that their first core inventory is V2™ and that the annual fueling
is U2*^ which comes from the FBR*s. We then have <*») :
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PH " B

and we therefore assume

* constans for t*#t#tr (15)
fit

and A2 = BAj (16)

tg denotes the time when no more HTGR's are being built because
the demand curve P pr is met by KTOR*s and no fossile fuels are
necessary any more.

Let now be t** the time when

p!,** * PB** s Pel (t**) (17)

or in other words, when all of the electrical power requirements
are met by LWR's and PBR's (Note: PI** « PX* because of (13) )
For the purposes of this highly stylized model we now further assume

Pi- Po
Ai v< ———— (18)

ti
This leads to

t** » ti

(18) implies for the first subcase (20 KW/capita) At«36/year and
for the second subcase (10 KW/capita) A»*l8/year. Such rates for
the building of reactors are reasonable for the here considered
model society G,
At tstx8e we now continue to build PBR's at a rate of A t . But they
are meant to replace LWR*s and not to follow demand increases:
Due to the symmetry of the here considered model this leads to

p = 0 at t * tp (19)L & » i
and

- t** * t*
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We now recall that we have left over the Pu stockpile fuel that was
produced before t* (0«t<t*>. After t** the LWR's produce again
the equivalent amount. We thus have at t*t.- the following»» s
amount of Pu that comes from the LWR during the build up and
reduction phases :

M E - A»t*2. . A Ait**MPu ' IT \»Pu * ~r* \,Pu

The amount of Pu that is required to continue with the installation
of PER for t**«t«tB is i

Both amounts equal, if t* observes (14). But this was the definition
of t*. In the here considered case no Fw is left over, the Pu
balance is closed. All Pu ends v»P in the FBR's.
In the case of B«l, that is ?H * Pfi the build-up of HTQR's meets
the demand for non electrical power Ppr exactly at ttf . This isE.>|
the case because for t^ tt Pp? s P«lf or Pel * 0,5 P tot.
In Figure 6 we now illustrate the here considered highly stylized
and symmetrical case which leads to eompletly closed material ba-
lances .
Hot so highly symmetrical cases appear if

LWR have to be built beyond t* if the breeder comes too early.
Such continued LWR build up follows the function

xB,Pu

A similar observation is true beyond t** when the LWR»s are finally
replaced by FBR's. In that connection it must be mentioned that the
various time delays in the nuclear fuel cycles have not been taken

2"*K
into account. Further, B>1 leads to savings in the-U *J first core
inventories of the HTGR. Values of B that are between one and two
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seem technically feasible (16). This leads to values of tp <tp&>* «-»»i
and again explicit steps have to be taken for t>tK. during which

OT* ^ti
the production of U -̂ in breeders would be slowed down. B«l is the
symetrical case because we had assumed here P pr(tt) t Pel(ti)=l.
If a different asymptotic value of this ratio is envisaged, B should
be adjusted accordingly. We also assumed At«£~̂ -£ . if a larger*i
nuclear construction capacity is considered then the curve of the
electrical demand is met earlier accordingly, the construction of
new nuclear power plants has to follow that demand curve for a while.
We also assumed implicitly that the thermal efficiency of the FBR
equals that of the LWR which is obviously an approximation. The logic
of all these subcases will be taken care of in our computer program.
For the heuristic purposes of this outline it is sufficient to con-
sider the here considered more special case. The computer program will
also take care of the various optimizations involved. There are
stockpiles of Pu, fossile fuel and natural uranium and investments
in the LWR, in the huge isotope separation plants and uranium min-
ing. These investments will be operative for a limited period of
time only. When the asymptotic scheme of figure 1 becomes operative
no LWR are in operation any more, no enrichment is required and
uranium mininc falls down to a different order of mafnitude. Despite
the highly stylized nature of our analytical model we did make a
numerical evaluation. At t̂ t̂ . no fossile fuel is required any more.

E»l
It is thefore meaningful to evaluate the amount of fossile fuel
that is consumed within O.'t'St., . It is equally interesting; to eva-0,1
luate the amount of natural uranium that has to be provided for within
that time intervall. To make quick comparisons one finds it desirable
to express both, the amounts of fossile fuel and the natural uranium
in terms of Q. While this is straight forward for the fossile fuels
it is a difficulty in the case of uranium. Roughly 20% of the re-
quired natural uranium is needed to provide for the first core in-
ventories of the LWR's and HTGR's. These first core inventories have
not a fuel but a catalytic function as the critical mass has to be
there before the annual reload can be burned. We therefore give only
an artificial equivalent. A typical LWR with a given critical mass
requires 2,5*10* to l»" „, to produce 1Q of heat:

Wrt JL

2,5»lO*to nat. uranium = 1Q (LWR equivalence)
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With these clarifications one now can examine the Tattle 1 and
figures 7 and 8 and figures 9 and 10 as well. Figures ? and 8
refer to the separative work requirements as a function of time
for cases 1 and 3 of the table 1 and figures 9 and 10 to the
demand for fossile fuel accordingly» Table 2 lists the various
numerical assumptions that were made in the calculations.
While keeping in mind that these data refer to a model it may be
• till worthwhile to draw a number of conclusions ;

1. Case 1 refers to an asymptotic value of 20 KW/cap for 362*10*
people and an annual installation of 36 nuclear power stations,
1 QWe each. Such a rate is reasonable.lt is close to figures an-
ticipated for the US (l?K Under these conditions it takes 58
years to arrive at the FBR/HTOR all nuclear energy supply scheme
of figure 1. To arrive there roughly *«Q*s of fossile fuel are
required.. If a narrow minded extrapolation from 2,5-10* people
to a. world total of 10 *° people is attempted, this would then mean
16OQ. This is roughly the amount of fossile fuel that is at all
available. A more reasonable approach to the global problem of
supplying 10l° people with sufficient amounts of energy would pro-
vide for more disaggregation. One could think of 5 - 10 groups of
power consumers that all follow principally the same model but with
a different phasing and it would then be interesting to study not
only the transitions as described by the model within each group
but also the transitions between the groups. Nevertheless, the
observation shall be made here that the fossile reserves of the
globe could be just sufficient for transitions, not for long term
steady state supplies and the time scale for such transitions could
be between fifty and eighty years. Considerations of the kind that
are indicated by the model could alno be used for the assessment
of future technological developments and the time scales that must
be imposed on them. Case 3 gives the figures for the 10 KwVcapita
case, simply a factor of two is gained*

. Attention must be drawn to the large amounts of uranium that are
required. For the here considered model society of 250*10* people
this uses up all cheap uranium (<30 |/lb) that seems to be availa-
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ble on the globe*.Extrapolation to 10ie people leads into priee
classes of uranium as high as 100 - 200$/lb. As the overwh.ftlsa.ng
amount of this uranium is needed to fuel the LWR's alternative
concepts have probably to be envisaged. There are many possibili-
ties for that. To lower the required fast breeder inventory for
instance by employing the carbides as fuel is one such possibility
(The here considered value of 3 to /QWe is rather high and refers
to the oxide breeders).To increase the conversion factor of LWR's
and thereby to produce more than 170 kg/GWe*a is another such
possibility* There are many more. The here envisaged model could
help to assess the various priorities for such developments in
the new light of "Reactor Strategies and the Energy Crisis".

3. Attention must be drawn to the fact that in table 1 the Q's of
fossile fuel and the Q's for nat. uranium do not make up for the
total energy eonsumption. The remainder is the share of the FBR
and the operation of the HTGR's,

4. Comparing cases 1 and 2 as well as cases 3 and 4 points to the
influence of the capacity of the nuclear industry. For tg a diffe-
rence of 15 years appears and as the fossile fuel consuption be-
comes larger, one additional Q is required for the model society G.

5. Cases 5 and 6 do not meet exactly the conditions of a completely
closed Pu and U2^ balance^ but they are close to that. They were
designed to have the same consumption of fossile fuel, namely
3,97Q. A reduction from 20 KW/capita to 10 KW/capita increases
for such fixed consumptions of fossile fuel the value of t~ from*•<•» i
61 to 82 years and requires only one third of nuclear annual
installment. Or in other words, such drastic savines of energy
per capita stretches the time scale for only 21 years, then with
10 KW/capita the same problem arises as in the case of 20 KW/capita
Implicit in this reasoning is of course that the asymptotic scheme
of figure 1 provides without difficulties even very large amounts
of energy. It should be kept in mind however that while the pro-
duction is not a problem there, the handling of energy (or em-
bedding) may very well pose a major problem (13). But this is not
the point of this paper.

* according to K.Hubbert (18).
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FIG.1 ASYMPTOTIC INTEGRATED REACTOR SYSTEM
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FIG. 2 TRANSIENT REACTOR SYSTEM
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FIG. 3 POLYNOMIALS
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FIG, 5 POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR K)K%/CAPITA
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FK3.7 ANNUAL SEPARATIVE WORK
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FIG.9 FOSSIL POWER REQUIREMENTS
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FIG. 10 FOSSIL POWER REQUIREMENTS
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T A B L E 1
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T A B L E 2
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NUCLEAR ENERGY STRATEGY AS PART OF OVERALL
ENERGY STRATEGY

by P.H. Margen
AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Sweden

1. ____Introduction

In most countries electricity authorities have responsibility
for producing electricity only, other bodies those of producing
heat and process steam. The incentives to look at the overall
energy picture as a whole and provide an optimization did
therefore often not exist at least within one organization.

Today the threatening shortage of supplies of certain fossile
fuels is at last making it more obvious that this approach is
no longer sufficient. The energy picture must be looked at
and optimized as a whole, and nuclear stations may well play
an important role even outside the hitherto assumed dominating
role of supplying electricity.

For instance it is clear that waste heat from nuclear and
fossile fuel thermal electricity stations will become the
world' s greatest untapped energy source if present trends
are not changed. Can this be truly economic in a situation
where fossile fuel costs will certainly rise and some fuels be
in short supply, where most energy types bring environmental
disadvantages and where an increase in energy production
requirements may strain the capital investment resources
of any country? Or are there better methods of meeting the
low grade heat requirements, e.g. by heat pumps? The
questions are too important not to be studied in great detail
at National and International levels.

The present paper describes the options worth considering in
a country like Sweden where low grade heat consumers (mainly
for space heating of dwellings, buildings and industry) account
for nearly half the country's energy use, where transport
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and process steam have comparatively minor energy require-
ments (and the process steam industry largely provides its
own fuel by industrial wastes), and where the hitherto so
important hydro power no longer can be increased significantly.

Z^.______Consideredenergy uses and sources

On such a system a model presented schematically on Fig. i
can be used. The main energy users (when disregarding the
transport and high grade process heat users for reasons men-
tioned above) are those who can use low grade heat - say at
temperatures up to about 120 C - and those who can use low
grade heat may choose electricity if it is more economic or
strategically preferable.

The two main fuel types are nuclear and fossile - and within
the fossile fuel field at present the treatment can be confined
to oil of the heavy and light types. Other fuels like coal or
natural gas could replace these at certain stages if the oil
prices become too high, without affecting the treatment of
the problem, if appropriate costs are used.

The types of energy production plants which have to be con-
sidered are
1) those producing low grade heat only - for instance

the widely used light oil fired domestic boilers,
the larger resident area heavy oil boiler
to a small local network of hot water pipes for
distributing the heat;

Z) those producing both electricity and low grade heat,
e.g. heavy oil fired back pressure steam stations,
nuclear heat/electric

3) stations of various types producing electricity
only and using heavy oil or nuclear fuel.

Energy transport is by electric overhead lines (exceptionally
by cables) or by hot water pipes at various pressures and
temperatures. Conversion machines include the possibility
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of using heat pumps which use electricity to "pump" heat from
the atmosphere, rivers or condenser cooling water tempera-
tures to the somewhat higher temperature needed for low
temperature heat applications.

The overall magnitude of the energy demands may either in
a first model be considered as given in a given year, or be
made subject to system optimizations in certain respects,
for instance regarding the level of insulation for houses, or
the extent to which heat recovery from exhaust air is applied.
In practice even other factors may influence the demand, e.g.
price elasticity, legislation and the introduction of energy
taxes.

Conclusions may take the form of defining the economic
penetration areas of competing energy forms and producers
in respect of
a) geography - e.g. districts with various load

densities
b) uncertain future conditions, e.g. fuel price trends
c) load factors of electricity or heat blocks

To obtain results of reasonably broad application it can be
valuable to define the conditions at which two competing forms
give identical costs in terms of one or more of the above
variables.

jk Example s of methods of analy sis

Examples of such investigations attempting to find the "break
even" conditions between two competing energy forms are
given by Lind l)' ~) and the author 3'.

3. 1 l*?®?^ even, Jieat only

Lind ' first examined the break even point between electric
space heating and district heating with heavy oil burning "heat
only" boilers. With the cost data in tabie 1 collected from a

»

number of official Swedish investigations he concluded as
illustrated by Fig, 2 that for all except relatively low den-
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sity one family house estates (the outermost houses with
lots with more than 1000 m each) the district heating
solution gave preferable economy for the foreseeable oil
prices (e.g. > i . 3 (Sre/kWh) . Stronger oil price increases
would set the break even point at somewhat smaller lots
whereas technical development (now in progress) toward
reducing the costs of hot water mains would increase the
"break even lot siae", Table 1 also shows some data
concerning average hot water main costs per kW heat demand
from other sources. These indicate that when entire cities are
covered by district heating networks, very large savings are
possible.

Iiind did not consider a third energy form for small houses,
namely the individual domestic boiler operating on thin oil.
When the capital cost for the boiler, oil storage tank and
building space are taken into consideration, the fixed costs
are not very much less than for the heat only district heating
scheme, whereas the fuel costs are much higher due to the
lower boiler efficiency and more expensive fuel used. In
addition the domestic boiler involves more work for the
house owner and is the greatest single source of air pollution
in Sweden, so that health authorities are strongly opposed
to their continued use where reasonable alternatives exist.
Hence the domestic boiler is likely to disappeaf front the
Swedish scene (for new houses) except for some very isolated
locations.

3.2
relative jfco_ other fc>rms_ of

In ref. 2 Lind compares the economics of nuclear electricity
stations, oil fired electricity stations and oil fired heat/electric
stations. In the first two cases the low grade heat load was
supplied by heavy oil fired local area boilers of the type con-
sidered under 3. 1. Making the cost assumption in table 2,
Lind deduced the economic fields of application for electricity
supply of the various power plant types as a function of the
oil price and the capital cost of oil fired back pressure steam
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stations (as these can vary over a large range depending on
plant size and geography), as shown by Fig, 3. The fact
that no nuclear plants are shown to the left of the line C
applies of course only as long as the electricity produced
by back pressure oil stations on the appropriate price
range is sufficient to meet the base and medium load
electricity requirements on the system. As soon as this
condition is no longer fulfilled (and it is not in practice)
nuclear electricity stations are needed. What the figure does
show- clearly on the other hand is that for practical capital
cost ranges, back pressure plants of reasonable output are
indeed an economic proposition in most cases. Fig. 4 shows
the load factors, oil prices and back pressure plant investment
costs at which nuclear power stations and back pressure break
even under Land's assumptions.

3,3 Nuclear^heati/cle£t£i£
In a complement to Lind' s work (ref. 3) I have compared
nuclear heat/electric stations with nuclear stations plus oil
fired boilers with the cost assumptions and output assumptions
shown on Fig. 5. As shown by the results on Fig. 6 the
nuclear heat/electric stations give the better economy if the
large regional network of hot water mains needed to distribute
the heat over the region, (i.e. to the local distribution points
covered by areas of the size previously covered by heavy oil
boilers) cost less per kW of heat than the numbers shown in
Fig. 6. That figure also shows the approximate mean
transmission distance which could be covered with these
installation costs for water mains with existing techniques
as a function of fuel oil cost and annual duration of the low
grade heat delivery from the nuclear plant. Very similar

9)results were reported recently by Ryman ' for the detailed
investigation concerning the Stockholm region.

Already with these existing techniques fully adequate distances
for Swedish purposes are covered with the oil prices expected
for the future. Improved techniques comprising several inde-
pendent proposals by inter alia Haag (who recommended use
of lower temperature at early stage Oknemark (Stockholm)
and the author "* a)' *' which promise considerable
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cost reductions are now being studied. They involve the use
of lower water temperatures which increase back pressure
electricity generation as well as allowing the use of water
mains of newer and cheaper materials such as certain rein-
forced plastics, plastic lined concrete, plastic sea pipes,
wet rock channels etc. Cost functions for these improved
techniques are as yet preliminary and also the techniques
require verification. If development work confirms the
results of preliminary studies, large additional savings
would be realized.

As in practice the transmission distances involved are
smaller than those justified according to Fig. 6 even with
current techniques the use of nuclear heat/electric stations
can be expected to produce very great net economic benefits,
whilst the newer techniques promise to increase the benefits
in a marked way. A number of conditions have, however,
to be fulfilled, before such saving can be realized in practice.

In particular national plans have to be made which indicate
in what areas district heating can become economic and
tools must be devised which make it possible for such plans
to be implemented. This includes giving priorities to the
development of the new district heating technologies which
I shall exemplify later in this paper, insisting on energy
tariffs which correctly reflect the costs of taking on new
consumers and demands, legislation in certain cases giving
district heating a monopoly role when it can be shown to be
the cheapest and otherwise most beneficial way of meeting
the heat demands in a specific area. Legislation is now
accepted in the field of electricity distribution, water distri-
bution, garbage collection etc. in most countries, whilst the
very thought of adopting similar techniques for heat is still
chocking to many. The importance of the questions involved
justify some probing thoughts as to the reasons for these
differences in attitudes.
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4_.______Current trends

Analyses of the type illustrated above show that the economics
of district heating schemes with heat/electric stations are
improved by inflation generally (if account of this is taken),
by more rapid price increase of fuels than other comodities,
by factors which reduce the specific costs of hot water distri-
bution systems such as increased load concentrations and
improved techniques. The same factors improve to an even
greater extent the economics of nuclear heat/electric ̂ plants.

All the above factors are currently operating in Sweden and
thus district heating schemes are growing, though certain
artificial deterents such as outdated banking rules which do
not as yet accept investments in hot water pipes as securities
for bank loans are slowing down market penetration.

At present about 30 cities have district heating schemes in
Sweden with a combined peak demand of 8 000 MW(t) and
20 TWh annual heat consumption.

However only about 25 % of the capacity and 40 % of the energy
is provided by heat/electricity stations, the remainder by oil
fired (heat only) boilers, needed to open up new districts
before the demands become sufficiently large to justify the
construction of heat electric stations. So far, the district
heating has been concentrated to districts with blocks of flats,
though in a few cities group housing estates with one family
houses have also been connected. The majority of one family
houses are, however, as yet served by domestic thin oil boilers,
with an increasing proportion of electricity heating in new
buildings.

In 1972 the Swedish Central Operating authority (representing
the electricity utilities) indicated ' that it expected the district
heating load served by heat/electric stations to rise to about
40 TWh/year by 1990, and an even higher estimate was made

7)by the Swedish District-Heating Works Association ', which
represents the local authorities in the cities have joint respon-
sibility for electric city and heat supply, the difference being
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largely the faith placed by the latter association also in small
plants -with diesel engines and gas turbines. Discussions
aiming at reaching common conclusions are now in progress
between these two bodies. The Government has appointed a
legal commission to propose legislation concerning district
heating which may bring heating practice more in line with
current practices for other local services where this can
be shown to be in the public interest.

ji._____Applied results
4 a)As outlined in an article by the author earlier this year '

preliminary studies of the types outlined in section 2 suggest
that the optimum solution for Swedish heat supplies would
follow the pattern outlined in Fig. 7.

In the most densly populated areas in Sweden (shown by shaded
areas) vast regional networks of hot water mains would be built.
These areas cover more than half of Sweden* s population.
Into the main networks nuclear heat electric stations located
in or near the less populated fringes would pump

curves would be taken by back pressure oil (later perhaps coal)
fired plants, and the peak and reserve duties by oil fired heat
only boilers. Outside the dense regions certain towns of
respectable size (e.g. 50000 inhabitants or more) would have
their own district heating networks served by oil fired heat/elec-
tric stations, with oil "heat only" boilers to supply peak heat
loads and reserve duty. For still smaller cities special
heat/electric stations such as diesel plants may be justified
in certain cases, but in general the rising oil prices and
possible oil shortages would favour a transition to nuclear
electric space heating, with or without heat pumps. In many
cases a certain amount of daily heat storage would be justified
for these electrically heated schemes.

The economics of these proposals are influenced by the costs
of transporting and distributing heat. Development work
aiming at reducing these costs is therefore in progress.
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One example of methods for reducing the costs of the small
bore distribution pipes is the use of pipes of crosslinked
polyeten which can be rolled on drums in lengths of 100 m or
more. A trench is then dug, the pipes are laid in the trench*
and the space is filled with sand or other insultant. The
method is much more rapid and cheaper than previously
used pipe laying methods involving metal pipes, insultant and
pipes for keeping the metal pipes and insultant dry to avoid
korrosion and deterioration. The system illustrated in Fig. 8
has been tested at Studsvik and is now being installed for
one housing estate

To allow the use of cheaper plastics and reduce the return
water temperatures, it is beneficial to use apparatus in the
houses which can operate with lower temperature differences
between the water and air without significant cost increases.
Warm ait schemes (e.g. see Fig. 9) where the heat transfer
device between water and air is in forced circulation (thus
givening very small, compact and cheap devices) is one$
attractive possibility. Plastic convectors are another
possibility. Both have the merit of avoiding the use of steel
radiators, thereby opening the way to non corroding common

**
systems for heating water and hot tap water, which opens the
way to further economies. Such a system can be common for
a whole district, see left hand corner of Fig. 10.

Lastly, <*a mentioned in p.ir.i J. *, newer methods for large
scale transport of hot water at lower temperatures than those
used conventionally are under study.

Without going into too much detail, the point should be made
that the optimization of such schemes must include all parts,
even the equipment in the houses.

* One type has been developed at Studsvik and is being
installed for one housing estate and office block.

** Already being installed for Studsvik office block with
previously mentioned plastic convector.
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Implementation of the scheme outlined above with an increase
of the low grade heat supply from heat/electric stations in
1990 from the 1972 Operation Authority projection of 40
TWh/year to more than 100 TWh/year (nearly half the total
projected low grade heat demand) would save over 7 Millions
of tons of oil annually if the addition came mainly from nuclear

heat/electric stations. A major reduction of air pollution
and considerable reduction of thermal pollution would be
achieved as well as very great cost reductions, especially
if the new district heating techniques are successfully
introduced.

ji>._____Application to other countries

In the rest of Scandinavia, Denmark and Finland are introducing
district heating as widely as Sweden and also in Eastern Europe
district heating is widely used. Among the continental countries
of Western Europe on the other hand, use is confined to more
isolated schemes in Germany and a few other countries.

Broadly speaking the harder climate of Scandinavia improves
the economics of district heating but the inferior insulation
standards of the Continent and less sharp winter peaks should
compensate this, i.e. provide equally favourable overall
economic conditions. The greater load densities and load
concentrations should sway the balance to broadly even more
favourable economic conditions on the continent and the
increasing pollution problems should add further major
incentives.

The main reasons why district heating so far has not been as
widely adopted on the Continent may therefore be partly
administrational (division of responsibility between utilities
responsible for different services) and partly tradition. If
this conjecture is correct it is time to remove the obstacles.

In several industrial countries the use of nuclear plants to
provide process steam should be seriously investigated.
Increasing oil prices bring down the minimum economic output
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of nuclear plants as the IAEA survey of medium size power
plants has demonstrated, and may thus justify such projects
even in locations not otherwise selected for utility nuclear
power plants. Obviously, once the industrial incentive exists
the project should be studied on a joint electricity/process
steam basis, as combined generation for larger outputs can
often improve the economy.

On a still longer term basis the special possibilities for
High Temperature Reactors to produce synthetic gas or
enrich natural gas with hydrogen deserve study as a
contribution to the production of energy in a form suitable
for transport at consicerable distances and local use in
smaller units.
JT,______Concluding remarks

In the present short paper I have tried to indicate briefly the
importance of studying the application of nuclear energy to
district heating and to some extent to process steam. The
world cannot afford in the long run so vast a non-utilized
energy asset as the waste heat of present and future thermal
stations. The more rapidly steps are taken to harness this
resource the greater the benefits attainable.

The paper has very briefly outlined a method of treating the
economics. We have the ambition in our company to produce
a computer programme which will represent the simplified lo-
gistics of the Fig. 1 in greater detail and thus allow overall
system optimizations. We feel that this can be an important
addition to the strategy programmes produced so far confined
to the electricity production sector only.
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Table 1 post data used by Lind to compare heat-only district heating
schemes with electrical space heating. (Cost data from ref. 1
except where other references are cited).

Annual cost of electricity for space heating
(supplied to a large extent by nuclear plant):-

a) fixed component (range represents diffe-
rent consumer load densities from 18 to
150 GWh/km2 • yr)

b) running component

c) average utilization time with respect to
additional power plant capacity needed

d) energy requirement

e) cost of heating & hot tap water equipment
in houses including thermal insulation

2. Annual cost of heat from local district heating
schemes supplied by heat only boilers

a) fixed costs for boilers (50 to 100 MW(t)
size) including reserve

b) fuel costs

c) fixed costs for hot water distribution net-
work at 10 % capital charge rate (D)

i) Limiting value for group houses with
10 x 0 m2 lots

220 to 240 kr/kW • yr

0, 8 + 0, 15 c ore/kWh

3600 h/year

10 % less than for
district heating

about 1000 kr/kW
(= same as for district
heating houses)

15 kr/kW & yr

c /O, 85 6re/kWh

120 kr/kW(t) • yr

-22 kr/kW(t) • yr

ii) Average value all consumers for
Vasteras city (updated to 1972/73
prices (ref. 8)

lii) Value for increase in district heating
networks by 13000 MW(t) recom-
mended in District Heating Association
Survey 1972, updated to 1973 (ref. 7) 21 kr/kW(t) • yr

d) utilization period 2500 h/yr

Resulting break even condition for small houses:

»Ann*!!0hi i I240 + (0. 8 + 0. 15 c) • 36] = 15 H- D + 2500 c/85jouu n • *, i l. i
i.e. D = (153 - 26 c) kr/kW(t) • yr (see Fig. 2)
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Table 2 Main cost assumptions for fig, 3 and 4

Fixed costs* kr/kW p. a.

Fuel ore/kWh e
Other running
costs ore/kWh e
Availability %

Power plant type

Nuclear

200

0,8

72

Oil
condense

105

c/0.38

0,25
75

Gas tur-
bine

62

c/0.28

0,5
75

Oil back
pressure

variable de-
pending on
size
c/0. 85**

0,5
75

General: Capital charges: 0, I/year
* Includes certain contributions to electric transmission up to 132

KV network for nuclear and oil condense, but not for local gas
turbine plants or oil fired heat electric plants.

** The remaining fuel cost is charged to the delivered low grade
heat and replaces corresponding costs at heavy oil fired "heat
only" area boilers
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Illustrative logistics of simplified energy system
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Fig. 1 Illustrative logistics of simplified energy system
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Annual fixed costs for hot waterpipes
kr/kW(t)peryr.(»D)
150

100

Electric
space
heating

osts for
one family
house estates
up to 1000m2

lots, current
technology

District
heating

Load
density

Average cost
city of Vasteras

1,5 2,0
Heavy oil cost, ore/kWh

Fig- 2 Freak even point between electric heating and heat
only district heating boilers according to Lind
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kr/kW(e)
2000
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1000
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GT+OC+OHE
GT+OC+OHE+NE

B
GT+OHE -v-GT+OHE + NE

No nuclear power *^V, * Nuclear power

0.5t 1.0 1.5 2.0 ore/kWh

10 15 20 25 kr/Gcal
Oil cost

Fig. 3 Subdivisions between economic fields of application
for different power plants according to Lind (ref. 2)

GT = gas turbine
OC = oil fired condensing station
OHE = oil fired heat/electric station (back

pressure)
NE = nuclear power station for electricity

generation only

kr » Swedish crowns (4.22 kr - 1 $, Ocotber 1973)
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Investment cost for back pressure
oil f ir«d heat/electric plant
kr/kWt

1300

1OOO

SOO

Oil price
dre/kWh

0.73

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

40 60 00 100
Load factor, %

Fig. 4 Break even load factor between
a) oil fired heat electric station, and
b) nuclear power plant plus heavy oil

heat only boiler, according to Lind
(ref. Z)
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2000 4000 6000 h/y

Assumption

1) Both nuclear stations have same reactor
heat rate, QR, reactor utilisation time
(6500 full load hours/year) and annual
costs.

2} Compareo to electrical output, P, of nu-
clear station (a), station (b> has electri-
cal output reduction of 7 % with pure
condensing operation and 30 % with
pure back pressure operation.

3) Penalty for above output reductions are
assesses at costs of nuclear electricity in
Table 1 for the 7 % reduction (200 kr/kW
& yr 4 0.8 6re/kWh), and at 160 kr/kW &
yr + 8 ore/kWh for additional 23 % reduc-
tion. (The difference between these two
tariffs arises because back pressure opera-
tion can be switched to condensing opera-
tion when short electricity peak occurs, by
taking over district heating loaded by re-
serve oil boilers.)

4) Heat rate, Q, for full load hours/yr to dis-
trict heating scheme by station (b) achieves
corresponding oil saving assessed at oil price
c and 85 % hotter efficiency.'

5) Station (b) requires additional investment of
N cr. per kW of Q for major region pipe sys-
tem for transporting heat from station to area
centres of region.

Fig. 5 Assumtions for economic comparison between,
a) Nuclear electricity only station plus oil heat only

district heating boilers

b) Nuclear heat/electric station plus reserve oil "heat only"
district heating boilers.
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Km kr/kW(t)

too

600

400

aoo

60

30

1.0

Probably future
price trend

1.5 2.0
Heavy oil price, c, ore/kWh

Fig. 6 Economics of nuclear heat/electric stations as compared
to nuclear station plus oil heat boilers
a) Max. justified investment in main hot water

transmission system, fcr/kW peak heat transport
capacity

b) Max. justified hot water transport distance with
conventional technology (pipe size around 1 m), km
tg = utilization time for back pressure operation
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Stage 1
Stage 2

• Nuclear power
station (under
construction)

Fig. 7 Map of Sweden showing areas suitable for regional
district heating networks.

Thin plastic foil

Sand
Plastic tube

Shingle for drainage

Fig. 8 Plastic hot water distribution pipes testing at Studsvik
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a) Small one-family-house
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»
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V
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Hot tap water

Evacuation
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from toilet,
bathroom,
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40°C, heating air

60°C, water

b) Block of flats (figures in brackets apply with
installation of optional recuperation system)

Fig. 9 Examples of hot air heating scheme with relatively
low temperature water (temperatures apply on coldest
winter day in central Sweden)
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Addendum

With respect: to Fig. 2 in this paper which shows the economic
dividing line between district heat supplied heavy oil fired (heat
only) boilers and electric space heating according to the cost
assumptions by Lind reproduced in. table 1, it should be pointed
out that representatives for the large Swedish electric utilities
(see ref.11) have criticised one of the assumptions. The basis
of the criticism is that measurements in a number of districts with
electric space heating in Sweden (ref. 12} have shown that a
conderable diversity exists between this demand and the remaining
electricity demand. If account of this diversity is taken the
equivalent load factor (or̂ utilisation time) for purpose of cal-
culating the additional generating plant requiremnt introduced by
electrical space heating is 5 000 full load hours/year instead of
the 3 600 h/year assumed by Lind. If the 5 000 h/year figure is
accepted, the position of the dividing line in Fig. 2 is lowered,
and thus one family house with large lots are supplied more economically
by electric space heating than by district heating with current hot
water piping technology. This correction would strengthen the incentives
for developing cheaper warm water distribution systems for small
houses than the conventional systems. Where future systems are
concerned the truth lies in my opinion between the position taken
by Lind and that taken by GSte and NordetrSro in ref. 11 assuming
still current piping technology. One reason for this is that on
future systems the space heating load is liable to be a larger
fraction of the ystem demand than to-da,, and hence diversity effects
will be smaller, as the electric space heating load is likely to
affect the time when the overall system peak occurs. As second reason
is that large district heating schemes already have higher utilisation
times that the 2 500 full load hours/year assumed by Lind, which
improves the economy also of the district heat?ng schemes to some extent,

Re£. 11 S. GSthe and B. NordstrSm. Teknisk Tidskrift 1973:17.
Ref. 12 Production requirements for electric space heating. Internal

CDL Report 1972-12-19 (and published in abbreviated form
in ERA 1973:4).
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THE FACTORS AFFECTING CRITERIA FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
LONG TERM STRATEGIES

by L.G. Brookes, United Kingdom.

A companion paper by A.A. Farmer describes the current UK

approach to assessing nuclear power strategies. This is
essentially a matter of minimising resource costs subject to the
more direct constraints on options and quantities.

This paper is much more tentative. Its object is to

discuss in very broad terms the various factors affecting criteria
•

for any reassessment of strategies, taking particular account of
the developing world energy situation.

Factors affecting future criteria for assessment.
These factors may be listed under a number of headings:-

Natural resource considerations;
Technological options, prospects and constraints;
Political factors;

Economics and finance;

recognising that there may be some overlap.
Let us take these in order.

Natural resources
A forward look leaves little doubt that the growth of demand

for oil will fairly soon outstrip the growth of supply from

traditional sources at prices appropriate to bulk uses. By 1935
US demands upon the Middle East may reach 5 x 1O9 barrels a year,

Western European demands from the same source may reach

6.5 x 109,and Japanese as x 109. This total of 15 x 109 barr

from these three areas alone has to be compared with current
, a three
/increase

Middle East exports of about 5 x 109 barrels. Thus, a threefold
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increase is required. This can be achieved if the producing

countries have a mind to achieve it. (The factors affecting

their will to do so are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.)
But, after that date, the lines begin to diverge.

Oil is not the only fuel available but the growth of

demand for coal has not been sustained (in some countries both
demand and production are actually falling); and,so far, the

world market for natural gas is relatively small. Nuclear
and hydro power make only a small contribution on a world scale - !
though they are important in some areas. Fig.], taken from

a study by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (Ref.l)

shows the likely future'imbalance between world supply and
demand for useful*energy if supply were confined to fossil fuels

from the traditional sources andthe future output were to follow
the pattern predicted by M. King Rubbert (Ref.3). The difference

between the median predictions of supply and demand amounts to

4O% of total demand by 2000 AD. Even if half of this gap could

be made up by accelerating production from the traditional
sources (depleting them more rapidly), by exploiting non-

traditional sources like the tar sands and oil shales and

reviving interest in coal by gasification and liquifaction, the
shortfall to be met by hydro power and new forms of energy is

still very large. Scope for increasing hydro power is strictly
limited and if the shortfall is expressed in terms of nuclear

energy (after making a reasonable allowance for hydro-power),

it amounts to a requirement to have 5,000-5,500 GW of nuclear

*The concept of useful energy recognises that oil is a more
effective fuel than coal in terms of its contribution to
economic output and electricity is even more efficient.
Usefulness coefficients calculated by Adams and Miovic (Ref.2)
were used.
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power "in post" in the world by 2000 AD. This is about 100 times

the present level and calls for maintaining an average growth

rate of 18% over a period of nearly 30 years.

Presently discovered quantities of uranium and thorium

at or about current prices are adequate to meet this demand

if a high proportion of breeder reactors is assumed. Failing

this, prospecting must be speeded up or effort devoted to

developing the technology of recovery from low grade sources

like the sea. The other new sources of non~fossil energy

are either too small in total potential (though possibly

important in some areas) - like geo~thermal and tidal energy -

or too far off technical maturity - like solar and fusion

energy - to affect the situation before 2OOO AD.

Technological options, prospects and jconstraints

For power production itself the technological options

for the medium term are confined to various forms of fission

and fossil power on offer, with hydro power making a limited

contribution. In the long term (post 2OOO AD) there are tho

possibilities of fusion and solar energy, with fusion likely

to be the first of thes.o to be available in a form suitable

for bulk power production. Geothermal and tidal energy -

already present in a small v/ay - may be increased but are

destined to play only a small role. The maxinum world

potential, on practical considerations, of each has been

estimated at about 60,000 MW (Rubbert, Rcf.3)

For the period up to 2OOO AD therefore there is no

alternative to fission reactors to make good the shortfall

between world demand and supplies of energy of the more familiar

types. A programme consisting entirely of thermal reactors
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may present some problems of nuclear fuel supplies; the

introduction of breeder reactors, moreover, needs to be
complemented by a certain percentage of thermal reactors to

ensure an adequate supply of plutonium. Either way, therefore,

thermal reactors will be required to the end of the century
and beyond. A nvnber of options exis'-. for these; and choice

may depend as much on factors peculiar to the ordering country

as upon fine calculations of differences in capital and
operating costs.

Given fairly general recognition of the problem of energy

supplies and the fairly general conclusion that large nuclear

power programmes are called for, the problems of possible

constraints on meeting those programmes may begin to loom

larger than arguments about the economic merits of different
nuclear types and the merits of nuclear plant compared with

fossil fuel plant. By 1985 there may be as much as 175O GW

of nuclear plant under construction in the world, and in

2000 AD the figure may well be 3000 GW. When expressed in

terms of likely power station sizes at the time, this could

well be a total of 350 power stations under construction in 1985,

of which 60* might be building in Europe.

Even though we are simply discussing a proportion of

the load upon the electrical plant industry as a whole, such

a rapid build-up of a new branch of the industry is bound to

create serious strains upon management and design skills,

supply oi skilled manpower, precision engineering effort o:»' tho
type peculiar to nuclear plants, and the supply of special
materials and special services such as enrichment and re-
*as&uning an average station size of 5 GW by that time
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processing facilities. Choices and strategies might be affected

by constraints arising from this very rapid build-up of

special demands of one sort or another.

Another constraint that is partly technological, partly

political, arises from the nature of nuclear energy itself.

Some countries more than others experience great pressure

from within their shores about the possible risks to health

from the operation of nuclear plants and the special hazards

that would arise from a serious accident to a nuclear station.

In addition, countries with limited coarstlines may find it

difficult to provide supplies of cooling water for the

very much larger quantities of electrical capacity that are

forecast. Both these considerations may impose siting

restrictions and delays in the granting of approvals for

plants. These constraints may be serious enough to affect

strategic decisions.

Polit3 cal factors

The political factor surmounting all others is the risk

that the Arab countries way discriminate against particular

customers or groups of customex-ss as regards oil supplies

and prices; or may even Interruptor cut off supplies in an

attempt to gain political ends. Oil if? the foremost world fuel

and jiB likely to remain KO for sosno decades. The vast

resources of the Middle East «<?&n that at will become juore

and more dominant as a supplier, or pottMjtJaD supplier, as

the ycaru pacs. The conceit* ration ol so Much economic power

in a Gina.il politically anslubJx area co.iM •> luces a poiitjco/

economic problow of a«)-osi vtjprccixu^xjlcd na/nitutlO'. T»o
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developed countries of the world are bound to see the situation
as one calling for a risk avoidance strategy. Risks will be

spread as far as possible and questions of security of

supplies may outweigh the desire to minimise costs.

Economics and Finance

The general move towards more capital intensive methods

of energy production - both in the shape of nuclear power

itself, and because the not insignificant supplies of

European crude oil will call for capital investment in

oil rigs, pipelines, refineries etc. - will put pressures on

national investment programmes during a period when

economic growth can only be maintained by sustaining or

increasing capital investment in other sections of the economy.

The capital resources for energy investment must be found

if national growth rates are to be maintained,and the problems

of balancing consumption against investment and the capital

demands of the different sections of the economy against one

another will create problems of economic management that will

call for sophisticated analysis if the best solutions are to

be identified. These problems will come at a time when

massive cash flows into the Middle East in response to rising
demands for oil and rising prices for it may be creating

serious instability in the world monetary system.

Over and above the problems of finding capital resources

to meet power programmes, some countries may also be presented

with difficulties of funding. This would be especially

difficult for countries where funds for power plants have

traditionally come from the private sector - especially if

attempts to increase growth rates are already putting strain

on the supply of funds for investment.
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Conclusions

This paper has pointed to problems rather than solutions.

Its aim has been primarily to suggest that systems analyses

that concentrate on comparing the direct resource cost savings

achieved in power production when one type of plant is used

rather than another may rapidly become outmoded. Security

of energy supplies, political problems, and economic

problems and constraints on a national and v/orld scale may

bedevil the choice of national power stratocloc. Technological

and industrial constraints may also be over-riding in some

cases; and the desire to take part in \vorld markets may

affect national choices* of system. All these considerations

must somehow bo fed into reactor strategy assessments

if they are to continue to earn the respect of national

decision makers.
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ASSESSMENT OP LONG TERM NUCLEAR POWER STRATEGIES

Roger H. A« Le Oassie
Deputy Director

Office of Planning and Analysis

United States Atomic Energy Commission

Introductory Remarks

This paper is philosophic in coi ent rather than numerical* It is intended
to be sonewhat provocative in its views so as to stimulate discussion*

duo)ear powei strategies have to be considered in the context of overall
energy strategies. •• „•

The cost of energy should be expected to continue to increase, not only -
because of the possibility of fuels shortages but also because of environmental
concerns and pressure to internalize environmental costs in energy costs*

i
•<

This will have three effects. The first is that greater attention will be
given to environmental concerns, overall efficiency in energy utilization from
resource extraction to end use, and energy conservation measures in developed
countries* The second is that total budgets for energy development are likely to
increase while that portion devoted to fission reactors is likely to decrease in
percentage terms* The third is that a degree of technological diversification
and flexibility is likely to be followed, both as to primary fuel types and sources
of supply, as opposed to a massive national commitment to a single technological
solution*

Of course, the above generalizations will have variqus degrees of force
for individual countries depending on their unique circumstances* Nevertheless.
I believe that they will tend to prevail in the aggregate.

The above views tend to shift emphasis from the historic interest in economic
analysis to matters regarded as unquantifiable just a few years •'ago. Indeed, most
of our historic economic analysis has been wrong. Nuclear power development was
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:first advocated because "it was there" as a new inexhaustible source of energy*
It was heavily funded on the basis of its economic "competitiveness1** Its actual
costs are substantially greater than initial predictions* Its competitiveness
largely results from uncontrollable increases in the costs of its current al-
ternatives. Ita application as an inexhaustible source of future energy rests
alternatively on undemonatrated assurances of vast Quantities of B-235 than are
currently projected to be available, for use in current reactor types, or on
undeoonstrated asm- -anoes of the viability of new reactor tyj. as - breeders - which
will limit the need for U-535* It is highly probable that wa will eventually eee
th« primary virtue of current nuclear technology es its envis-onasntal superiority
to certain energy alternatives and in its ability tc allow us to diversify our
fuel sources to take account of certain national security, economic and environ-
mental pressures*

The message of history is clear* The resultc of economic optimization
studies should be taken with considerable caution* Such studies implicitly assume
that all significantly relevant considerations are taken into account in the
model* If they are not, how can the optimization results be of ary real value?
On the other hand, simulation studies become much more interesting. Relevant
outputs can be deduced for the decision-maker in any area in response to his
inquiries*

Indeed, the major point here is that the development and implementation of
an energy — nuclear power - strategy, particularly in tho long term, is less a
technological event than it is a social event.

It is both undesirable and just bad analysis to search for the technologically'
"right" and optimizeed solution and try - t ̂successfully - to "sell" it to political
and social leaders* Rather, the analysis itself benefits, both in relevancy and
true applicability to decision making1 when it includes consideration of social
and political questions* To those who object to the difficulty of this task,
I respond that it is no more difficult than the successful development and
commercialisation of a fast breeder reactor that is economically and socially
viable* It simply requires some additional or different skills*

The actual social consequences of what we have done in the past has been only
dimly perceived, if at all, at the time* The internal combustion engine is a
major example of this* It is doubtful that advanced countries will continue to
accept such onsets of technological change as passively in the future*
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_____Analyses

The previous introductory discussion now suggests the need not for a single
all-embracing analysis, which is probably beyond our capability in any event,
but for a series of parallel analyses of future courses of action*

Objectives need to be clearly stated - not just sub-objectives. The latter
type of objective might be to maximize the benefit cost ratio for a breeder* It
is important to &.,fc and understand why we want the breeder xn the first place*
Economics only? Security of future energy supplies? How then do we run our
automobiles? What establishes the time frame? An insistence on clearly stated
primary objectives and their priority is very important.

One certainly needs to perform an analysis of the soundness of the economic
investment* For development activities this is classically a benefit/cost
study* However, rather than the end of the analysis, this should be only the
beginning*

Actually, most published benefit/cost studies fail to consider the implica-
tions of potential trade-offs between time to reach objectives, program cost,
variation in the level of target benefits, and probability of success* Such
program trade-off studies are likely to indicate greater value in short, heavily-
funded programs with reduced objectives and a non-trivial probability of failure*
The nuclear community often has a bias, however, in favor of lengthy, heavily-
funded programs with extremely difficult objectives and an assumed high probability
of "success" given enough money and time. Thus, such risk/investment studies are
not very popular.

In any event, any economic analysis should also be subject to sensitivity
analyses* This means that uncertain input assumptions should be varied, and con-
straints both varied and introduced, so as to elucidate effects of these varia-
tions on the result. This type of analysis is more commonly done and can be very
informative for decision-makers.

Having "run the numbers", so to speak, it is now time to address some very
important considerations. Who implements the plan and how is it done? What is
the role of government, industry, customers and the public, assuming they are
different entities? Who pays for what and how? Who benefits and how much? How
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are the various elements notivated to perform their roles? Self-interest?
Economically? By legislation? What resources, including capital and skills,
ere required? Do they exist or must they ba created? What alternative uses
of these resources exiot? What are the environmental implications of the
strategy? Is it single-purpose or does it have multiple and symbiotic potential
value in alternative worlds? Is the strategy compatible with other national ob-
jectives or does it create stress situations?

Major effort should be directed at identifying and examining realistic
alternatives to achievement of the sane objectives* Why not "buy" the future
technology and save interne! development costs? Why not expedite achievement of
a possibly subsequent technology? What would happen if breeder development funds
were invested in uranium exploration instead? Suppose the same funds or a portion
thereof were devoted to transmission, coal technology, improved enrichment pro-
cesses, tertiary oil recovery, end use of efficiencies, energy storage, gas
turbine technology, the electric automobile?

Another category of supposedly "non-quantifiables" can now be listed* Those
involve international aspects and can, in soce circumstances, be completely
dominant* What are the balsnoe-of-trade impacts in both the short and the long
torn? What are the national security implications, both currently and in the
event of international realignments? Are the strategies compatible with political
and economic policies and relationships in the international arena? Do they
reinforce existing relationships or contribute to realignment? What is one's
neighbor or trading partner doing*

A final overview is worthy of at least minimal consideration* What kinds
of completely unexpeo*3d and incredible changes, can the stratecy accept and
remain sound, or, -conversely, would completely destroy its viability? Is planned
implementation of the strategy sequential, limiting risk at each step, or does it
contain some irreversible features which depend upon assumed certain knowledge of
the future for their validity? What ore appropriate "hedges'1 against credible
contingencies and how much do they oost? Are they incorporated in the strategy?

Should we commercialize high-temperature gas-cooled reactors or not?
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In connection with the latter question it is interesting to observe that the
HTQR has been supported at various times because

- it uses thorium
- it is an economic competitor to the LWR
- it is environmentally superior
- it permits an evolution to application of gas turbine technology

and dry cooling towers for remote siting
- its development is a necessary step to the development of a

gas-cooled breeder
- its high temperature capability is a key step in developing an

energy economy based on hydrogen*

No one is quite certain that it can really do or be any of these things*
On the other hand, the list is so extensive and interesting - and the presumed
commercialisj vtion cost so relatively modest - that this observation, in itself,
makes the option worthy of careful examination*

What have we left out?

How big will the communist-bloc nuclear power program be? How rapidly
will it be achieved? How much natural uranium will eventually be found in the
Soviet Union?

Summary

The above discussion may be summarised as a suggestion that, following a
clear statement and priority ranking of primary objectives, a number of parallel
examinations be conducted. These are:

1) A classic benefit/cost study
2) A related trade-off study on risk, cost, target benefits and time
3) Sensitivity analysis on uncertain assumptions and constraints
4) A political/social review of key considerations in a domestic framework
5) A similar review in an international framework
6) Identification and evaluation of alternatives available to meet the

primary objectives which are available outside of the program being
strategized. (it is assumed here that internal alternatives have
already been dealt with, within the above analyses.)

7) Sequential decision-making or hedging aspects of the study.
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The results of the above parallel analyses should be fed back into each
other for at least one round of study* Thus, in their final versions, the dif-
ferent views of the problem should either tend to reinforce one another or to
expose very explicit policy questions for decision-makers.

' We are now prepared to establish a simple criterion for strategy evaluation •
naaely, that our strategy shall have the best possible aggregate score for all
of the above analyses t

Unfortunately, this criterion is very like Wilson's theorem to decide
whether or not a given integer is a prime number. It is simply stated and
theoretically powerful. Unfortunately, it is impossible of application as a
real test in the real world beyond very simple cases.

nevertheless, the implications of the theorem can in themselves be very
useful.

There are no generally applicable criteria. There is, instead, the desira-
bility of searching for informed judgments, recognition of uncertainties and a
sequential decision-making process which is realizable in a practical sense
and which involves social and political as well as economic and technological
change.

Tine scales are extremely important* It is probably impossible for any
activity to stay on a pre-ordained course for 20-30 years, much less for half a
century. It is highly unlikely that we can discern the real problems of the
world after 2020, less so the nature or source of their solutions. This does -not
mean that we should be. profligate with today*t resources and our environment.
He should, however, place considerable stress on benefits that are likely to be
truly useful when they are achieved, i.e. benefits that will accrue to us. We
should also recognise that, in the long term, today's solutions may somehow turn
out to be tomorrow's problems.
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POSSIBLE CRITERIA IN DECIDING THE STRATEGY
FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER IN
A DEVELOPING COUNTRY

V.N. MECKONI
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, India

Abstract

The possible criteria that would have to be defined and
examined in detail to decide on the strategy for the introduction of
nuclear power have been discussed in this paper, particularly with
respect to special conditions existing in the developing countries.
Planning for the introduction of nuclear power in a developing country
would have to be done in such a manner that it ensures that the short
term as well as the long term goals are met both from the fuel
resources point of view as well as meeting the rapidly growing
demand for electrical power. An evaluation of the type of reactor
that would be most suitable would have to be made as the first step
so that commitments could be made towards developing the related
technologies at an early stage in the programme. The strategy to be
adopted so that maximum benefit is obtained through the introduction
of nuclear power would be influenced by a variety of factors such as
at what stage of development is the developing country, the natural
resources available, the technical man-power and the existing indus-
trial infra-structure. As participation of local industry would be an
important consideration, the strategy would also depend on the new
technologies that would have to be developed for any particular
reactor system and the fuel cycle proposed to be followed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many of the developing countries nuclear energy will
olay in future an important role in the supply of electrical power.
However utilisation of nuclear energy, more than any other source ol
4-iergy, requires advance planning as it involves introduction of new
technologies in a number of diverse but at the same time related
activities. A country embarking on a nuclear power programme will
have to make a careful assessment of the role of nuclear energy and
the contribution that it would be expected to make to the total energy
requirements of the country both from short term as well as long
term considerations. On the basis of this assessment, a strategy
could then be evolved in a manner that would ensure development and
effective utilization of the resources of the country, be it fuel, techni-
cal -man power or industrial capability.
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FOR NUCLEAR POWER

An analysis of the entire energy demand growth and supply
situation covering a period of at least two to three decades would be
moot useful* Even in those countries -with adequate supply of con-
ventional fuel resources like coal and oil, it may be desirable to
gradually introduce nuclear power if the same would be required to
play a significant role after a couple of decades when the demand lor
pawor has grown sufficiently. In such a situation, it would be mis-
leading to compare the unit energy cost from a nuclear station with
that from a conventional station only on the basis of current fuel
prices. The possiblo escalation in the price of conventional fuel and
its oxfoct oa the unit energy cost should alco ba taken into considera-
tion as aay iacraaso far uranium coo^ during tho same period would
have a much lesser effect oa the unit energy cost from a nuclear
statioa.

Another important aspect that would have to be borne in
mind would ba the transportation of large quantities of coal needed
for coal fired utyite especially if they cure located far from the coal
fields. For example in India this aspect is likely to cause serious
problems in the future in the north-western, western and southern
parts of ladia as coal hao to ba transported over distances of 1000 to
1590 Kms. from the major coal fields which are located, in the eastern
part as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, even though there are adequate coal
resources at present, nuclear stations are found to, be not only com-
petitive but also tyiore advantageous for power generation In the areas
far from the coal Soldo as illusteagad in Fig. 2,

3. TIMING OF THE INTRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER

Xtx many of the developing countries, the total installed
electrical generating capacity may be rather low, and all the operating
pov/er stations may not be adequately interconnected to form an effec-
tive grid system. On the other hand, it would be desirable to install
nuclear reactors in unit sizes as large as possible to get the maxi-
mum advantage of the .reduction .in. capital cost with the increase in
unit size which is characteristic of nuclear reactors. From consi-
derations of system stability however in the event of an outage of
any generating unit, the existing size of the grid would either limit
the s&e of any individual unit or would call for a high reserve capa-
city. Hence, a detailed optimization would have to be carried out to
determine the maximum size of the individual reactor unit that could
be considered. As maximum capital cost savings in terms of invest*
•ment per KWe installed could be effected as .unit size increases from
100 MWe to 600 MWe, advance planning towards strengthening the grid
would be most beneficial, which in turn-would also influence the
timing as to when the introduction of nuclear power would be most
economic. For example in India although at, present the total installed
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electrical generating capacity is about 18 million KWe, the regional
grids are still not strong enough to accept unit sizes of 500 MWe and
hence at present units of 220 MWe only are being installed. Under
certain conditions however, especially in a rapidly expanding grid
system, it may be possible to advance the introduction of a larger
unit size by down rating the individual unit initially provided this
initial period is short enough.

4. SELECTION OF THE REACTOR TYPE

For a developing country, it would be most essential to
decide on any one particular type of reactor even though fuel cycle
studies and optimization for maximum growth potential may indicate
some advantage of a mix of two or three different types of reactor
systems. This would be necessary so as to limit the effort that
would be involved in introducing the specific technologies associated
with any particular reactor type in the national programme.

At the same time, it would be prudent to adopt a proveu
reactor type on which already some commercial operating experience
has accumulated. Depending on the development effort that could be
initiated in specific areas, decision would have to be taken on the
power reactor type that would be most suitable in the context of the
country's industrial development and manufacturing capability,
technical knowhow available or possibility of generating the same, and
the fuel resources that could be considered including any long term
arrangements that could be made to follow a specific fuel cycle.

Under the definition of "a proven reactor type" it is perhaps
a little too early to include the breeder reactors, eitner fast or
thermal. On the other hand, based on the known uranium resources
it is quite evident that the presently developed converter reactors will
not be able to cope up with the growing demand for nuclear power
because of,the very inefficient use that is made of the fissionable
isotopes of U and Pu by these converters. Hence, it is inevitable
that most of the countries with large nuclear power programmes will
adopt some kind of a breeder reactor in the second stage of their
programme, and many of the developing countries may also find it
advantageous to decide on the type of breeder reactor that would be
most suited for their programmes. However, such a decision need
not be made right away and could await more information that will be
generated during the next few years. In the meantime, it would be
expedient to decide on the converter reactor that would be most suit*
able for the national programme.
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Among the proven reactor types, the following may be
considered as the possible contenders »

1) Light Water. Reactors - BWR & PWR
2) Heavy Water Reactors * CANDU-PHW
3) Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors - AGR
4) High Temperature Gas - HTGR

Cooled Reactors

ft would be useful to examine the possible criteria that may
bring out the specific characteristics of tho above-referred reactor
systems,

4.1 Economics

la docjiding on the most suitable reactor system for the
national nuclear power programme, a comparison on the basis of
overall economics of the different reactor systems would .be essential.
A comparison of the different reactor systems taking into account the
capital cost of the nuclear station and the unit energy coot based on
the currently existing economics parameters may not bo adequate; in
fact it would be desirable to assess the cost of energy generation over
a reasonably long period of time* In order to to this, a reliable
forecast of the variation of the price of uranium*' and tie cost of the*
various facilities involved in the fuel cycle service during this period
has to be made. The effects of such variations in the cost of energy
generation from different reactor systems would nc^bo the same. For
example any increase in. the price of uranium or in tho coc$ of uranium
enrichment service is likely to affect the unit energy cost from an
enriched uranium reactor more than in the case of natural uranium
fuelled reactor. To illustrate this point, the effect of only the
uranium pric? increase on the unit energy cost is shown in Fig. 3.
Superimposed on Jhis would be the effect of any iacreaae in the cost
of enrichment service. In the final analysis however it has to be
borne 'in mind that slight economic benefit may be of less importance
than other considerations mentioned later.

4.2 Fuel Utilization by Various Reactor Types

The efficiency with which the various nuclear reactor systems
utilize uranium fuel would be one of the performance characteristics
that has to be assesed. The efficiency of fuel utilization can be ex-
pressed in terms of the amount of electrical energy generated per
unit mass of uranium mined, e. g. MWe-yr p6r tonne of natural ura-
nium metal. This quantity would de'pend on the neutronic characteri-
stics of the different, reactor systems, the specific fuel inventory, the
discharge burnup of the fuel and the thermodynamic efficiency of the
power station. In addition the amount of fissionable material produced
would also be important as this material would be useful as the initial
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inventory for the breeder reactors and hence would be one of the
factors in determining the growth potential of the nuclear programme.
Of course for a country with a relatively small nuclear power progra-
mme this consideration of fuel utilization may not be a very strong
determining factor in the initial stage. However, if the country plans
to build breeder reactors in the long term programme, it would be
advisable to carry out a detailed analysis of the fuel cycle proposed to
be followed.

Some of the important characteristics of the different reactor
systems whMh determine the efficiency of fuel utilisation are presented
in Table I. The values given are to be taken only as indicative as
they have been taken from published literature and may not be the
'latest values as currently accepted by the groups developing these
reactor systems.

4.3 Potential Growth of Nuclear Capacity

The fuel utilization would depend on the conversion ratio
which would be one of the characteristics of the particular reactor
system, and it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the converter reactors
developed so far cannot make use of more than two to six percent of
the total energy that is potentially available from uranium. However,
fuel utilization increases very rapidly in the case of the breeders and
hence from the fuel resources point of view even the low gain breeders
would be very effective in meeting the total power needs. At the
same time, it would be advantageous to develop the high gain breeders
as these would not only utilize the fuel more efficiently but would
also contribute towards limiting the total installed capacity of the con*
verier reactors if the same are required to provide the initial fuel
inventory for the breeders,

la the total energy picture the- effect of a combination of
two different converter reactors with a breeder reactor is shown in
Fig. 5. This is only to illustrate the need for efficient utilization of
the nuclear fuel resources and the incentive towards achieving high
potential growth rate of the installed nuclear capacity in the strategy
for the long term nuclear powear- programme.

5. TECHNOLOGICAL, AND INDUSTRIAL BACKUP

For a developing country it would be important to decide on
the total technological input that it wishes to make, in the nuclear
power programme. As the total capital available for investment, the
experienced technical manpower and the industrial infrastructure would
all be limited and there may be many competing demands on the same,
it would be necessary to determine the extent to which the design and
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construction of the nuclear power stations should be done with indige-
nous effort and the extent to which facilities, for all the related
services such as uranium production, fuel fabrication, special materials
production, fuel reprocessing, waste immobilization, etc. should be
set up.

IE there is urgent ne,ed fpr power and all the available finan-
cial and technical xftanpower resources are to be committed to the
construction and operation of the nuelear stations, it may be feasible
to make arrangements for all the related services with some other
countries who can offer such services. On the other hand, if suffi-
cient time is available, advanced planning e auld be made to develop
the necessary technologies and initiate the design, construction and
operation of the various facilities in a planned manner. Of course the
available technological and industrial back up would be an important
influencing factor in the selection of the reactor system for the national
nuclear power programme and the fuel cycle that* would be most
suitable. For example in the case of India, it was decided that
natural uranium fuelled heavy water moderated' and* cooled reactors
would be most suitable in the first stage of the country's power
programme. Accordingly, the Candu design developed by Canada WAS
accepted for the reactor system. Moreover as there was sufficient
time available it was decided {hat the necessary development work
should be taken up so that all the related services could also be set
up for the auclf ar power programme with indigenous effort* The
investments that would be required to be made on the basis of the
experience gained on a relatively small programme are indicated in
Table 2. These are only indicative as they relate to Indian conditions
and they do not include the research and development effort taken up
for this programme.

6. TECHNICAL MANPOWER TRAINING

Although training of man power may not strictly be classified
as part of the strategy for nuclear power programme, in case of the
developing countries, however, it plays such an important role that
sufficient thought and advance planning on this aspect would be most
rewarding. As the expertise required cannot be obtained easily from
any other industrial activities which may already be set up in the
country, it is necessary to initiate a suitable training programme at
a very early stage. Even in the operation and maintenance of nuclear
power stations, special training would be necessary even though the
staff may be drawn from and having adequate experience in operation
and maintenance of the conventional fossil fuelled power stations.
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7. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME

For the developing countries, it is essential that any new
information and knowhow that is being generated in the course of the
nuclear power programmes in industrially more advanced countries
becomes available ^arfy'enough so that 'they could gain time by draw**
ing on such experience. For this purpose, collaborative agreements
for technical cooperation would be most useful in reducing the time
required to initiate a nucltear power programme. These collaborative
agreements could be for se&lng up the nuclear power stations, or for
providing the fuel cycle services or for participating in the research
and development effort. Fortunately in the atomic energy field such
cooperation has been quite extensive in the past and it is hoped that
in future such cooperation will take place to even a greater extent.
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TABLE 1

81
No.

1.

2.

3.

A.

Specific Inventory of
Uranium - Kg U/KWe.
U235 Content in the Fuel
loaded - %
Natural Uranium required
per kilogram of Enriched
Uranium - Kg.
Trfc-Mrrtrfc-fr* > 11 -ar **.£ ^ff«k&ft«*»4ftt

LWR

.09

3.20

5.87

CANDU
-PHW

0.18

0.71

1.00

AGR

.31

2.21

3.94

HTGR

.04

8.00

15.30

Uranium - Kg U/KWe 0.53 0.18 1.20 0.61
5. Fuel Burnup -

MWe-yr/TeU 28.60 6.80 19.30 105.0
6. Burnup Requirement of

Hatural Uranium -
KgU/KWe-yr 0.205 0.142 0.205 0.145

7. U235 Content in the
Discharged Fuel - % 0.95 0.19 0.70 0.95

8. Factor by which Burnup
Requirement decreased by
Re-enrichment of Dis-
charged Uranium 1.316 1.000 1.339 1.100

9. Effective Burnup Require-
ment of Natural Uranium -
KgU/KVe-yr. 0.155 0.142 .153 0.132

10. Fissile Plutonium Produced
per tonne of Natural
Uranium - Kg. 1.395 2.890 1.140 1.080

11. Fissile Plutonium produced
per MWe-yr power
produced-Kg. 0.218 0.426 .233 0.157
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TABLE 2

CAPITAL OUTLAY FOfe A NUCLEAR POWER PRCX5RAMME
OF S, 000 - 10, 000 MWe OVER A PERIOD OF 15-20 YEARS

BASED ON CANDU REACTORS

SI.
No. Sector

investment
$/KWe

1. Power Stations, 460

2. Heavy Water Plants 47

3. Fuel Fabrication Plant, including
zircalloy production 18

4. Uranium mines and mills 35

5. Fuel Reprocessing Plants 15

Total : 575
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COMPARISON OF UNIT ENERGY COST FROM COAL
FIRED AND NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS
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NOTES ON KBACTOT? STRATEGY CALCULATIONS
by C.A. Rennie

IKTROPUCTION
1. In most of the reactor ctrategy calculations carried out eo far, the cri-
terion chosen for optimization is the minimum cost of the electricity produced*
In order to do this, assumption** have to be made about capital and operating
costs of different reactors, interest rates, future costs of uranium and
separative work capacity, proces, UCVT, fabrication and refabricntion costs,
and a variety of other factorp. Although sensitivity analyses can be carried
out to show the effect of varyi >/? these assumptions, the reculto are not al-
ways very clear-cut and convincing. Many of the optimization -*u<Ues result
in rather flat minima so that within the limits of probable erro, a number of
different reactor strategies appear economically equivalent and the final
choice is usually one which fits in with the current pattern of development
in a particular case.

2. Whilst one cannot propose any better way of proceeding,it is perhaps
worthwhile to consider the whole question of reactor strategies in the light
of resource*-- and facilities required such as uranium and separative work
capacity. If this leads to a rather different pattern of development than
that currently being followed then it is worth considerxr.-g whether the present
pattern of development can be changed with advantage and even with some economic
benefit. It is also likely to be true that different reactor strategies would
be more appropriate to different regions of the world depending on their stage
of development and on the resources to which they have access.

3. Although some of the current reactor strategies are partly historically
conditioned and rooted in the development efforts already expended, there are
some considerations which apply to all of them. The most significant of these
seem to be the following:

(a) The cost of uranium is likely to increase in the future although
there is no threat of an absolute shortage at a price.

(b) Current and planned separative work capacity for enriching
uranium will have to be increased considerably if present
trends continue.
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(c) The capital costs of most types of nuclear power plants trill
tend to be much the same as the greater part of the oost arises
from the non-nuclear components and the oost differences for
the nuclear islands will tend to diminish as development proceeds.

(d) In order to ease demands on uranium supplies and/or separative
work capacity there is a real incentive to introduce fast
reactors as soon as possible*

(e) There id a need to maintain and where possible improve on the
standards of safety and reliability for reactor plant*

4* These considerations suggest that it is worth comparing various
possible reactor strategies to see how they do affect demands for uranium
and/or separative work capacity in an expanding power programme. In order
to do this, cases with different combinations of reactors are considered at
exponential growth rates of between 0.05 and 0.15/year. In principle, there
are three main types of reactors which need to be considered, namely production
reactors which make plutonium, fast reactors which can use this plutonium
in their cores and produce either excess plutonium or uranium-233f and
advanced thermal reactors which can be fuelled with enriched uranium and/or
uranium-233*

PRODUCTION REACTORS
5. The three main types which are in use today are the light-water
moderated reactor (LWR) which can be either a pressurized water or a boiling
water reactor, the heavy-water moderated reactor (HWR) as typified by the
CANDU reactors and the graphite moderated reactor as typified-by the AGR. In
order to compare their effectiveness as plutonium producers, the table below
has been prepared. These figures as well as ĥose of the next table are taken
or inferred from the joint report on Uranium Resources Production and Demand
prepared by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and the I ASA. Figures for both
FUR and BWR are given as well as for a typical LHR assuming a ratio of 3s 2 for
FrfR t BWR.
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TABLE 1*

Characteristic Figures for the 30-year Life of a 1000 MW(e) Reactor
at 70 Lad Factor ,,

U Required S.W. Reg. Pu Produced B- " SW-.
Type of Reactor in Tonnes in Tonnes in Tonnes*

HWR
Magnox
LWR
SGHWR
AGR
HTR
(low enrichment)
PWR
BWR

2907
7?00
V>6?
437?
37?6
3031

4059
3316

«.
-
2956
2896
2542
2709

3130
2696

9.240
12.495
5.560
5.439
3.801
3.255

5-726
5.241

315
576
713
804
980
931

709
728

..
-
532
532
669
832

547
514

* All plutonium figures are expressed in equivalent grammes
Pa-539 i.e. in Pu(B) for use in FBR's applying the follow-
ing factors: 239 * 1» 240 x 0.18? 241 x 1.53? 242 x 0.08.

6. These reactors (except for the PWR and BWR) are arranged in order of
merit as plutonium producers in terms of demand for uranium and separative
work. It can be seen that the HWR needs only about half the uranium repaired
for a LWR and needs no separative work capacity. As the HWR and LWR are the
reactors most likely to be used for producing plutonium their assumed typical
characteristics are listed below:

TABLE 2*

Characteristic Figures for Typical LWR's and HWR's

Reactor Type

Core inventory [kg U/foWe]
[kg SW/WWe]

Replacement fuel at 70$ load

Plutonium production at 70$

Pj (LWR)

438
251

factor [kg U/faWey] 117
[kg SW/MWey] 90

load factor [kg Pu/frwey] 0.182

P2 (HWR)

156
«•»

92

0.308

* MWe refers to the installed capacity P, or P» i.e. the
actual electricity production is 0.7 PTIWe at ltf» load
factor.
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PAST REACTORS
7* Here fast reactors with a self-sustaining plutonitm core are con-
sidered which can either produce excess plutonium (breeder reactors9 B) or
produce uranium-233 (converter reactors, C). Three types of breeder or con-
verter reactors are 'specified: Bj or Cj. Bg or Cg and B. or C~.

The B, and C^ fast reactors have characteristics similar to the
sodium-cooled fast ivactor specified in the w3£D-BE&/lAE/l report* The B«
and Cg fast reactors have characteristics similar to the advanced sodium-
cooled reactor specified in the USAEC report WASH-3184* The B. and C~ fast
reactors have characteristics similar to the gas-cooled fast reactors proposed
by GGA. All these reactors have about the same core inventory but different
gain factors and hence different doubling times and different rates of produc-
tion of excess fissile material*

The plutonium in the core is recycled with an in-pile time of 1,6 y
at 100$ loading and an out-of-pile time of 0*8 y* If the core inventory is
2*4 kg Pu/fofe then the total inventory required is I- » 2.4 (l •»• 0.5 >f) where
M> is the load factor. For a 70$ load factor If - 3.24 kg Fu/foWe.

8* The other reactor characteristics assumed are listed below:

TABLE 3

Characteristic Data for Fast Breeders and Converters

Core inventory
At 10055 [Total inventory

load faeto»»!»* Production
[Linear doubling time

A* tnt [Total inventory
load factor^ P™1™*1™[linear doubling time

At 100$ [Total inventory
load factor[tW>33 production
At 70$ [Total inventory

load faotor[lT-233 production
DOTE: The figures for U-233 prodt

kg Pa/tore
kg Pu/MWe
kg Pu/faWey

y«
kg Pu/faWe
kg Pu/toWey

kg Pu/iWe
kg/ilWey
kgPu/fafe
fcgAHey

iction are assumed

\
2-4
3.6
0.13

27.7
3.24
O.O?!

35*7
cl
3.6
0.12
3.24
0.084

to be sligl

B2
2.4
3.6
0.25

14.4
3.24
0.175

18.5
C2
3.6
0.23
3.24
0.161

itly less

B3
2.4
3.6
0.36

10.0
3.24
0.252

12.8
C*
3.6
0.32
3.24
0.224

than
those for plutonium production.
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ADVANCED TOT3RMAL FACTORS
9. Here the high -temperature reactor is considered as a typical
example. Although several fuel cycles are possible only two particular
cases have been selected. In Case A, the initial fuel inventory and one
year replacement fuel is highly enriched uranium and thorium while the re-
placement fuel is uranium-233 supplied from fast converter reactors. In

•».

Case Ap both the initial fuel inventory and the replacement fuel are
uranium-233 and thorium, the former being supplied by fast converter reactors*
Taking the core inventory as 1.8 kg fissile/fate, the core life as 3»2 y at
100$ load factor and the out of pile time as 0.8 y, the total fuel inventory
is given by It » 1.8 (l + 0.25 ) kg/We where H* is the load factor.

TABLE 4
Characteristic Data for High Temperature Reactors

Initial inventory for
Uranium-235 fuel
Replacement uraniuro-235
fuel at 70$ loading

kg U/foWe
kg SW/MWe
kg U/MWe
kg SW/MWe

307
325
66
70

At 70$ [Total fuel inventory kg U-233/We 2.11
load factor [Replacement fuel kg U-233/foWey 0.07

REACTOR SYSTEMS COHSIIERED
10. Assume that the rate of growth of installed capacity B(t) is exponent*

AX

tial, i.e. B(t) • E e MWe. Then we can consider various ways in which
production reactors, advanced thermal reactors and fast reactors can be com-
bined in a system which is self-sustaining in plutonium and uranium-233* The
different cases considered involve two kinds of production reactors P. (LWR)
or Pp (HWR) with either no advanced thermal reactors, or with reactors fuelled
initially and for one year with highly enriched uranium A, and then with U-233
or with reactors fuelled entirely with uranium-233, Â , and with either fast
breeder reactors B̂ , B. or B̂  or fast converter reactors Cp Cg or C~. This
gives in all 18 cases of interest:

101, 102, and 103 i«e. PI with Bp Bg or B, respectively
201, 202, and 203 i.e. Pg with B,, B. or B, respectively
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Ill, 112, and 113 i.e. PI with Aj and Cj, C2 or C^ respectively
211, 212, and 213 i.e. Pg with A^ and Ĉ , C2 or C^ respectively

121, 122, and 123 i.e. PX with A2 and Clf Cg or C. respectively
221, 222, and 223 i.e. P« with Ag and C,, C, or C. respectively

i.e. the first number denotes the type of production reactor,
the second number denotes the type of advanced thermal reactor,
the tl xrd number denotes the /pe of fast reactor*

The proportions of each kind of reactor needed for a, self-sustaining
system can be put down quite simply by considering the fissile material
balances, or by solving a simple differential equation.

PRODUCTION AWP BREEDER REACTORS
11. Cases 101, 102, 103, 201, 202 and 203.

Let B(t) * P(t) * B(t) i.e. BO e f * • PO« ' * + Boe ̂*

If the production reactors P produce p kg Pu/iWey
and the breeder reactors B produce b kg Pu/iWey
which is available after 1 year's delay, then the requirement of plutonium
for new breeder reactors is 3̂ BCtJljkgPa/y. The plutonium balance equation
is:

p P(t-l) * b B(t-l) m plf B(t).
i.e. p P(t) + bB(t) » pe P

The system will be sustaining in plutonium with these proportions of
production and breeder reactors.

If, b, and p are all dependent on the load factor f̂ •

The uranium and separative work requirements for each case can be
expressed in kg/year per Mtfe installed capacity for a given load factor and
this enables the characteristics of the different oases to be compared in a
diagram. Figure 1 gives the equilibrium ratios and uranium and separative
work requirements for growth rates between $% and 155& p.a.
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PRODUCTION. ADVANCED THERMAL. AND CONVERTOR REACTORS
12. Cases 111, 112, 113, 211, 212 and 223*

Let E(t) « P(t) + A(t) + B(t). i.e. *

Here the production reactors supply plutonium to provide the plutonium
fuel inventory for the fast oonvertor reactors so that the plutoniun balance
equation is:

p P(t-l) - j3lfC(t) or p P(t) * £e * IfC(t)

The converter reactors produce U-233 to supply the replacement fuel
for the advanced thermal reactors. The initial fuel inventory and one year's
replacement fuel being supplied as highly enriched uranium. The U-233 balance
equation then becomes

c C(t) m a Ax(t)

where the converter reactors produce c kg U233/fawey
and the thermal reactors need a kg U233/feWey

so PCtJ/AjW/cCt) - |3e<*If/f p f p

______or &~* m -* —— — - — I — •: ——— r etc.

The system will then be self-sustaining in both plutonium and
uranium-233 with these proportions of production, thermal and converter
reactors. Once again p, c, a, and If will depend on the load factor ^> •

PRODUCTION. ADVANCED THERMAL AM? CONVERTOR REACTORS
13- Cases 121, 122, 123, 221, 222 and 223.

This scheme is the same as the previous one except that the fast
oonvertor reactors now supply both the initial fuel inventory and the re-
placement fuel for the advanced thermal reactors in the form of U-233*

The plutonium balance equation is the same as before

pP(t) . /3e AZf C(t)

but the U-233 balance equation now becomes

cC(t-l) . jSlt A,,(t) +aA,,(t)

i.e. c e~̂ c(t) « ( l + a)
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etc.

Again p, c, a, 1̂  and If will all cNpen* on the load factor

COMPARISON OF DIflfcKKBHT CASES

14. Using the reactor characteristics quoted earlier, plots can be made
for each case showing the proportions of each type of reactor required to sus-
tain a given growth rate and to be self-sustaining in fissile material. Simi-
larly, the uranium and separative work demands for each case can be calculated*
In the diagram these results are given for a range of exponential growth rates
from 0.05 to 0.15* The uranium and separative work capacity are given in
tonnes/year for an installed capacity of 1000 HHe at a load factor of 70$
i.e. 700 MWe actual generating level. In the diagrams the full-line curves
refer to the cases with LWR as plutonium production reactors and the broken-
line curves to cases with HKR as plutonium producers. In the case of the
HTR advanced thermal reactors the figures for replacement fuel assume a higher
conversion factor for the U-233/thorium fuel cycle than for the highly
enriched uranium/thorium fuel cycle.

OBSERVATIONS OK DIFFERENT CASES

15* Considering first the casa of high growth rates i.e. ft » 0.15,
then despite the various proportions of reactor types which can be used to
achieve these growth rates the uranium demands and separative work demands
are much the same for a particular type of plutonium producing reactor. For
the IMSL plutonium producers, the uranium demand varies from about 100 to
130 t/Gtfe y and the separative work demand varies from about
80 to 90 t/GHe y (l GHe y here represents 1000 MWe of installed capacity
operating at 70$ load factor). In fact it is only in case 113 that is a
high gain fast reactor with an HTR fuelled initially with tt-235 that the uranium
demand drops below 110 t/GWe y.
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16. For the HWR plutonium producer cases* the uranium d»r*nd varies
from about 60 to 70 t/GWe y and the separative work demand i& »«*» u- sis
cases rising to between 20 and 30 t/GWe 7 in the other th*»ee cases. For
high growth rates, the HWR cased cases need about half the uramvm and no
separative work* As one would expect, the introduction of l'\gh gain fast
reactors leads in general to economies in uranium and separative work
demands, but the savings are not so great as one might expect because the
inventory requirements dominate the picture.
17. For medium growth rates of about 10$ per annum, the same pattern is
seen but here the high gain fast rs&ctcrs have more impact. With the low and
medium gain fast reactors the uranium demands are from 80 to 100 t/GWe y and
the separative work demands 'from 60 to 70 t/GWe y for LWR, plutonium production
reactors and,the uranium demands are from 40 to 50 t/GWe y for HWR plutonium
producers, again about half' those for LWR. With the high gain fast reactor
the uranium demands drop to 60 and 30 t/GWe y respectively for LWR and HWR
plutonium producers*

18* For low growth rates of about 5% per annum both the medium and high
gain fast reactors can sustain this growth rate but with the low gain fast
reactor the uranium demands would be about 50 and 25 5/OWe y respectively
for LWR and HWR based system with about 35 t/GWe y of separative work capacity
needed for the LWR system*

19* These figures demonstrate the importance of the growth rate on the
demands for uranium and separative work* In fact, as a very rough approxima-
tion in the cases considered for LWR plutonium production, the uranium demand
is about 800 ̂ t/GWe.y. and the separata /e work demand abo.it 600 (& t/OWe y and
for HWR plutonium production the uranium demand is about 450 /& t/GWe y except
for the cases where the natural growth rate of the fast reactors is comparable
to p when the demands are considerably reduced or disappear* Clearly,
however, this rule of thumb must be used with care as it implies that it
does not matter what combination of reactors is chosen and that the demand is
aero for aero growth rate*

20. However, the figure*? do demonstrate that whether .,>y nave a low,
medium, or high gain fast reartfr ind whether you have an < 'vanced thermal
reactor or not, the uranium demand for a system based on he«vy water federated
plutonium production reactors i& between 50 aid 60;' of tha .-quired for the
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same system based on light rater moderated plutonium production reactors and,
in addition, the demand for separative- work capacity is "isiderably reduced
or in most oases disappears.

21. So far, only rather theoretical cases have been disc-vised in which
the growth rate is constant and the required proportions ot che different
types of reactors are assumed to exist» In practice, the growth rate of the
nuclear power system is likely to be higher initially and then to level out
at some value between 9$ and 10j£ per annum.

22. All the eases discussed so far were defined as self-balancing in
fissile material but, of course, the system would be a net producer of
fissile material if the proportion of production reactors exceeds that value*
En any practical system it is the plutonium production reactors which would be
built first followed'by advanced thermal reactors and fast reactorsf so that
initially there will be a stockpile of fissile material which can be used
later to achieve the right balance of different reactor types. The cases
presented here are only illustrative of course; other reactor types could be
considered and the different oases combined. For instances a certain fraction
of the t«tal installed capacity could be light water plutonium producers and
low gain breeders and the remainder heavy water plutonium producers with
HTR's running on 0-233 and high gain fast converters.

CROHTH OP INSTALLED RUCLEAR CAPACITY

23. ' Various estimates have been made of -he likely installed nuclear
capacity up to the year 2000 and the figures given in the Table 1 follow
closely the estimates up to 1990 in the OECD-BEA/IABA, report and those of
the IAEA, up to 2000. They represent a gradual change in annual growth rate
from 15J& per annum in I960 to 10$ per annum in 2000 and are global
figures* Approximate figures for uranium and separative work demand can be
obtained by using the approximations given earlier. These figures give an
indication of the minimum requirements as they assume that maximum use is
made of fast reactors and that all fissile material produced is used as
soon as possible.
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24* A comparison with the figures in the OBCIMJEA/IAEA. report tor the
period 1980-90 is given 'below:

TABLE 5

This paper
01CD-HBA/IAB

Tnstalled
OW«

855
14 Deport 600

Cumulative
OWey

6270
3660

'Emulative
<J in 10-* t

690
1200

Cumulative
SW in 10-*t

520
660

Cumulative
lOJt for I

390

U in
WE

The figures in the OBGD-HBA/IAEA. report are much more realistic as
they are based on actual reactor strategy calculations and the figures for
uranium and separative work demand are higher than those in this paper as the
introduction of fast reactors, advanced thermal reactors and heavy water
reactors has been limited by practical considerations.

25. fy the year 1990, however, it should be possible to achieve something
like the optimum conditions if efforts are directed now towards this end* la
that case, with systems based on light water reactors it would be theoretically
possible to limit demands for the decade 1990-2000 to about a further 2 mil-
lion tonnes of uranium and 1*5 million tonnes of separative work capacity even
if more than three times as much electricity were generated in this decade as
in 1980~90» If heavy water reactor systems were used the uranium demand
would only be an additional 1 million tons with no extra separative work
capacity. In practice, this is unrealistic as it presupposes a switch to
heavy water reactors in»the 80*s in preference to light water reactors.
However, it does indicate the substantial savings in resources which could be
achieved which even if only partially achievable would still warrant a major
effort.

DISCUSSION

26* In this paper, an attempt is made to examine the effect of different
reactor strategies on the needs for uranium and separative work on a global
scale* The results are presented in the diagram which shows that for
higher growth rates between 10 and 15$ per annum, the demands are most de-
pendent on the particular type of plutonium production reactor chosen*
Schemes based on heavy water moderated reactors need only about half of the
uranium needed as compared to schemes based on light water moderated reactors
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and, of course, need no or very little separative work capacity. Uranium
and separative work demands are roughly proportioned to the growth rate of
the system* For a load factor of 70$ and a growth rate of 15$ p.a.t the
uranium demand is about 120 t/GWe y and the separative fork demand about
90 t/Gtfe y for light water reactor based systems and the uranium demand
is about 67*5 t/CWe y for HWR based systems* Bbr a load factor of ?0gt
and a growth rate of 10J& p.a. the comparable figures are 80 t U/CWe y and
60 t SVT/Gwe y for LWR based systems and 4*5 ? U/Gtfe y for HHR based
systems*

27« These figures are probably minimum demands as they assume tha-% the
reactor types specified are all available when required and by implication art
economic* These figures are compared with th,e much more realistic estimates
given in the OBQD-NE&/IABA. report for the period 1980-90 and this comparison
shows that it is likely that nearly twice as much uranium and about 30jC
more separative work capacity will be needed because the more advanced
reactors are not available or are not considered to be as economic*

28* Figures given for the decade 1990-2000 show that uranium demand
for this period could be kept to between 1 million and 2 million tonnes and
the demand for separative work capacity considerably reduced if certain
reactor systems are introduced* As the benefits for doing this would seem
to be considerable it is suggested that further more detailed calculations
should be done and the economics of such schemes considered more fully*

29* For growth rates of 7»5# p*a* or less, it is likely that the
cooled fast reactor B. or C« could achieve f asile material equilibrium
end so in the long run there would be no problem of continuing uranium
demand, as the growth rate of nuclear generating plants would probably
fall to that value early in the next century*
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TABLE 6

Estimated Growth of Nuclear Power Installed Capacity and Related Uranium and Separative Work Requirements

Tear

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
Decade
1980-90
Decade
1990-2000

OBCD-HS&/IAM
Report

Up to 1980
Decade
1980-90

Capacity
installed
annually
(owe)

280
380
505
670
875

1 135
1 460
1 850
2330
2 900
3 585

855

2 450

270

800

Cumulative
capacity
(G»ey)

0
660

1 540
2 710
4 260
6 270
8 860
12 170
16 360
21 600
28 090

6 270

21 820

1 100

5860

LWR feased systems
annual U cumulative U

(1000 tonnes)

35
45
55
70
90
115
140
170
205
245
290

0
80
180
310
480
690
950

1 270
1 650
2 110
2 660

690

1970

280

1200

annual Stf cumulative SW
(1000 tonnes)

25
35
45
55
70
85
105
125
155
185
215

0
60
140
230
360
520
710
950

1 240
1 580
1990

520

l 470

160

tfo

HWR based systems
annual U cumulative U

(1000 tonnes)

20
25
30
40
50
65
80
95
115
135
160

0
45
100
180
270
390
530
710
930

1 190
1 490

390

1 100
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THE EFFECT OF HEAVY WATER REACTORS AND
LIQUID FUEL REACTORS ON THE LONG-TERM

DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

P. Brand
W. K. Wiechers

N.V. tot Keuring van Elektrotechnische Materialen
Arnhem. the Netherlands

The importance of nuclear energy as en alternative to fossil
fuels for the world energy supply becomes increasingly clear.
However, it is emphasized toy many that nuclear energy can
only be an important alternative if the available nuclear
fuels are used efficiently in breeder type reactors* To stress
this point the estimated uranium resources are often converts _
into their energy equivalent when used in present day reactors*
such as the light water reactor or in breeder reactors, such as
the fast breeder. In table I the results of this conversion are
given* This table illustrates in the first place the importance
of using breeder reactors but secondly that, with breeder reac-
tors, nuclear energy is an important new energy source as com-
pared with fossil fuels*

What is easily overlooked in this approach is the inventory
problem. To be a real alternative to fossil fuels, nuclear
energy should be able to take over a large part of the energy
market in a relatively short time period* This requires such
enormous investment in the nuclear fuel cycle that for the
total fuel demand the growth rate of the system is a much
more important factor than the actual nuclear energy production.
This point is illustrated in a number of strategy calculations
based on the following assumptions:
- primary energy demand will continue to grow at 5# per year,
alternatively will level off after 2000 to a 3$ growth rate;

- primary energy demand for electricity production will level
off at 50£;
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TABLE I

Energy resources*

1012

Fossil
coal
oil
shale->oilt tar sand
nat. gas

61.000
3.500
3.350
2,900

Nuclear fission
uranium ore
used in light water reactors
used in breeder reactors

700
48,000

Available at 30 S/lb (ref. 1,2)

- up till 1990 the nuclear energy production will be equal to
the latest estimates given by NEA (ref, 1);

- from 1990 onwards the nuclear electric power generation will
increase until an equilibrium 70$ of the electric energy
production will be nuclear. This equilibrium will be reached
in 2005.

The reactor performance data, used for the strategy calculations,
are summarized in table II.
The resulting two estimates for the nuclear power production are
indicated in figure 1.

If this demand for nuclear energy has to be met by the present
day light water reactors (LWR) in combination with fast breeder
reactors (PB) the resulting annual uranium demand is given in
figure 2a. Limiting factor for a full scale use of fast reactors
is the availability of plutonium for the start up of these
reactors. This means that even in the later years some light
water reactor capacity needs to be installed to obtain the
required total installed capacities.
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Table II. Heactor performance data (see ref, 3 and 4).

Reactor

LWR

FB
core
blanket
LFR

HWR

HTR

Fuel

tf
Pu
Pu
U
U
233g
Th
U
Pu
U

B

2.68

1.50

0.50

1.20

3*51

K1

95.0
0
2.4

26.0
33.0
1.47

62.0
151.5
0
1.526

K

95.0
0
2.5

26.0
14.10
0
62.0

151.5
0
1.526

C

95.0
0.69
2.695

24.13
13.13
0.0171
60.0
0
0.526
1.526

X

8.76

0.66

N1

1.5
1.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5

N2

2.0
2.0
0.8
0,8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0
1.8
2.0

H3

1.2
0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0
0
1.2

N4

0.6
0
0
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0.6

N5

0.3
0
0
0
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
0
0.3

EK1

2.42

EK

2.88

EC

0.80

d e p l e t e d
d e p l e t e d

0.712

93.2

0.712

93.2

0

30.0

B Full load residence time (year
K1 Inventory, first fuel charge (kg feed/eMW
K Inventory, new equilibrium fuel (kg feed/eMW
C Inventory, spent equilibrium fuel (kg spent fuel/eMW
X Correction for first fuel charge performance (kg feed/eMff
N1 Delay time: mine-out to reactor-in
N2 reaotor out to reactor-in
N3 reprocessing-out to reactor-in
N4 separation-out to reactor-in
N5 fabrication-out to reactor-in
EK1 Enrichment: initial core
EK new equilibrium fuel
EC spent equilibrium fuel

year
year
year
year

dg
A

%



Comparing the estimated uranium demand with the uranium resources
as indicated in fig. 2a it becomes evident that the investments
required to build up a nuclear energy production system are very
large indeed* These investments are large for two reasons:
- fast reactors require a relatively large inventory of plutonium
- the plutonium for these inventories has to be produced for a
large part in the light water reactors* These reactors have
large uranium inventories and furthermore a low conversion rate
and a high burn-up resulting in a relatively low plutonium
production capability*

As indicated in fig. 2b the introduction of an advanced reactor type
like the high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR) provides only
for a short term reduction in uranium demand* However, its long
term value is questionable. Going back to the reasons for the
large investments, it should be clear that for a long term reduction
there are in principle two alternatives:
~ to use, instead of light water reactors, a thermal converter
with excellent plutonium production capabilities as a booster
for the fast breeder programme. The heavy water reactor (HWR)
with its high conversion efficiency and low burn-up could be a
good choice for this purpose;

- to introduce next to the plutonium fuel fast breeder a second
type of breeder reactor that could be started directly with
uranium* A thermal' breeder (LFR » liquid Fuel Reactor) using
the •* Th/•*•% "breeding cycle could be a good choice for this
solution. In the first place because its low inventory makes
a start-up on "u practically possible but secondly because
in a thermal breeder reactor the penalty for substituting -"U
for the fissile material in the breeding cycle is less great
than such a substitution in a fast reactor.

The penetration of fast breeder reactors into the system of
total nuclear capacity for the different strategies is shown
in fig. 3a through 3d.
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It can be seen that for all cases the penetration rate decreases
with increasing growth rate in energy demand.
Moreover from the foregoing it could be expected that the pene-
tration rate will be large in the cases of plutonium producing
additional reactor types (light water or heavy water reactors).
In the case the liquid fuel reactor using the ^ Th/ "u Cycie or
the high temperature gas-cooled reactor are selected for additional
nuclear capacity, the fast breeder penetration rate is completely
determined by the breeding ratio. Here the fast breeder will have
a relative decreasing part in the total nuclear capacity after
the turn of the century depending on the growth rate in energy
demand.

From fig, 2c it can be seen that in case of 5$ growth the intro-
duction of heavy water reactors gives a 20-year shift -co the right
in the annual uranium demand , meaning that the same level of
uranium demand from 2000 onwards is reached 20 years later -than in
the case of light water reactors in combination with fast breeders.
The introduction of thermal breeders in the system results in al-
most a 40-year shift to the right (fig. 2d.).

In the 3# growth case the introduction of heavy water reactors
gives a maximum uranium demand that is approximately half the
equilibrium demand level in figure 2a. Furthermore from 2000 on a
steady decline in uranium demand can be observed due to a continu-
ously increasing percentage of fast breeders in the system. Iri the
thermal breeder reactor plus fast breeder case the maximum is
reached even earlier and the decline sharper. At 2020, however, the
decline changes again into an increase. This increase is caused by
the large percentage of thermal breeders in the system (fig. 3d).
As a result the increase in capacity will also be largely in the
form of thermal breeders. The start-up of an exponentially growing
amount of thermal breeders largely on -"IT requires an exponentially
growing amount of uranium. As soon as all other uranium requirements
are reduced to zero this trend becomes visible.
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If, however, a more gradual .change from light water reactors
to thermal breeder reactors is assumed, as indicated in the
additional curve in fig* 5, the increase in the later years is
less pronounced because of the higher fraction of fast breeders
in the system.

For the strategies studied fig. 4a through 4d present the demand
on separative work. It can be seen that this demand is much
smaller in the cases of additional heavy water reactors or liquid
fuel reactors in comparison with additional light water reactors
or high temperature gas-cooled reactors*
The fig. 2c and 2d indicate that both suggested solutions could
have its merits. For the thermal breeder reactor this means that
next to a breeding cycle using thorium as fuel attention should
be paid to a uranium-plutonium cycle. Using such a uranium cycle
a thermal breeder reactor such as the molten salt reactor or the
liquid fuel reactor developed in The Netherlands could have ex-
cellent plutonium production capabilities. In the 3$ growth case
the combination of thermal breeder reactors operating on a thorium
cycle and on a uranium cycle in combination with fast breeders
could result in a more levelled uranium demand. This can be achieved
by installing in the years following 1990 more uranium cycle thermal
breeders which means an increase in the fast breeder reactor capa-
city resulting in a lower uranium demand in the later years of the
study.
Both suggested solutions for a more effective use of the uranium
resources, i.e. additional installment of liquid fuel reactors
using the 2^23?h/ ̂U cycle or of heavy water reactors show a second
advantage of a much lower need of enrichment facilities.
A preference to one of these solutions may finally be based on
the differences in fuel cycle costs of fast breeder reactors in
comparison with the cycle costs of heavy water reactors respec-
tively liquid fuel reactors.

The reactor strategies presented in all figures b, c and d should
not be considered as final solutions but are presented only to
indicate that next to the fast breeders other reactor types deserve
appropriate attention.
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This indication has'had a determining influence on the "Dutch,
effort" in the field of thermal breeder reactor development.

Reactor strategy calculations such as the ones presented above
prove that the interactions in a nuclear power production system
consisting of a number of reactor types are extremely complex*
Even looking only at uranium demand, which of course is the most
basic criterium for evaluating nuclear strategies, the degrees
of freedom are confusing and an optimal solution is difficult
to obtain*
Further studies of these strategies will clearly be needed to
obtain a better understanding of the consequences of a large scale
nuclear power production*

References:
1* Uranium Resources, Production and Demand, NBA/IAEA., Paris.

1973.
2. World Uranium and Thorium Resources, ENEA, Paris, 1963*
3» Power Reactor Characteristics, ENEA, Paris, 1966.
4* M.W. Rosenthal e»a. Recent progress in molten salt reactor

development, Atomic Energy Review, vol. IX, No.3.
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Pertes cle matieres £ las lies, iiamobilisatiojis dans les inventaires,
d4lais de retoaiteinent et fabrication : facteurs essentials do la

future Economic Nucleaire.

tt. GTBRAT

Nous avons essaye, il y a une dizaine d'annees, dans diverses
etudes do caractere matheraatique, d'etablir quelques relations precises
gauvernant les phenoiacnes 6conomiques nucl6aires a attendre lors de
1'arrive© des surĝ nerateurs. Phenix vient de diverger, sa montco en
puissance est imminent©, II apparatt opportun de refaire aujourd'hui
3.© point.

L1utilisation des ordinateurs avait souvent remplace la reflexion
creatrice, par des explorations cas par cas ne permettant aucune gene~
ralisation. Nos travaux ont done surtout port© sur la definition d'un modeie.

Nous voulions etudier de fâ on aussi rigoureuse quo possible
le fonctionnoment economique des systemes de production comportant It la
fois des surge'ne'rateurs et des convertisseurs producteurs de plutoniura.
L'examen de notre raodelo nous a permis pou a pou de mettre en evidence 'le r6le
essentiel de trois faoteurs pour le d6velopp<*m<3nt des reacteurs surg4nera-
teurs : pertes de matieros fissiles, immobilisations dans les inven-
taires, delais de retraitement et de fabrication. Ceci etait exact avec
les valeurs des parametres obtenues a cette epoque; est~ce toujovtrs vrai ?
Los conclusions ne risquent-elles pas d'ttre modifiers avec de nouvelles
donnees !

!• Rappelons done brieveraent les conditions d'£tablissoraent de&
Equations. No tons zk 1» instant t :

N (t), T <t) et P (t) la puissance installee nucleaire (MWe)
totale en convertissexu-s, en sur genera teurs.

Trois paraifictres vont, dans une premiere analyse simplifiee,
caracteriser les donn̂ es physiques du probleme.

1. Production du Pu fissile nette d'un convortisseur en kg
par MWe et par an : Cj

2. Production du Pu fissile nette d'un surgenerateur, en kg
par MWe et par an done apres reconstitution des elements
fissiles brflles dans le reacteur : C2
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3. Charge initials en Pu fissile d'un surgeherateur en kg par
MWe, y compris invontaires divers : S

I, 'equation oxpriraaut qu'il n'y a ni formation, ni utilisation
de stock est :

8 T <t) + C2 F (t) (1)

Nous supposous comme tons les autours de modeles quo K (t) varie
exponent iellement suivant une formule telle que :

N (t) = K (o) oXfc

Co raodele exponent iel est tres general, X lontemont variable
equivaut k roaiplacer les courbes do croissance par la suite de certaines
de lours tangentes, N (t) 4tant exprira£ en coordonn<Ses Jogarithmiques.

Kous avons pu d&aontrer, par I'analyse des solutions, pour une
situation technique caracterisee par les parametres Cl» €3, S et une
situation economique definie par X > Qu'il existe, suivant les vaJeurs
des parametres, soit xxno economic pure de surgenerateurs produisant un
exces de plutonium ou utilisant du Pu exterieur, soit une 6conomie balancee
do duroe limitee deboucitant au bout d'un temps plxis ou mo ins long sur une
economic ou tous les reacteurs nouveaux sont des surgenerateurs, soit enfin
une economic balancee comprcnant ind&finiment les deux types.

Une autre consequence de 1* equation d'equllibre du plutonium dans
une economj e balancee est particulierement interessante : les surgenerateurs
ont d'autant plus de difficultes & prendre une part dans le nucleaire que
le taux de croissance du nucleaire total est plus Sieve.

2. En fait, il faut un certain delai y ontre la raise en route d'un
reacteur rapide ou non et le moment ou on peut disposer d* elements de
combustibles contenant le Pu recuper6 .

L* equation d*6quilibre devient :

S dF (t * X} = CA N (t) - (Cj - C2) F (t) (Ibis)
dt

puisque le d^chargement d'un roacteur en t donne des elements de combus-
tibles utilisables pour la charge initiale & 1* instant (t

La part limite ix>ur des surgenerateurs dont ils se rapprochent
asymptotiquomont est :

- c2 +>e ̂ ys (11)
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L'influence du retardv se traduit par la transformation de
>en/*e*> ce qxii diminue tres sens ibl oment pour les grands taux d©
crolssance los valours de p,.

Pour X = 0,21 un peu inferieur au decuplement en 10 ans, prevu
& la fois par 15URATOM et par certains auteurs americains pour J.e deve-
loppement de l'6conomia nucleaire, le taux de penetration limite est, pour
les valours usuelles des coefficients, la moiti<§ settlement du taux calcule
sans delai. Le rdle du delai est done fondamental.

3. v'est insuffiaant on ©ffet :
a) S l*instant de mis© on service d'un rapide il faut une charge initiale B

par unite cl© puissance (nous dcrivons ici ft et non S comme ci-dessus pour
bion marquer quo R ne comprend pas le plutoniun iTiwiobilise en dehors du
r̂ actcur),

b) Le (lechargement des £l£ments combustibles irradios ne commence pas k .la
aise en route du i^acteur, il faut une certaino duree d*irradiation et
surtout 1'^quilibre noutroniquo du reacteur ne s'obtient qu'apres un long
delai. Quand 1'cquilibre est atteint, le r6actcur rapide consomme par

unit6 de temps—— a Stant la duroe inoyenne de se"jour de la charge, eta
Rproduit par unite de temps Cz •»"•£- Cg 6tant conrne oi-deasus la production

nette. Une loi compliquee devrait caracteriser la p̂ riode avant I'̂ quilibre
ou la charge est raal utilis6e, mais on peut raisonnablement representer
dans lfetat actuel do nos connaissunces la marche d'un reacteur en swppo-
sant que pendant un temps ?s on ne le dochaxge pas mais qu'ensuite le

P
dechargement reste constant egal a C2 + ~* Nous admettons done impli-

A

citement que le chargeraent et dechargeraent sont continus et quo la dur4e
de vie des reactears est infinie (pas d'obsolescence).

c) II existe aussi un delai entre le moment du dechargement des combustibles
irradids et le moment ofi le plutonium correspondant reviendra rtans un
reacteur sous forme d*elements neufs.

d) A chaque recyclage, il y a des pertes de matieres fissiles. La referenced)
contient sur ce sujet des renseignements precieux proposant trois hypothe-
ses que nous appellerons ici faible, moyenne, forte (pertes totales par
cycle, respectivement 2,7 %, 5 % et 15 % valables en fait quel que soit
le taux de combustion),
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Pour un taux de combustion de 5 % (42 5OO MWj/t) la perte par cycle est £gale
a 1* utilisation dans 1'hypo these moyonnc et trois fois plus forte dans
I'hypothese forte. Les references am&ricaines (2) et (3) considerent comme
normal d'atteindre pour les premiers surg4n4rateurs industrials a chaquo
cycle une utilisation egale a la moiti£ des pertes, ils sont ainsi pour
1980 a mi-cherain des hypotheses moyenne et forte.

Nous introduisons done au lieu de y , quatre nouveaux parantetres :
a dure"e de sejour, $ d6lai avant d^chargement, (, duree de traitement et
k coefficient de pertes. II est facile d'̂ crire 1'̂ quation remplagant (1)
ou (Ibis). Nous admcttons par simplicit© les m&aes valeurs de a,^et^y
pour les r4acteurs therraiqups.

La nouvelle Equation d'dquilibre de plutonium devient :

ft 1—7*.— + -—————I = (1 - k)

I T (t - & - £) + fez +-M V (t - 3 - £)] (I tor)V, »/ ) •
Cette equation n'est evidenunent valable que pour t^S* + g., c'est-a-

dire & partir du moment ou on a commence a disposer d'6l6roents de combustibles
neufs provenant d1elements irradies pr̂ alablewent.

La nouvelle valeur limite du taux de penetration p est :

p B_____________Ci _________ (IIMs)

A la trois itone con.f6rence Internationale de Geneve sur 1'utilisation
de 1'energie atoraique a des fins pacif iqueSj(4)t deux Fransais, MM. Vendryfes

et Zaleski, ont present 6 les des sins et calculs d'un rdacteur surgenerateur
qui paraissait jjarticulierement prometteur et que la France pensait alors pouvoir
r̂ aliser. -Ses caract^ristiqut»s au sens de notre rapport sont :

a * 2,4 f- 1,2 i- I C2 = 0,42 R « 2,25

par ailleiu's les pertes hors pile au coxtrs du retraitement et de la refabri-
cation doivont 6tre inf̂ rieuros a 2 %, resultat qu'dn ne saurait trop souligner.
Dans cos conditions s'il est combine avcc un convertisseur du type envisage par
Euratom (Ci = O,47) nos calculs conduisent a des taux de penetration limite
egaux & 71,8 % pour ̂  « 0,14 et 44 % pour X = 0,21, ces deux valeurs de X
corres pendant a une multiplication de la puissance eleetrique en 10 ans par
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4 ou par 8. En d'autres terroes, la consolidation de ntateriaux nueleaires d'une
economie balancee conportant ce surĝ nerateur tomberait au bout d'un certain
temps & 28,2 % ( ̂  - 0,14) ou 56 % ( 7\ » O,21) de celle d'une economie sans
surgenSrateurs , r&sultat fort appreciable devant la penurie probable des res~
sources en combustibles nucicaires,

Le taux de croissance X de I1 economic dans laquelle se trouvent
plonges les reacteurs rapides exerce done quelles que soient les hypotheses,
line influence dominant©.

Un moyen peut-e"tre plus frappant encore pour mettre en eVidence cette
influence est de calculor le taux de regeneration c'est-a-dire le taux de
oroissance X Que perinet une 4conomie uniquement de surĝ nerateurs.

La valeur A, est la racine de l*4quation.

k - J5JL.
1 - k a R

C'est d'ailleurs liquation caracteristique de 1* equation diffdren-
tielle aux differences qui domine notre probleiue.

Coropte tenu de tons delais et pertes, le taux de generation du r̂ ac-
teur precedent atteint le chiffre reraarquable de 1O,3 % ce qui equivaut a un
temps de doublement de 6,6 annees,

4. Vavit-il wieux, pouz* une certaine somme totale depensee en recherches,
se ooncentrer s«r 1' amelioration des pertes ou sur la diminution du delai entre
ddchargement et chargement ou encore doit-on insister sur la reduction de la
periode de transition conduisant apres un deroarrage a un ̂ qwilibre neutronique ?
Quelle proportion de depeases, en d'autres mots, accorder aux diverses recherches?

Notre analyse utilise d'abord pour le surgenerateur ninq facteurs
physiques "R j a> £ • £ > k puis un coefficient de croissance X caract6risant
le degr^ de faveur que porte a 1'energie nucleaire le milieu dconomique, enfin»

c1 1le pararaetre -r̂ ~ caraoterisant le convertisseur,.11
Entre les -sept facteurs il existera pour un but donnS vingt-et un

coefficients d 'equivalence dependant de six d1 entre eux.

Nous avons fait nos calculs sur un cas un pen rooins favorable que
celui otudie plus haut (4) et tir«§ des Etudes fran̂ aises de 1963 (1) et (5)

a = 4,1O £ s 2,03 fe ~ 1 Ci = 0,47 Cg = 0,42
R *> 2,82 pertes : 2,7 %
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Nous avons pi-is pour le coefficient tie croissance A dans le tableau I,
d'abord la plus petite valour possible, c'cst a dire la valour donnant le taux
de regeneration (ici 8,6 %> puis trois valeurs croissant rcgulierement.

Une augmentation de <?,£,/? ,p̂  , demande pour 3tre compense'c, vine am®"-
lioration du coefficient de sur generation C% ', par centre, un allongement
de la dur6e de sejour a, si elle n'entraine pas -one augmentation do' la dare1©
do raiso en equilibre, pout cocipenser xm abaisseinent de 03 , si par contro la
loi $a ~ dtait verifiee, le resultat global sauf pour le taux de r6g<Sn4rationJ^
sorait d̂ favorable« Si ̂ .augraente, le taux de penetration /» rest© constant si
Cg croit de'fâ on correspondante. Le tableau I pr6cise tout cola.

Done, pour ce cas precis, fa ire varier la production net to do plu-
tonium d'un surgdneratour de 10% ^quivaut, si on veut gardor constant le
taux de penetration d'un surĝ neratour dans une economic de croissance
donnce :

- I augraenter la dur̂ e de sejour de la charge de onze roois,
- ou a diminuer la dureo de mise en ̂ quilibre ncutronique de deux mo is
- ou a diminuer la duree de retraiteroent, de fabrication, etc...
d'un «ois..

- ou i diminuer le pourcentage des pertes par cycle de 2$,
- ou i chercher le nSme taux de penetration pour un taux de croie-
sanoe plus bas de

Tableau X
Valeur

de Base
deX,

0,086
0,14
0,21
0,28

<L

2,2

1,4
O,9
0,7

^

- 1,5
- 0,4
- 0,2

- 0,1

£

- 0,4
- 0,2
-0,1

- 0,04

*?>

- 3,6
- 2,8
- 2

- 1,4

Varia-
tion

d e X %

- 7,5

- 5,7
- 4,2
- 3,1

Ainsi done tous les delais et pertes faussent les solutions habi-
tuelles dos probJ^mes financiers et les calculs de stock reel en les aggra-
vant considorablentent. Los calculs classiques pormottant de calculer le
temps de doubloraent a partir du gain do &urg6ncration doivont $tro aussi
profond^ment modifies, et le temps do doublemcnt est en g<5n6ral fortemont



augment©, D'une raaniere generale, on no saurait juger des facilites d'in-
* l

troduotion des surgenerateurs dans I'economie nucleaire en negligeant tout
leur environnement et toutes les industries annexes qui les precedent ou
les suivent dans le cycle du combustible.

5. Je terminerai en rappelant qu'il ra'avait paru nccessaire d'etablir,
pour des cas tres generaux, les conditions de validity des calculs num&riques
que 1'on se plait de plus ©n plus a ?aire sans pout §t-e parfois avoir assoz
reflechi. Los equations qui sont directement ou non & leur base he doivont
pas avoir de solutions propres, c'est a dire sans second memfore, croissant
indefiniment et ceci donn© certaines conditions quo doivent remplir les
parametres des reacteurs en jeu, Sinon les calculs seront "instables", ce
qui signific qu*un changement tres petit des parametres ou des conditions

initialed ontrainerait des variations infiniment grandos, erilevant touto
signification aux calculs numeriques,

On retrouve 1̂  le piege que 1'introduction des grandes machines a calculer
a place sur le chowin de tous les cherchours, mais il n'est pas encore
"clas-sique" en economic nucleaire. nroir la reference

o
o o

JBn conclusion, un certain nombre de resultats concernant les
"economies" balancees surgeneratours convertlsseurs avaient 6t6 obtenus
il y a ddja dix ans ou presque. llestent-ils toujours valables ou les
variations sur les pararaetres dues a unc meilleure connaissance des pbe-
nomenes les rendent-ils inexacts ? Nous esperons pouvoir apporter le jour
de la discussion des elements nouve ox et qu'ainsi la discussion perraettra
de savoir ou en ©st le problewe en 1973.

(1) Le cycle du combustible dans les reacteurs a neutrons rapides, par
MM. (3USON E., GAUSSENS J., LEDUC J., colloque de la Soci4te Euro-

de 1'Energie Atomique, Baden-Baden, septembre 1963.

(2) Using Plutonium in fast reactors : HUMMEL, et alias, Nucleonics,
1963, 21.1.
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(3) Plutonium cycle valours - ZEBHOSKI et alias, American Nuclear Society,
Meeting Richland, 4 septerabre 1963.

(4) GIBRAT R», Troisierae Conference Internationale do Geneve - Rapport 99 -
31 aoQt - 9 soptembre 1964.

(5) I/utilisation du plutonium dans les r&acteurs & neutrons thenniques
et dans les rgacteurs a neutrons rapides : BUSSER J,, KANIA A.,,
ftlEYERHEINE £., VBNDRYES G., ZALESKI C,P., m^me colloque,septcmbre 1963,
quo la r̂ f̂ rence (1)

(6) Stabilite des ensembles de convertisseurs et surg6n6rateurs nucl6aires.
Note de Robert GIBRAT, presentee k I'Acad&iie des Sciences par M. Francis
PERRIN - Stance du 5 octobro 1964. 1259, pages 2211-12.
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Discussion on the value of optimization for the
analysis of power plant installation policies.

F.Conti, G.Graziani, C.Rinaldini, C.Zanantoni

European Community
Joint Research Centre - Ispra

Nuclear Studies Division

1 - 'Introduction and
This paper presents today's viov/s of the authors on the role
which optimization v/ork and sensitivity analysis can have in
power-station-installation strategies .
It is not to be intended as a set of definite conclusions,
but as a proposal of a number of points for discussion.
The two main questions are:
a) is an optimization rork useful in strategy studies of this

kind
b) which value should be given to the optimized solution
Large systems show in general a marked insensitivity of the
optimum solution to the variation of relevant parameters.
In the present case, the insonsitivity of the total cost to
the input data is partly due to tho fact that the generation
costs assumed for the various types of station are not very
much different in the intermediate range of the load diagram.
This is the very region of the load diagram \yhere the compe-
tition among the various plants takes place.

No wander, therefore, that the relative differences between
two policies are small. The question is, rather, which value
should be given to the absolute differences, and against
what they should be compared.
They are of the same order of magnitude as tho effect of
many decisions to be taken during the strategy-period.
Tho authors do not pretend to draw conclusions on this
point, but suggest some possible uses of such evaluations*

2 - Current evaluations concerning a given installation policy

Considering any power plant installation policy over a future
period of time and for a well defined economic region, it is
obviously interesting to know the consequences that such a
policy will imply for the industrial development, its effect
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on resources, its direct and indirect impact on the environment,
the related financial engagements ans also, as far as possible,
its eventual political ans social consequences.
Working out this information requires a number of simple ba-
lances which, apart from inaccuracies due to the lack of good
input data, are conceptually quite straightforward.
The most usual evaluations performed by the computer codes
currently used for this purpose concern mainly the nuclear
sector and show for each future year such things as: the tons
of nuclear fuel to be fabricated, the needs in reprocessing
facilities, the separative work required for Uranium enrichment,
the total amount of Uranium and Thorium mined, the Plutonium
stocks or deficit (sometimes the economic value of Plutonium
is also assessed), the total fuel-oil consumption.
The pollutants discharged, such as radioactive wastes, SOa
and reject heat and the cost of the system including the ca-
pital cost, the fuel cost and sometimes the energy transport
cost are also usually calculated; the costs are in the majority
of cases weighted with a discount rate, but also the total
undiscounted costs are sometimes reported*

.3 - Criteria for -the choice of an installation policy

All the above-mentioned data can be worked out in a simple
way, although the amount of information to be treated is
often considerably large.
However, considerable difficulties are found in the precee-
ding step, concerning the choice of the policy.
Apart from the starting point, i.e. forecasting the future
energy demand and the evolution of the load diagram, the
major problem is to decide how to split the installed power
among the various power plant types.
The criteria which can be used for this choice range from
the ecological ones (minimum pollution generated), to the
conservativists (minimum consumption of natural resources),
to those related to national independence (closed market
for Plutonium, reduced consumption of imported fuels), to
the economical ones (minimum total cost of energy production
or minimum total investments). As many if not all factors
can be expressed in economic terras, the last criterion (the
economical one) is the most widely used, because it allows
to define a mathematical optimum.
However, the meaning of such economical optimization can be
questioned from a number of points of view.
First of all, v/hon studying power plant installation strategics,
one has to decide.whether he is interested in guessing v/hat
it is likely to happen ("explorative" forecasting)O) or in
assessing which future developments would be desirable from
any given point of view ("normative" forecasting).
In the first case the economical optimization can be of some
use only if it is performed over limited time and space, which
should be within the scope of ndustrial and goveraameatal
executive planning.
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Actually, the day-to-day choices are affected by many local,
special end stochastic factors due not only to economics but
also to social, environmental, safety, political considera-
tions; so that even if a v/ell devised economical optimization
is performed, it is usually of little value for a reasonable
extrapolative forecasting. Apart from very-short-range fore-
casts for v/hich some "trend extrapolation" may be the most
convenient approach, the technique most v.ddely used today for
extrapolative forecasts in this field is that of the "scenario
writing", v/hich heavily relies on intuitive grounds.

In the seco d case, the normati/e forecasting, the analysis
is aimed at choosing a "preferred" penetration of various
types of plant, given to total power demand. As it has been
said, the criteria for the choice derive not only from
economics but also from resources conservation, environment
protection etc.; nevertheless the global economic optimization
can potentially be a powerful tool, providing reasonable
extrapolative forecasts have been made about the input data.
As a matter of fact, through the increase of the fuel cost- as
a function of resources depletion, the problem of resources
conservation can be, at least partially, translated into
economic terms; similarly, the economic penanties due to
pollution abatement allov/ some of the environment-protection
problems to be taken into account in the economical opti-
mization. As opposite to the extrapolative forecasting,
in the normative forecasting the economical factor may be-
come the dominant one.
The difficulties connected with this approach are on one
side in the inaccuracy of the input data (obtained in turn
from some forecasting, mainly "extrapolative" forecasting)
and on the other side in the little sensitivity of the total
cost of the strategy, in spite of considerable variations of
the installation policy. These two difficulties make the
optimization results somewhat meaningless, so that great
care has to be taken in interpreting and using them.
Some experience has been gathered at the J.S.C. in this field,
and we want now to point out a few practical problems we met.

4 - Current assumptions concerning the model and its input
data

4.1 The model

The first step in the study of a pov/or plnnt installation stra-
tegy is to set up the model of the system to be investigated.
A large number of approximations and schematizations have to
be done at this stage because many parameters play a role in
the system and they are intercorrelated, in complicated ways.
Some of the approximations which arc introduced in the calcu-
lations performed at the J.R.C.-Ispra and v/hich, we believe,
are also the most generally used, are the following:
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- only a part of the load diagram is considered, i.e. the
hydraulic and geotherraical stations are not included. Coal
fired stations are not explicitely considered, but grouped
with oil fired stations.

- the load diagram is not changed as a function of tinto, but
an average shape is assumed over the period considered.
This approximation may be accepted if not-too-long periods.
oP time are investigated.

- the maximum plant load factor is constant, that is it is
not varied as a function of the age of the individual
plant. One of the consequences of this approximation is
for instance that only conventional plants are put in the
peak -of the load diagram, and very old nuclear plants are
kept in the base load. This approximation is obviously
good for the medium-term future, but this point is anyhow
being revised and a new code is being \vritten \vhich allov/s
a predetermined variation of the maximum plant load factor,
rising gradually in the first fev/ years of the plant life
and decreasing in the last part of the lifetime.

- The growth • of the industrial sector connected with the
construction of the various power plants is not explicitly
simulated. It is only roughly taken into account by intro-
ducing some input learning factor in the cost data and by
imposing a limitation to the doubling time of the installa-
tion of each pov/er plant type.

~ Spatial effects are not taken into account so that the pene-
tration of each pov/er plant type does not depend on siting
constraints.
As a consequence, the energy transport cost docs not ploy
any role in the optimization, and the limitations due to
pollutants emission are only seen as general constraints
without any link with the local situation which is, on the
contrary, very often the real limiting factor.
At the present hovever we are performing SOMC studies in
order to improve on this point: our intention is to analyze
the siting problem for a fixed point in time, taking into
account the constraints due to iocs* pollution limitations
and the cost of the pov/er transmission, accounting for in-
terconnection requirements. The results of this study
should be couplsd vdth the time-dependant study by a sort of
external iteration: at the moment an integrated treatment
of space-and time-aspects does not seem practically feasi-
ble, if at all necessary.

- No cost-increase as a function of fuel resources' depletion
is considered, so that non-linear effects in the optimiza-
tion procedure are avoided. As a matter of face in some
cases a partial account of these cost variations is made
through an external iteration.

Once the model of the system is established, the noxt heavy
task is that of choosing the appropriate input data.
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The higher uncertainties affect the economic data which
vary with time, from place to place and somotiraos following
the optics of the analyst.
This leaves a large margin of uncertainty vhich,.as
already said, makes the results of the optimization procedure
often -questionable.

5 - An example, concerning the growth of a large power-<?ene-
ration system

It is interesting to analyze how the uncertainties mentioned
above affect the outcome of the optimization procedure, and
finally see which is the real significance of the optimum
found*
For this purpose we may consider a few exaploc talcen from
the calculations performed at the J.R.C.-Ispra in the last
few years. /OvThe computer code employed for them is called INTAT ̂': it
has been written by INTZ3?ATOM undar Uuratoia contract and
contains a linear programming routine (IBM-MPS) for the
search of the minimum of the total actualized cost of the
system over a given period of time, and performs -for the
optimized policy-all the usual evaluations as described at
point 2.
We_ shall compare a fev/ strategies which have the following
main input data:
The station types considered are:
- Conventional stations. They are assumed to be oil fired.
Introducing a distinction betveen oil- and coal- fired
stations did not soem to be significant for the purpose
of this investigation. The hydraulic stations are supposed
to be non-existant. Their present amount v;as subtracted
from the power requirements. No future increase was assumed,
and this does not lead to any appreciable error due to the
negligible contribution of hydraulic stations to the future
energy production.

- Light water stations (fed with enriched uranium).
- Plutonium burners, i.e. light water reactors which aro fed
with Plutonium. They are introduced as a fictitious repre-
sentation of the amount of Plutonium-recycle in light
water reactors.

- High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors. The usa of clie Thorium
cycle is assumed, but practically tho sane results would be
obtained with the low-enrichment cycle.

- Fast breeders. A very good type (Wcstinghouse-design advanced
breeder with carbide fuel) was assumed.

The variations reported concern:
- the introduction date of the Fast Breeder (1985 or 1990)
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- the suppression of Past Breeders or Hicjh-Te.nperciture Gas-
Cooled Reactors

- the installation rate of Light Y/atcr Re-actors, v/hich is
very important because the -accumulation of Plutonium and
the existence of a large number of Light Water Reactors
are needed to start the Past Breeders installation at a
large rate. In the code INTAT this variation is achieved
by changing the doubling time of the Light-Uavcr-Reactors '
installed power.

- the choice between long-term optimization, vhicl* means
choosing the installation policy leading to chc Minimum
actualized cost of energy production over the • 'hole-
period, and short-term optimization, vhich Ktoans choosing
each year the most economical policy for that yaor,

The date of tho introduction of the High Temperature Gas
Cooled Reactors is always 1330.

The present worth rate ir;
The economics of tho various power plant tvpes can be seen
in fig.1.
The code performs tho optimization, within the given boun-
dary conditions, and chooses the optimum installation po-
licy.
Tho total cost obtained for tiia strategics in- re-
ported in table 1 ; the penetration of each plant typo in
the pover plant park as a function of tî ne is sho-./n. in
fia's 2 to 7.
In the figures, the meaning of the symbols is as follows:

C » conventional (oil fired) station
L ss Light Water reactor
PuB « Plutonium burner (Light Vatcr Reactor)
H « High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor
P « Past Breeder (Na cooled)
DT » Light Water Reactor's doubling time

Let us take the case vtith Light Water Reactors doubling
time « 2 years, Past Breeders introduction cU:tc 1935, all
typos of stations introduced, as a reference case (fig. 2).
Let "us first make a fev/ remarks on this cctso:
The conventional stations achieve a 305'* penetration in the
long range. About the same penetration is achieved by Past
Breeders and High-Temperature Gas-Cooled reactors at the
year 2010, after vhich the Past Breeders produce enough
Plutonium to copo */ith the v/hole do.tiand grovth: being the
most economical except for peak load, they gradually
eliminate the other types of station except the conven-
tional ones.
The role of Light 1,'atcr reactors results clearly from
fig. 2: they are installed as quickly as possible, noc
only, as it may be thought, to produce Plutonium for the
Past Breeders, but because they aro competitive vith the
conventional stations for base-^load operation*
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The reason of decrease (as a fraction of a proving total)
of Light Water reactors after 1985 is, in tjie firs;: years,
the competition of lligii-Tcuperature Gas-Cooled r<?ictors
and, later, the ability of th*2 breeders to sustain them-
selves (see fig.4).
The amount of Plutonium rtock is n?gl.ic:iblc: this shov/s
that the most economical vay of feeding Plutoniua to the
breeders is by the direct output of a laro'r quantity of
Light Water Reactors r a their than by previous stockpiling.
From v/hat liar been said, and from the comparison of fi<j«2
with the others, a fev obvious conclusions can b« draxvn:
- the penetration of the conventional stations dcpe-nds, among
other reasons, on the competition of High-Temperature Gas-
-Cooled reactors (fig.5)

- the penetration of High-Temperature Gas-Cool«?d reactors
depends: on the choice between short-tcrjr. (fig.7) and long-
-term (fig.2) optimization? on the success of tho breeders
(fig.6)

- the penetration of the Fast Breeders depends:
on the success of High Temperature Gas Cooled reactors (fig.4)
on short or long-term optimization (fig.7)
on their date of introduction (fig.6)

6 - A difficult task; choosing the "best" policy

6.1 Reasons for a lack of sensitivity
From table 1 it can be seen that although the penetration -of
the various station types is quite different, the total
discounted cost variations from one strategy to the other
are small in relative terms (1%). There are a fev reasons:
a) The code adapts its choice of the optimum policy to the

new dat->: the new policy is quite different, but costs
about tne same because the code "follows" the lower en-
velope of the set of cost-curves presented in fig.1.

b) The costs assumed (fig.1) are not very different from the
various stations, particularly in the most interesting
range of load factors. If we want to estimate the max-
imum difference between two wild policies, we can assume
these to be given by two one-station policies. If on̂ r
station only produces all the energy, the cost is given
by its cost at the average load factor, x/hich can be
evaluated as a little over 4000 hours/year.
Under these circumstances it can be evaluated from fig.1
that the maximum cost difference bet-veen two policies is
about 8%.
But a much smaller difference can be expected between
two reasonable policies.
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However, as absolute values* the differences shorn in table 1
are of the order of one billion dollars (and if ihx. figures
were not discounted they would be ore order of magnitude
larger); they may therefore justify a number of actions co
be fostered, including for instance R&D v/ork for nor pov/er
plant types. The trouble is that because of the very large
size of the system being investigated, errors and incerti-
tudes in the input data may produce variations in tho total
cost which although relatively small (fcv per cont) «.r*» of the
same ord»2r as the differences among ouite different inr.talla-%
tion policies.
The general question may therefore be:raiso£, whether the optimi-
zation procedure is sensitive enough to givu a real meaning
to the results obtained.
6.2 The sensitivity analysis and its conclusions
A sensitivity analysis can ba made not only by repeating the
optimization calculations v/ith the INTAT code- v>ith u sot of
different input datr«, as indicated before, but also by di-
rectly using the printout of the linear programming routine
included in INTAT or, as a third technique, by performing the
calculation of the total cost for any given policy different
from the optimum (a code calledJPOPB is available at the
J.R.C.-Ispra for this purpose). '
The sensitivity analyses performed so far at the J.R.C.-Ispra
show that very often, and typically so when the overall
cost is the basic parameter for the optimization, the optimum
is very flat* This means that the optimised policy should not
be used as the indiscussed guideline; instead, the optimiza-
tion code- has to help understanding the behaviour of the
system, recognizing its basic "tendencies" and the typical
consequences of certain decisions.
Even if no strong indications appear in favour of a parti-
cular policy, say recycling Plutonium in thermal reactors or
stockpiling for the breeders to come, it ,nay be of use to
know that from the point of viev of the total integrated
cost of the system there is little difference betv/^cn the
two policies. Vhich moans that other facts become important
(e.g. the need to reduce the immobilization of capital, the
risk to wait for fast reactors) and may l«ad to a clear
argument in favour of Plutonium recycle.
It can also be argusd that in many cases it is interesting
and advantageous to know that the system is not sensitive:
interesting because it can show that alternative policies,
naybc- criticized by soma authorities, arc as good as
anyone, advantageous because invariant forecasts cr.n be
deduced, e.g. the maximum reasonable penetration of nuclear
stations.A few other remarks can be made on this subject:
the insensitivity of the system moans that the- optimum
parameter (say the cost) corresponding to the optir.ii.zod
solution docs not vary much v/ith variations of the input
data. This does not moan that any v/ild policy is as \vell
reasonable.
Certainly, a lock of sensitivity makes it sometimes dif-
ficult to interpret the computed results and may b*3 in some
cases dismaying: but a lack of sensitivity is typical of
all largo systems.
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6.3 The definition of the system boundaric-s
The insensitivity of the system makes it also more difficult
to set up its boundary conditions: some "secondary" effects,
\yhich at first sight v/ould have been neglcctxd or treated
in a very rough ray, may become very importc-nt, Cv->p^blc of
shifting preference from one solution to ^nothv-r, when stra-
tegics having very similar optimum costs arc compcrc-d.
This is, e.g., the case for the power station -iciiij problem.
Constraints on pollution or x/aste heat r.a/ discriminate
among the various station types and favour the inrujllacion
of some of them at higher distances from the consumption
centers, entraining higher energy transport costs.
The resulting transport-cost difference bccv/v.cn po\ver gene-
ration systems vith different compositions zisy boconio
isnportant for the selection of the best strat^y; however
the very common practice- is to neglect die siting considera-
tions when optimizing the installation policy.
6.4 Partial optimization: Care must bo taken not to be unfair
An example of partial optimization sometime, performed is that
made on the fuel cycle costs only. The differences in the
economy of various strategies v̂ill be sharper in this case,
but to take the plant capital cost out from the optimization
may lead to wong choices or at least to ficticious evidence
of important economic advantages. About this, point ve can
consider the following three strategies vhich arc compared once
on the basis of the (not discounted) fuel cycle cost and the-
other on the basis of the total(plant, oporction and fuel
cycle) cost (Table 2).
The larre economic advantage for strategy n°2 vhich is
apparent when only fuel cycle costs arc considered (̂ 30%
better than strategy 3) become much smaller (< 1#) for total
undiscounted costs and even smaller (< 0.5/0 -for total
discounted costs. Notice that this is true also vhcn the
absolute figures are compared: respectively 2.3.109 ,
5.109$, 0.3.109?,.

7 - A conclusion is not reached, but a few closing rcnarks
may help

As a conclusion we shall make an exanplc of the 2<ind of in-
formation that can be obtained from the usual optimisation
performed on the basis of the available technical and eco-
nomical data, in spite of the small sensitivecy of the
overall cost to the choice of the installation policy. Uith
reference to figs from 2 to 7 and table 1, the results of
the calculations indicated at the point 5 ̂ oy be used to
tell v/hat is the potential of introducing Kijjh-Tonpcraturo
tas-Coolcd Reactors in a pov/cr parlc systen including Light
Vator Reactors (Uranium or Plutonium food), l-Yst Drecdyrs
and Conventional stations. The »,iain conclusions r.re tho
follov/in<;:
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Thoro is a space for the Hicyh-T<Kapcrt>turr» Gas-Cooled Re^ccors
because it is economically more attractive tli a the Light
Water Reactor-Past ixrccdor couple . Reasonable chjncjo-s en tho
physical and economical assumptions do not ba^ic^lly ««ffcct
this statement.
Only tho early introduction of r« vary good Bro:-<?cr uncl <*
strong reduction of the- demand growth vould re:.: «rkt'bly
curba the optimum penetration of High Tomporourro Gas-Cooled
Reactors. It should also be recalled that no account -,'&$
taken of "external economics" duo to use-s of tlv High-
Teapcraturc Gas-Coolod Reactor other than electric energy
product ion, c •<][.: reduction of the -Thermal pollution and of
the radioactive v/astcs 'volume'.

The introduction of thj High-Toppers euro Car»-Coolcd Reactors
would not, as it may be thought, lead to an increase of
the demand of separative work (due to the reduction of tho
breeders). Our calculations have shown that a slight in-
crease of separative wrk requirement can theoretically
occur for breef periods of time, but ?.n increase- of sepa-
rative power can be avoided by some proproduction of enri-
ched uranium or by slight deviations of the installation
policy frotti tho theoretical optimum.
A strong argument in favour of optimistic forecasts about
High-Tamporature Gas-cool od Reactors is the fact that tho
Past Brooders look advantageous if a long-terr, vicv is
taken. If, as it v/ill likely occur, the installation polio-"
in Burope v/ill not be so fare-sighted, the High-Temper a tur-s
Gas-cooled Reactor v.in b& favoured, as suggested by
fiSf.7.
The High-Tempera turc Gas-cooled Reactor should coexist \luli
the Breeders. It v/ould also reduce the penalty due to a
delayed introduction of tho Breeders.

The High-Tempornture Gas-cooled leactor compotes v;ith the
conventional stations in the intermediate rongc of tho load
diagram, thus reducing SC>2 pollution.
The introduction of the High-Temper a turo Gas-coon ed
RseiCtors in 1980 does not effect the Light ' airor Heacrorr
perotration uatil 1590, aven if only short- ter*a policies
are followed (fig.7). Tliis ir- due to tho srics.ll -̂nount of
existing High-Voaporature G.?.r.-coolod r̂ .ictors .-md co tlie
Light-Water Rcr.ctbra cor,ipotitivit> against: convcntiorial
stations for bss^-i^od op-ntion/Tlier. is in o:iy cjiss a
space for Light-Vi'ter Ĵ r.ctors until v.vll over 20OO.
Recycling Plutonium in Lijht-Vat^r Reactor . is
made more attractive by the existence of ITî h-Tc.ii
Gas-cooled Reactors, due to the reduced nur/.bcr or
Brooders, and this particularly vdth a short- tern policy
(fig. 7).
Hov/ovar, the Plutonium recycle looks in any c.-:ce attractive,
duo to the exi stance of a larje number of Light-7atj:r
Reactors. It v/ould cease to be so if the Light-Vetcr
Reactors1 development v/ero too slo\v (fig.<)»
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Table 1 - Sensitivity analysis,
present "••orth (1970)"of total onorj/
produced over the optimization period
for a number of cases

case acstualia^d cost
(109 )

standard case

LUR»s doub. timo = 3 y,

NO HTR

NO FBR

WR only

NO PuB

FBK's in 1930

standard, short-tv.rjn
optimisation

125.20

127.06

126.11

125.76

125.42

1 25 . 7C
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Table 2

Costs of the nuclear part of throe different
strategies (The total cost includes fuel cycle,
plant and operation costs).

Strategy

Fuel cycle cost
(not discounted)

not discounted
Total cost

discounted

Cost3 until 2010 (109 $)

1

119

654

64.7

2

74

605

60.8

3

102

610

61.1

Strategy N°1

Strategy H°2

Strategy N°3

Light Water Reactors + Past Breeders
Light Water Reactors + Heavy Water
Reactors + Fast Breeders

Light Wator Reactors + High Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactors -«• Fast Breeders.
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THS ASSESSKENT OF LONG- TEHM
NUCLEAR POWER STRATEGIES IN THS U.K.

A A Farmer

UNITED KJJBIXX ATONIC EHEBGT AUTHORITY

In.trod.ue-frion

1, It is generally accepted that one of the main objects of utilising nuclear
power ie to reduce the cost of generating electricity. An evaluation of the choice
of power station type for installation or for development must therefore include,
as a prime consideration* an economic assessment of some kind. This, in turn,
demands the selection of an economic criterion against which the selection of
station type or a particular development may be judged* In the past the criterion
adopted within the UK, in common with other countries, has been one of unit
generating cost* This was obtained for each station to be compared by adding the
annual expenditure on operation and refuelling to that on a sinking fund for the
amortisation of capital and then dividing the result by the annual amount of
electricity generated assuming constant and equal load factor conditions over the
station lifetimes. Such a comparison makes no allowance for effects on the rest
of the system, since if the new station type being assessed has a lower fuel cost
then those of existing stations* it should achieve operation ne'arer base load
conditions and thus attract a higher load factor over its, life* Unit generating
cost comparisons have therefore been dropped in general and for many years the
economic assessment of alternative station types has been carried out by consider-
ing them part of a complete generating system. Alternative nuclear strategies are
compared on the basis of their total system expenditure. In the uTC, however, it
is not the cumulative value of this expenditure that provides the economic
criterion but rather its value when discounted to a reference date. With the growth,
of electricity consumption the cumulative expenditure on the system becomes
increasingly sensitive to the assumptions for later years, The uncertainty of
these assumptions thus tends to limit the extent to which the analysis is projected
into the future. With discounted expenditure as the criterion, however, projection
further into the future has a steadily decreasing effect but is nevertheless
thought to be essential if differences in alternative reactor strategies are to
be fully accounted for. Care has to be taken in choosing the appropriate discount
rate.
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2* The else of the nuclear component in a generating network can be fixed by
carrying out a full economic assessment of the various alternatives to determine
the minimum total cost of meeting future electricity demands. This assessment
must allow for the nuclear reactor and fossil fuel types available and their
associated capital and generating costs* for the utilisation of fuel manufacturing
plants and for the availability of nuclear and fossil fuels and their likely
price levels in the future* The likely timescales and costs for achieving
development objectives together with the needs of the future electrical programme,
must also be estimated*

3* Although input data, and so particular numerical results, must be subject to
uncertainty consideration of such total system costs over a range of technical
and economic alternatives allows judgements to be made about a number of important
issues. It indicates the most economic proportions for possible future components
of the total system, and the operating regime, ie high, mid or low merit, each
component is likely to have to meet* Also, for each type of power plant,
preferred areas for technological improvement such as availability, burn-up levels,
process losses, process hold-up times, etc* together with the financial incentives
for. carrying out the development work to achieve these improvements can be
identified.

4. Such assessments have been carried out by the UKAEA using the DISCOUNT
computer code (Ref l) which has undergone continuous development over the past
12 years. This code simulates the installation and operation of nuclear stations
in a generating system. The load factor of each station is calculated throughout
its life with reference to other stations on the system. To this end stations are

*

stacked in merit order under a load-duration curve which may vary from year to
year* The availability of the stations differs from one type to another and is
reduced in the early years of operation. Any short-fall in availability of the
nuclear stations is made good by the fossil sector with a consequent adjustment
to expenditure. For each type of nuclear station the plutonium feed and reject
rates are specified in terms of operating time to allow for approach to fuel
cycle equilibrium. From the load factor history of each station these rates are
then restated in terms of calendar time. The availability of plutonium determines
the installation mix between reactors on a uranium feed and those on a plutonium
feed whilst other constraints can also be imposed.

5. Some illustrative results arising from the recent use of the code to
investigate the prospects for alternative nuclear strategies within the integrated
generating networks of the UK are outlined in the following sections*
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and possible n clear ..share:
6, Considerable attention has been given within the last two years to future
useful energy requirements in the UK and the share that might be provided by
electricity. As found for the other countries, estimates have varied widely and
upper and lower electricity consumption forecasts which cover the range of growth
rates assumed, in- other European countries have been selected for the purposes of
illustration. Allowing for the expected slow growth of system load factor and
for the plant margin* an estimate of future power plant requirements was then
derived as shown in Table 1.

7* As a cautious judgement of future policy, alternative nuclear strategies have
usually been assessed on a 70# component from around 1985 and the resulting nuclear
installations are indicated in Table 1 and in Figure 1 for this assumption. The
percentage of electricity provided by the nuclear component is also indicated
in Table 1 from which it can be seen that 90$ of electricity would be derived from
nuclear power shortly after the turn of the century*

8* . In order to justify the use of a constant nuclear proportion in any programme
assessment, trial calculations are normally carried out using varying nuclear
percentage assumptions. The results of such a test are indicated in Figure 2
where relative total present worth system costs up to the year 2005 are shown for
two strategies (using constant uranium and fossil fuel cost assumptions) as a
function of percentage of nuclear plant. Up to I960 the plant mix was baaed upon
actual construction and short-term planning schedules. During the next ten-year
period the nuclear component was assumed to be 55$, 70$ or 85# of the total new
installations. Each alternative was followed by a further fifteen year period at
either 55& 70̂  or

9. The curves of total system costs shown in Fig 2 fall into two groups. The
upper set is for a strategy of gas cooled thermal reactors with Plutonium recycle;
the lower set is for a balanced programme of gas cooled thermal reactors and
sodium cooled fast reactors. Total relative p.w system cost is plotted for each
initial ten year nuclear percentage assumption as a function of the percentage
assumption in the following fifteen year period. These are shown as the broken
lines on the figure. The continuous lines give the variation of system cost as a
function of constant nuclear percentage throughout the whole 25 year period. The
curves indicate an optimum nuclear component in the range 70-85$ for the mixed
thermal and fast reactor strategies.
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10. For the thermal reactor strategies a high nuclear component is indicated in
the early years with little financial advantage in reducing the component below
70# in the poat-1990 period. In any event the dependence on nuclear proportion
is fairly flat and the choice of a constant 70J$ nuclear component is considered
justified for assessment purposes as the effects of varying the nuclear proportion
are small in comparison vith other uncertainties and quite unlikely to influence
the choice of development programmes. Similar results are obtained with varying
assumptions on fuel costs* Increases in fossil fuel costs vith time tend to bias
the nuclear percentage upwards whereas increases in uranium and separative work
costs will act in the opposite manner for thermal reactor strategies* Fast
reactor strategies are little affected by increasing uranium costs.

reactors
11. It is generally accepted in the UK that the cheapest power system should
result from the earliest introduction of a large programme of fast reactors as soon
as the development work and industrial preparations can be completed satisfactorily.
In this we are helped by having had an early large programme of nuclear power
based on natural uranium fuelled gas-cooled reactors which have a rate of plutonium
production about three times that of light water reactors. This is providing
us with an adequate stockpile of plutonium with which to initiate a fast reactor
programme.

12. Considerable attention has been given to the question of whether or not
plutonium arising from these thermal reactors should be recycled or stockpiled for
future use in fast reactors. At the present time it is envisaged that a fast
reactor generating station could be first introduced into the British generating
system in the early 1980*s with a substantial build up of fast reactor capacity
following a few years later. It is unlikely that the introduction of the recycling
of plutonium in British thermal reactors on a large scale could be achieved many
years earlier without prejudicing the fast reactor plans.

13. On the basis of equal timing the benefit of utilising plutonium for thermal
recycling is only around a quarter to one-fifth of that from using it in fast
reactors* Delays in the introduction of a fast reactor programme could be important
as, depending on uranium price assumptions, up to *$ of the fast reactor benefit
could be lost for each year's delay* The question then arises as to whether
recycling of plutonium in thermal reactors would be economic during the interval
,up to the introduction of fast reactors. Our studies carried out so far for the
British system suggests that this would not be so unless the interval between the
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onset of plutonium recycling and the introduction of fast reactors was greater
than 10 years. It is, therefore, the UKABA's present view that we should not
depreciate the value of our plutonium stocks by diverting it to thermal reactors
and thereby would avoid complicating thermal reactor operations*

14* This strategy for the introduction of fast reactors has important financial
implications both for our Government and for the utilities, so it is subject to
regular examination in the light of progress being achieved. The most recent
review - an extremely searching and critical one, carried out under the direction
of our Department of Trade and Industry at a period when economies in Government
research and development expenditure were being sought - was completed only last
year. The results announced in the House of Commons in August 1972 were that it
vas the Government's policy to "push ahead as rapidly as possible with the
development of the sodium-cooled fast reactor", with the expectation that after
initial orders in the late 1970's, the fast reactor would assume the major part
of nuclear plant orders from the mid 1980*8. To support this policy additional
funds to ensure the rapid development of reliable components were made available.
The intention is to proceed as soon as practicable after the satisfactory operation
of our 250 HUB prototype power station at Dounreay with the construction of a
large 1300 MHE plant, intended as the forerunner of an expanding installation
programme. The Central Electricity Generating Board, our major utility, are
already financing development of the design for this station.

15. Considerable attention has been given to alternative strategies for building
up fast reactor installation programmes. An important factor is to establish
confidence in the system before embarking on a large construction programme to
use up the stock of plutonium accumulating from the early thermal reactors. Too
high-a-rate of initial introduction may carry unacceptable risks whilst too Iow-
a-rate may introduce a high economic penalty in terms of high cost alternative
generating systems and non-optimum fast reactor component and fuel plants. The
penalties or gains from delayed or early introduction have also been assessed.

16. Current plans in the UK assume that a first commercial sized sodium-cooled
fast reactor of 1250 Mtfe net output will be ordered in 1976. For assessment
purposes it has been assumed that this plant will be operational in 1962 and that
subsequent plant will be brought on line according to one of the following
schedules:-

Year of first operation Low schedule Mtfe High schedule Kite
1985 0 1250
1986 1250 2500
1987 0 2500
1988 2500 3750
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Thereafter new plant would be commissioned at a rate consistent with the assessed
capacity of industry and according to overriding limits governed tor the availability
of plutonium and programme requirements*

17. To assess whether long term electricity needs can he provided using known
fuel resources, strategies must be formulated stretching into the first half of the
21st century which make use of reactors at present under major development: This
has been illustrated for the UK by assuming a reference strategy of sodium cooled
fast reactors and the low enriched HTR in addition to the reactors at present
being commercially exploited*

Supplementation of plutonium during periods of shortage by U235 in fast reactors,
if shown economic* to give a more substantial end of century installed capacity
of breeder reactors is a possibility as indicated in Figure ?• A fall-back programme
of ffiTBs only with plutonium recycle is assumed in the event that the fast reactor
falls severely short of expectations.

18. With a 70/50 split of new plant into nuclear and non-nuclear components the
total capacity of non-nuclear plant, including peak-lopping, will continue to grow
slowly reaching around five times the present operating capacity by the year 2050
(Curve 1, Figure 4)* However* the mean annual load factor of this plant will fall
continuously until it reaches an equilibrium value of about 10$ (Curve 2,
Figure 4). It is therefore unlikely that many more large fossil-fired power
stations will be commissioned for base load operation after 1980, although there

f

could still be around 35 GW of such units in operation at the end of the century*
Hew non-nuclear plant is likely, then, to be mainly peak-lopping and other low
to mid-merit plant. The annual electricity output of the non-nuclear plant will
continue at about today's level and it follows that the consumption of fossil
fuels for electricity production will also continue at about today's level
(Curve 3, Figure 4)* Curve 4, on the other hand, indicates the vast increase in
annual fossil fuel consumption that would be required if no further nuclear plant
were to be installed in Britain after the completion of the present nuclear power
station construction programme,

19* Uranium and separative work requirements for the reference strategy with sodium
fast reactors are indicated in Figures 5-8. Annual tf,0_ requirements rise to a
peak of 14-15*000 tonnes by 20X0 and then fall steadily to zero as thermal reactors
are phased out (Figure 5). Cumulative T)_0u requirements amount to about half a
million tonnes (Figure 6). Separative work requirements follow a similar pattern
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reaching a peak of 10,000 tonnes pa in the early decades of next century (Figure 7}
followed by a reducing demand such that the cumulative need amounts to between
500 and 400 thousand tonnes (Figure 8). The introduction of 0235 enriched fast
reactors in place of lev enriched thermal reactors at tinea of plutonium shortage
could provide additional savings of 15-30& In the event that the HER is used
instead of the sodium fast reactor* uranium and separative work requirements are
double those required with fast reactors by 2010-2020. Furthermore., cumulative
UK requirement of U-0Q will have topped one million tonnes by 2025 when prices could
be at least jfe»/lb. Thermal reactors (HTR) coming into service at this time would
thereby have an additional £26/kW added to their present worth generating cost.

20. 'If the sodium fast reactor is not introduced a new reactor type would be
desirable to limit the need for uranium and separative work. This is illustrated
in Figures 6 and 8 where it is shown that the introduction of fusion reactors in
2010 would limit the requirements to 2 or 3 times the case with a successful sodium
fast reactor. The introduction in 1990 of an alternative fast reactor such as the
gas cooled breeder reactor, in the absence of both sodium fast reactors and fusion,
would limit requirements to about half way between the two cases (Figure 6). The
introduction of fusion in 2010 with a successful sodium fast reactor has little
effect on fuel requirements*
The scope for new fission .reactors
21* Although the bulk of present UK effort is geared to the eventual achievement
of a sodium cooled fast reactor strategy, a very limited amount of work is progress-
ing on alternative fission systems such as gas cooled and molten salt breeder reactors.

22. There are various circumstances in which the new reactor types might be adopted.
A first and major test of new reactor types is their ability to make significant
savings by comparison with, say, a strategy of HTH and CPRa, on the assumption that
the economic and technical environment remains broadly similar* Secondly, the new
types could also be made competitive if changes in the economic situation adversely
affected the costs of operating the system with existing types. For instance,
changes in the discount rate used can alter the relative economics of different
reactor types having wide variations in their balance of capital and running coats
or in their installation rate (because, for example, of different plutonium feed
requirements), large variations in uranium price can also upset the relative
economics of strategies having differing fast reactor types because of the effect
on the concomitant thermal reactor programmes. An important third Justification
for continuing work on new reactor types is the possibility that the existing types
will not do so well as expected for reasons that might be technical, environmental
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or concern safety, This provides an opportunity for npw reactor concepts, but only
to a limited extent since the factors leading to the relative failure of existing
reactor types may also apply to the new types. On the assumption that no nev
reactor type would be selected unless it was immune from the major criticisms
that night affect existing types, they have been assessed under two sets of
circumstances. The first is that the new reactors replace sodium cooled fast
reactors in a reference strategy of fast reactors supported by ETRs. The second
is that they replace HTRs in the fall-back strategy of HTRs only with plutonium
recycle*

23* Each new reactor type was assessed within the forecasted electricity programmes
as an alternative to the best existing types to determine their net cost advantage
after allowing for the costs incurred in developing and introducing the type. The
main conclusion drawn from our studies so far suggest that there is no case on
simple economic grounds for the development of new fission reactor types if, as
expected, current development programmes are successful. It had then to be con-
sidered whether anything should be done to insure against the failure of the sodium
cooled breeder reactor, a point which should be settled by the mid-1980's. Since
insufficient is known about fusion reactors to guarantee their introduction early
enough to alleviate the uranium supply position in the absence of the sodium cooled
fast reactor, the gas cooled breeder reactor appears to provide the best fall back
position and is worthy of further consideration on a collaborative basis. Although
at a less advanced stage from the viewpoint of the likely timescale for commercial
exploitation the molten salt fast reactor might have a better ultimate potential
than gas cooled breeders and so consideration is being given to the question of
continuing some work in this field also, perhaps on a collaborative basis.
Environmental Aspects
24. The assessment of alternative nuclear strategies within large electricity
generating capacity forecasts has led to the consideration of siting and
environmental aspects. From Table 1 it can be seen that the nuclear generating
capacity installed in the UK is expected to have increased by 100-250 GW within the
next 25-30 years. Studies on such large integrated systems indicate that it might
be desirable that central nuclear power parks with close coupled fuel processing
facilities of up to 20 6W(E) in reactor units of around 4 Gtf(E) be installed.
Increasing attention must also be given to high plant availability and the
possibility of replacing plant components during life and re-using nuclear sites.

25. Apart from variations in station efficiency demanding variations in cooling
requirements preliminary siting considerations do not appear to favour any one
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particular reactor type. In any event, limitation, of inland cooling water resources
might dictate exclusive use of coastal sites (or off-shore rafts) for large
electricity/industrial complexes by the turn of the century*

Conclusions

26* Alternative nuclear reactor strategies are compared on the basis of their
total discounted expenditure by considering them part of a complete generating
system* For the UK, minimum costs will be obtained if at least 7Q0S of all new
generating plant ordered is nuclear. Assuming current development programmes
are successful this nuclear component will be made up from a balanced programme
of thermal and fast reactors.

27. Providing such a large nuclear programme ia embarked upon before the end of
the present decade Britain's use of fossil fuels for electricity generation will
not need to rise significantly above today's rate for several decades*

28. With a successful sodium cooled breeder reactor and assuming mean electricity
programme assumptions, the cumulative British requirement of U-Og will amount to
around half a million tonnes.

29* If fast reactors are not exploited Britain's uranium requirements will
steadily increase* reaching a cumulative figure of one million tonnes U-O. by
around 2020; if fusion is introduced on a commercial scale soon after the turn of
the century these requirements would level off at a cumulative total of around
!•? million tonnes. This situation could be alleviated by the introduction of an
alternative fast reactor -concept and to this end a very limited amount of work is
proceeding on gas breeder and molten salt reactors.

30* Studies so far do not appear to favour any one reactor type from environmental
or siting aspects.
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TABLE 1

ILLUSTRATIVE UK ELECTRICITY AM) PUWT K0aUIREMB9TS

END
YEAR

1970

1975
1980

1985
1990

1995
2000

2005

2010

MINIMUM FORECAST

TWK
p. a.

211

284

380

503

636

783
929

1072
1220

GROHTH»
RATE

% p.a.

4*6

6.1

6.0

5.7
4.8

4.2

3.5

2.9
2.6

TOTAL
OWE

56

73

90

118

148

180

212

245

279

NUCLEAR
GWE

5

8

14
32

59

87

118

151
180

%
GENERA-

TION
FROM

NUCLEAR

9

15
23

40

59

71
80

87
89

MAXIMUM FORECAST

TWb
p. a.

211

284

380

572

805

1120

1515

1953

2457

OBOHTH*
RATE

$ p.a.

4.6

6.1

6.0

8.5

7.1
6.8

6.2

5.2
4.7

TOTAL
GWE

56

73

90

134
187
258

346

446
561

NUCLEAR
CWE

5

8

14
40

84

138

206

288

373

%
GENERA-
TION
FROM

NUCLEAR

9

15
23
44

66

78

85
90

91

*Grotrfch rate is mean over previous five years
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FUTURE TREND OF NUCLEAR POWER AS ENERGY SOURCES

Riroshi Murata
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

1. Introduction
The world nations* energy demands are rapidly increasing. These demands

consist of two factors; ever-increasing world population and increase in per

capita energy consumption. This trend may continue in future as it is. The

energy consumption in the world has increased about 2.7 times, i.e. 5.1% per

year during the past 20 years from 1950 to 1970, referring to the report made

by ECOSOC in New Delhi, February 1973. (Tables 1,2,3) In these 20 years, per

capita energy consumption has also increased about 1.8 times, or 32 per year.

A remarkably interesting fact is that the relative consumption ratio of

solid fuel is largely set back and the ratio of liquid and natural gas fuels

is enlarged. For example, 622 of the total energy demands in the world was

covered by solid fuel and of 252 by liquid fuel in 1950. In 1970, on the

contrary, the consumption ratio of solid fuel went down to 352 while that of

liquid fuel grew up to 422. The same trend can be seen in the consumption of

natural gas; 112 in 1950 up to 212 in 1970.

This obviously indicates that the general tendency of utilization both in

liquid and gaseous phases has been in progress all over the world. In parti-

cular, due to the environmental pollution such as sulphurous acid gas, petroleum

being the main energy source has been gradually shifted to natural gas as

cleaner energy source*
On the other hand, these conventional energy sources are of fossil fuels.

In order to meet the increasing world energy demands, one has to exploit,

transport, store and process huge amount of the fossil fuel energy sourcesi'
accordingly; the amount of them is limited and will be exhausted eventually.
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One cannot definitely depend on the conventional fossil fuels for energy

supply, because of environmental pollution and sharp increase in international

market price of crude oil, while .demand for nuclear energy is extraordinarily

increasing since nuclear power generation has an advantage of clean energy

supply under proper management and control in line with remarkable improvements

in economics and technological reliability. (Tables 4,5,6,Fig. 1) According

to the changing situation in expanding utilization of nuclear power, it has

become essential to make strategic solutions of the problems on securing sites

for nuclear facilities, assurance of stable nuclear fuel supply, and radio-

active waste management.

It has become obviously an important task for Japan to accept the nation's

demand for the whole industries and to make utmost efforts in securing reactor

safety as well as environmental preservation.

2. Development of Power Reactors in Japan

Electric power demands in Japan have rapidly increased by about 12% year

by year in accordance with national economy growth and living standard level-

up. In these circumstances, nuclear power stations of the total capacity of

1.8 million kWe are now in operation, and nuclear power generation of 60

million kWe will be required in 1985.

For fulfilling the above requirement, a well balanced nuclear power

generation has to be carried out in consideration of reactor safety and

environmental problems as well as development of advanced power reactors

such as advanced thermal reactors and fast breeders.

The advanced thermal reactor being developed in Japan is of a heavy water

moderated, boiling light water cooled type, which is capable of reducing

enriched uranium fuel inventories and power generation cost compared to

conventional light water reactors. A prototype of 200 MWe, "Fugen," is under

construction scheduled to reach criticality in 1976.
5
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As for the fast breeder, an experimental reactor of 100 MWt, "Jpyo," Is

under construction scheduled to attain its criticality in 1975, and. a prototype

of 300 MWe, "Monju," is being designed to complete its construction in 1978.

Both reactors are fueled with mixed-oxide, and sodium cooled.

Nuclear fusion is expected to realize as an ultimate energy source having

advantages in providing indefinite and stable supply of clean energy. The

development of toroidal device of the most promising Tokamak type is under

way for realizing an experimental fusion power reactor system. Studies on

plasma confinement are being conducted in JAERI with the toroidal device,

"JFT-2," for future construction of "JFT-3," realizing critical core plasma.

3. Direct Cycle and Process Heat Applications

Nuclear energy resources have more advantages in the transportation and

storage than conventional fossil fuels. The closed system utilization of

nuclear energy promises high possibility of minimizing environmental pollution.

It is forecasted that the total electric generating capacity in Japan will

reach 240 million kW, of which 26% or about 60 million kW will be supplies by

nuclear power in 1985.

For decrease of high dependence on fossil fuels, it is necessary to

promote direct use of nuclear energy in form of process heat and process gas

or steam to steel-making, chemical industry, desalination and so on. (Fig. 2)

For steel industry, more than 20% of the whole energy consumption is

required in Japan. If the growth rate of steel production would keep the

current pace, the requirement of coking coal will exceed 110 million tons in

1975, and will reach 200 million tons in 1985. Taking into account the

instability of supply and cost of coking coal, it is desired to establish

alternative steel-making methods, especially direct iron reduction method,

without the use of coking coal.
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Besides, the shortage of water for industrial and public uses in 1985 is

estimated to be about 3 billion tons in the metropolitan area, and about 2.5

billion tons in other areas. Application of nuclear heat to desalination is

also expected from strategic viewpoint of energy utilization.

Following the long-range programme of atomic energy development and

utilisation by the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan in June 1972, the Ministry

of International Trade and Industry initiated a research and development pro-

gramme of nuclear steel-making as a project, the first phase of this project,

development of a closed system steel-making process will complete in six

years from 1973 to 1978. These items in the first phase are: (1) analysis

and selection of the total system consisting of a very high temperature gas

cooled reactor (VHTR) and steel-making process, (2) development of a high

temperature heat exchanger, (3) research and improvement of high temperature

alloys, (4) development of thermal insulators, (5) selection of reduction gas

production systems, and (6) feasibility tests of iron making furnaces. (Fig. 3)

The new steel-making process is aiming to contribute in preventing environ-

mental pollution, such as sulphur dioxide and soot from conventional blast

furnace converter process and to decrease dependence on coal sources, further-

more to expand energy sources and efficiency by using the energy from VHTR.

The target of the project is to develop steel-making process technology to

utilize VRTR with 1000°C outlet gas temperature and 40 atm helium pressure»

In the first phase, a test plant will be demonstrated to establish the tech-

nology applicable to the pilot plant of an experimental VHTR of 50 MWt planned

at JAERI. The developmental works related to the Experimental VHTR including

design, development of fuels and structural materials, and the high temperature

technology with helium gas loops are in progress to realize the construction

of the reactor.

Recently, much attention has been focused on the utilization of hydrogen

regarding as the cleanest secondary energy source. The method of obtaining
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hydrogen from water has been currently performed by electrolysis. However,

this method is not efficient in energy conversion, then a new method employing

a series of thermocheraical reactions is proposed. The temperature necessary

for the thermochemical reactions up to SOO°C can be attained by the outlet

gas temperature of VHTR. As the primary energy for hydrogen production is

necessary to be clean, too, nuclear energy is again considered appropriate

in this sense.

Concerning desalination, the use of a multi-stage flush method is

desired; low temperature steam is extracted from a back-pressure outlet of

a steam turbine.

Effective use of nuclear heat could be attained if heat flow scheme were

realized in a cascade system including iron manufacture, chemical process,

desalination and so on. Optimization is needed with regard to heat and

material balances* (Fig. 4)

4* Future Prospect

Advanced thermal reactor of heavy water type and high temperature gas

cooled reactor are considered as promising candidates to succeed light water

reactors currently utilized in Japan. Following progress of the research and

development programmes, closed system multi-purpose utilization of nuclear

energy will be pursued. When higher temperature is obtained by the development

of VHTR and direct cycle applications of nuclear heat is realized, such multi-

purpose utilization as direct steel-making by high temperature reduction gas,

gasification of solid and liquid phase fossile fuels, adoption of closed

cycle helium gas turbine and hydrogen production from water will be materialized•

In long range prospect, light water power reactors will be shifted to or

coexist with liquid metal fast breeders. Furthermore, in combination with

VHTR technology, h-igh temperature gas cooled fast reactor would be progressed;
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thus energy production system as fission reactors would be spread out with

multi-purpose utilization by breeders to be realized.

On the basis of technological experiences in fast reactor and multi-

purpose very high temperature gas cooled reactor developments, technology of

nuclear fusion power reactor system would be established. (Fig. 5)

Hydrogen produced from water using nuclear power and heat generated by

fusion reactors fueled with deuterium and tritium will be abundant and clean

secondary energy in future. This is the very Prometheus Era of hydrogen

energy and clean energy.
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Table 1 World Energy Consumption (1950, I960, 1970)*

Quantities: Million metric tons of coal equivalent. Per capita: Xilogrames

Year, Items

1950
Quantities
Percentage

1960
Quantities
Percentage

1970
Quantities
Percentage

1950 - 1960
1960 - 1970 '
1950 - 1970

Solid fuels
Combustibles

1,569
62.3

2,204
52.1

2,419
35.4

3.5
0.9
2.2

Liquid fuels
Combustibles

639
25.3

1,323
31.3

2,850
41.6

7.6
8.0
7.8

Natural and
imported gas

273
10.8

620
14.6

1,418
20.7

Annual Increi
8.5
8.6
8.6

Hydro, nuclear and
imported electricity

41
1.6

86
2.0

157
2.3

ase
7.7
6.2
6.9

Total energy
Aggregate

2,519
100

4,233
100

6,843
100

5.3
4.9
5.1

Ter capita (Kg)

1,054

1,403

1,889

2.9
3.0
3.0

-3
CD



Table 2 Energy Consumption by regions (1950, 1960, 1970)*

Quantities: Million metric tons of coal equivalent, Per capita: Kilogrames

Region 1950
Quantityl Percentage

1960
Quantity! Percentage

1970
Quantity 1 Percentage

Developed Market Economies (North America, Western Europe, Japan, South Africa, Oceania)
Total
Solid fuels Combustibles
Liquid fuels Combustibles
Natural and imported gas
Hydro, nuclear and

imported electricity
Consumption per capita (Kg)

1,866.8
1,090.3
484.9
255.2
36.4

3,334

100
58.4
26.0
13.7
1.9
__

2,569.1
1,033.4
951.8
514.8
69.0

4,065

100
40.2
37.2
20.0
2.6
— •

4,267.9
1,102.0
2,042.5
1,010.9
113.7

6,032

100
25.8
47.8
23.7
2.7

1 '

Average
1950/60

of Annual
1960/70

3.2
-0.5
7.0
7.2
6.6
2.0

5.2
0.6
7.9
7.0
5.1
4.0

Increases®
1950/70

4.2
0.1
7.5
7.1
5.9
3.0

Centrally Planned Economies (Eastern Europe, Asia)
Total
Solid fuels Combustibles
Liquid fuels Combustibles
Natural and imported gas
Hydro, nuclear and

imported electricity
Consumption per capita (Kg)

512.5
421.9
76.8
11.6
2.2

598

100
82.2
15.1
2.3
0.4

1

1,364.2
1,086.9
191.7
75.3
10.3

1,355

100
79.6
14.1
5.5
0.8
— •

1,990.2
1,196.3
455.7
313.3
24.9

1,688

100
60.1
22.9
15.7
1.3
—

10.7
9.9
9.6
21.0
16.7
8.0

3.8
1.0
9.0
15.3
9.2
2.2

7.0
5.3
9.3
17.9
12.9
5,3

Developing Market Economies (Africa, Asia, Latin America)
Total t
Solid 'fuels Combustibles
Liquid fuels Combustibles
Natural and imported gas
Hydro, nuclear and

imported electricity
Consumption per capita (]£)

139.5
56.5
74.5
6.0
2.5

128

100
40.5
53.4
4.3
1.8

300.3
84.0
179.4
29.7
7.2

220

100
28.0
59.7
9.9
2.4

~

583.9
121.7
352.8
91.8
20.4
337

100
20.7
60.2
15.6
3.5
^ **̂

8.0
4.0
9.2
17.3
11.2
5.6

6.9
3.8
7,0
11.9
11.0
4.4

7.4
3,9
8,1
14.6
11.1
5.0

00o



Table 3 Energy Consumption (1970)*

** Coal equivalent

Developed Market Economies

Centrally Planned Economies

Developing Market Economies

World

Population

(io6)

727
( 20%)

1,158
( 32%)

1,724
( 48%)

3,609
( 100%)

Total energy

Aggregate
(I06t)**

4,268
( 63%)

1,990
( 29%)

584
( 8*)

6,842
( 100%)

Per capita
(Kg)**

5,914

1,704

330
( 12%)

1,889

Crude
petroliun

Total
(10*t)

1,365
( 72%)

300
( 16%)

229

1,894
(100%)

Per capita
(Kg)

1,877

259

133

525

Hydro and
Nuclear electricity
Total
(!09KWh)

3,475
( 71%)

1,105
( 22%)

333
( 7*)

4,912

Percapita
(KWh)

4,779

954

193

1,361

* Source of Table 1, 2 and 3: World Energy Supplies, Statistical Papers, Series J, Nos. 4 and 8
(United Nations publication) and United Nations Statistical
Yearbook, 1971 (United Nations publication)



Table 4 Power Reactor Program and Uraniim Requirement in Wester Countries

Year

Region

(106fcWe)

Reactors

(106lcWe)

Western Europe
North America
Japan
Others

Total

Magnox Reactor
LWR
AGR
HWR
HTGR

Uranium Requirement
108 short ton U30g

Annual

Total

1970

9.8
6.3
1.3
0.6

18

6.5
11.1
^̂ _̂

0.4
—

12

12

1971

11.1
12.7
1.3
0.7

26

7.0
17.3
—̂ •••

1.3
—

IS

27

1972

16. S
23.1
1.8
0.9

42

8,0
28.6
2.4
2.5
0.3

21

48

1973

19.7
34.8
3.1
1.7

59

8.0
43.1
3.7
3.8
0.3

26

74

1974

26.1
51.2
5.2
3.0

85

8.0
66.6
4.9
4.5
0.6

30

104

1975

38.7
64.5
8.4
5.9

118

8.0
97.0
6.2
6.2
0.6

37

141

1976

49.0
79.3
10.2
9.1

148

8.0
121.3
8.7
9.4
0.6

44

185

1977

60.3
97.1
12.4
10.2

180

8.0
147.4
10.0
12.0
2.6

50

235

1978

73.7
115.5
16,3
15.1

220

8.0
181.1
11.2
14.7
5.0

57

292

1979

85.0
135. 8
20.3
17.7

260

8.0
215.1
11.2
16.7
9.0

65

357

1980

99.2
158.0
23.5
22.9

300

8.0
247.9
11.2
19.2
14.7

73

430

OOto



Table 5 Capacity of Nuclear Power Plants (unit : MWe : Net)

Nations

U.S.A.
Japan
U.K.
West Germany
U.S.S.R.
Spain
Sweden
France
Canada
Switzerland
Others

Total

under Operation

installed
capacity

14,735.5
1,741
5,430
2,212.6
2,475
1,100.2
450

2,700
2,022.5
1,006
1,508.7

35,381.5

plants

30
6
29
10
14
3
2
10
6
3
11

124

under Construction
or Planning
installed
capacity

128,794.1
14,321
6,462
10,840
8,528
6,407.2
6,899
3,857
3,522
3,275
15,447

208,342.3

plants

132
19
11
13
14
7
9
5
5
4
33

252

Total

installed
capacity

143,529.6
16,062
11,892
13,052.6
11,003
7,507.4
7,349
6,557
5,544.5
4,281
16,955.7

243,723.8

plants

162
25
40
23
28
10
11
15
11
7
44

376

Table 6 Installed Capacity of Nuclear Power Plants (unit 104KWe)

Type

Light Water Reactors
P W R
E W R
(Total)

Gas Cooled Reactors
G C R
A G R
H T G R
(Total)

Heavy Water Reactors

Other Thermal Reactors

Fast Reactors

under Operation

1,120
1,110
2,230

845
3
5

854

270

170

18

under Construction
or Planning

11,390
6,720
18,110

; —
620
600

1,220

470

400

170

Total

12,510
7,830
20,340

854
624
605

2,075

740

570
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JFT JAERI Fusion Torus
SHE Semi Homogeneous Experiment
EXP. VHTR Experimental Very High Temperature Reactor (SOMWt)
JPDR Japan Power Demonstration Reactor (12.5MWe)
OCA Deuterium Critical Assembly
FUGEN Proto type Advance Thermal Reactor (ZOOMWe)
FCA Fast Critical Assembly
JOYO Experimental iMF&R (lOOMWt)
MONJU Proto type LMFBR (300MWe)
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PROBLEMS ET PERSPECTIVES DU DEVEUOPPEMENT A LONG TERME DE

L'ENERGIE NUCLEAIRK EN FRANCE

L. THIRIET

Commissariat a 1'Energie
Atomique

L'energie nucleaire devrait, par son d6veloppement, jouer a
1'avenir un rdle considerable dans le bilan 6nerg6tique de la France et
1*activit^ de son Industrie.

L*£nergie nucleaire permet de contribuer a la satisfaction des
besoins energetiques future tout en aidant a resoudre quatre types de
probleaes :

- eviter la trop grande degradation du bilan energetique francaia,
Les gisements d*uranium sont abondants et largeaent diss6min6s dans le aonde,
ce qui constitue un facteur de stabilitfi des conditions d*approvisionnement.
Une partie des ressources se trouve sur le territoire national (uranium.
Plutonium produit par les reacteurs ̂ lectrogenes) ou dans des pays industria-
lists. Toutes les phases d'elaboration du combustible peuvcnt s*y ddroulor
et le probleme de sou transport et son stockage se pose en des termes considd-
rablement moins aigus que dans le cas du pStrole. A plus long terms, dans le
but d'accroStre sa contribution a la balance <§nerg6tique frangaise, 1'̂ nergie
nucl^aire pourrait sortir du domaine nucl6o4lectrique et fourair de la
chaleur industrielle a la cbimie et a la siderurgie, et raome produire de
1'hydrogfene, produit Snerg^tique d'avenir.

- 4viter la degradation de lfenvironnement et require les risqwes
qu*entra£ne la production d»4ixergie. Ifes son origins, l*6nergie nucl4aire a
6t& 1'objet d'une attention vigilante concr^tis^e par des regleuentations
tres strictes sans cesse perfectionn4es, si biea qu'au plan de la pollution
atmospherique et de la sfiretd ello possedo des avaatages objoctifs» Quant a
la pollution therm!que, les fmeres d'avenir (rapide efc haute temperature*
rameneront le probloiae au ntveau de celui pos4 par les rejets d'eau de
refroidissement des centrales classiques.
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- s*assurer d'un approvisionnement d'6nergie a loon marcho".
II r6suite des perspectives de renchlrissement du p6trole quo la coapetitivite
dn nucle'aire, Itablie depuis plusieurs ann^es, 1'est maintenant de fagon
definitive ; le niveau des investissements des centrales nucl€aires se
stabilise, et & 1'encontre du p<§trole , le cout du combustible tend a
diminuer.

- assurer & 1*Industrie francaise une part importante du march6
international dans le domaine de la transformation d'£nergie. Le marche des
installations nucllaires sera considerable dans les procbaines dScennies.
En assurant sa comp6titivit6 au plan international, 1*Industrie francaise
aidera k relacher la d£pendance energ^tique du pays* D'autre part, 1*Industrie
nucl^aire ̂ tant une Industrie de pointe, son d^veloppemenft doit £tre un
6l4nent moteur de 1'Economic francaise«

Les perspectives du deVeloppement a long terme de I'^uergie
nucl^aire en France ont 6t€ r^cettment examinees par la "Conraiasion Consulta-
tive pour la Production d'£lectricit6 d'Energie Nucl6aire en France" (PEON).
Cette commission comprend des repr£sentants des Ministeres inte>esses, de
1'E.D.F., du C.E,A. et de 1'industrie. Son pr6c6dent rapport avait 6t6 remis
au Gouvernenent en Novombre 197O. Etabli dans le cadre des travaux pr6paratoi~
res du VIeme Plan, ce rapport avait pour objectif essentiel de confirmer
1*importance industrielle immediate de la production d'6loctricit6 d'origine
nuclSaire et reconraandait un programme quantitatif d*engagement de centrales
nucl6aires a eau ordinaire d'au moins 8 OOO MWe, soit environ la moiti^ en
volume de 1'accroissement de la puissance de production thermique d*EDF pour
cette p^riode.

Le programme reconuaand4 par la Commission a 6t6 approuve dans
ses grandes lignes par le Gouvernement et lo Parlenient. E.D,F. a effectivement
command^, en 1971 et 1972, 3 tranches de la classe 900 Mtfe, dont settlement
2 100 Mtfe seront affcote's au re*seau national compte tenu des engagements a,
1* exportation.

Le dernier rapport de la Commission, dit rapport d'Avril 1973,
est en cours de publication : il a mis l*accent sur deux types de preoccupation'
li£s d'une part au programme de centrales nucleaires elles-memes et d'autre
part i l*approvisionnement en matiere fissile*
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En ce qui concerns le programme d'e'quipement des prochaiaes
en r£acteurs Indus triels & eau ordinal re, 1 'analyse a particuliereutent
sur les aspects £nerg£ tiques gdne>aux, les aspects economiques (dure*e

d'utilisation, investissentents, combustibles, problemes p^troliers) certains
aspects industrials (oais le cadre de la Commission se prStant mal It. une
discussion sur les structures industrielles et le jeu des inteVets en cause,
ce donaine n'a pas £t6 trait€) et bien entendu les questions d'environneaient
et de sOretd (fonc-; onnement normal, accidents, d£chets radioactifs).

Deux conclusions ont 6t6 d£gag£es,

LA premiere est une acceleration du programme quantitatif de
centra les & oettre en service sur une period© de 5 ans : au regard de
1'objectif i&iniaal de 8 000 UWe pour 1976-198O, une puissance installee de
13 OOO MWe pour 1978-1982 a 3t£ reconiaand£e.

La seconde conclusion concerne la procedure, D*une part, en
natiere de suret6 et d'environnement, il convient de ô nager un d£lai
suffisant entre les decisions et les ddbuts de construction afin de periocttre,
k la fois 1* instruction technique et administrative des dossiers et la
presentation publique des affaires, d'autre part, au plan industriel les
procedures doivent etre adaptees pour r̂ pondre &. la n6cessit6 d* assurer un
plan de charge sans a-coups aux fournisseurs d'B.D.F. De la, la reconunanda-
tion que les decisions d'E.D.F. (c'est-a-dire le cboix du constructeur du
module et du sice et les demandes des autorisations administratives requises)
puissent intervenir deux i trois ans avant 1* engagement r£el des defenses,
la date de nise en service des installations restant, dans le temps, la
veritable r4f6rence,

En ce qui concerne les probleraes et perspectives d'approvision-
nement en matieres fissiles, la Commission s'est livree K un examen prospec-
tif , avec pour horizon l*an 2OOO, dont 1'objectif £tait de mettre en Evidence
les interactions entre les besoir.s et les disponibilites en matieres fissiles
d*une part, le volume et la repartition des prograsw<es entre les diverses
filieres, actuelles ou d'avenir, d'autre part.

Par tan t de 1* hypo these selon laquelle la production nationale
de biens et de services continuera & croxtre a un rythme voisin du ry thine
actuel, les besoins en <Snergie 4tant Ii6s & cette croissance de manibre asses
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strlcte «t prenant en compte tine crolssance significative de la part do
1'eiectricite dans cette fourniture d'energie, la Commission a 6valu6 a
160 000 MWe en service la capaclte nucl4aire vers 1'an 2000 en France, ce
qui correspond a 200 unites de 1 000 HWe a engager d'ici I. cette date, etant
entendu quo la croissance attendue des tallies unit air es rgduira sensible meat
ce noalnre (cf . tableau I).

A 1'interieur de ce programme quantitatif cadre, 11 a
recherche, d'une part la place relative que pourraient occuper trois
filieres : les r€acteurs & eau ordinaire, ceux & gaz a haute temperature
et les surr4g4n4rateurs refroidis au sodium, d'autre part les besoins en
combustibles fissiles riches, uranium enrich! et plutonium, et egalement
la neilleure utilisation de ceux-ci.

Plusieurs r̂ sultats se d̂ gagent de ces etudes :

II ne faut pas imaginer un basculement brutal a une date donate
d'une filiere actuelle a une filiere d'avenir. XI y aura pendant de tres
notabreuses ann̂ es juxtaposition, c'est-jk-dire & la fois compldmenbarit^ et
concurrence*

Nous abordons une phase d* acceleration tres rapide des besoins
«.

en uranium enrich! done en uranium naturel, II faut apporter la plus grande
attention a 1' adaptation en temps utile des capacitds de production pour
eviter 1'alternance des pdriodes de pldthore et de p̂ nurle.

Les r6acteurs surreg6n4rateurs restent du plus haut int̂ ret
et doivent faire l*objet d'un effort priori taire mais leur place ne sera
pas encore pr4pond£rante en 1'an 2000 ou Us devraient r ©presenter 20 a 30 %
des capacit4s instances. L* amelioration progressive de leur performance
permet d'envisager pour le debut du siecle prochain la stabilisation de la
dewande d* uranium (cf* Annexe).

Quant aux r̂ acteurs & haute temperature, dont les posslbilites
commerciales pour la production d'eiectricite w6ritent des maintenant un
examen attentif , ils pourraient pr<Stendro a un role important dans le secteur
de I'̂ nergie, en dehors du domaine de la production d'eiectricite, s'ils
acc4daient a des temperatures netteoent plus 6 levees.
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Le rapport d'avril 1973 n'avait pas pour objet de presenter
une synthese de 1' ensemble des problenes pose's par la production d'e* lee trie! to1

d1 origins nucle'aire mats settlement d'dclairer, a la lumiere d' informations
et de reflexions r£centes, un certain nombre de points jug£s aujourd'hui
fondanentaux, stir lesquels la Commission a 6rai les conclusions et recomman-
dations suivantes :

Les centrales nucl̂ aires sont indispensables pour 1* amelioration
de notre balance d'approvisionneoent en energie et sont roieux adapters avec
los centrales classiques a la protection do I'environnement ; utilises en
base, el les sont des maintenant plus avantageuses que les ceutrales classiques
correspoudantes .

Se fondant sur les hypotheses technico-̂ conoodques qu'elle a
retenues, la Commission recomnande done une acceleration du programme n«cl6o-
electrique francais se traduisant par 13 OOO JlWe de commandes de nouvelles
centrales i oettre en service au cours des cinq ann̂ es 1978-1 982 .

la Commission a recommande' 6galeraent, pour des raisons touchant
aux probleoes de suret̂ , d*envirounement et de rationalisation industrielle,
qu'il soit fait en sorte qu'un ddlai suffisant soit »4nag6 entre la date ou
sont exerĉ s les choix fondamentaux pour un ouvrage ( construe teur, modfele,
site) et le d6but des travaux.

Cn outre, la Commission a souhaite* :

- que les efforts entrepris pour garantir la suret̂  des instal-
lations et la protection des personnes soient pour sui vis pour faire face a
la dimension accrue de ccs problemes en raison de 1* ex tension des programmes ;
qu'en neme temps toutes dispositions soient prises pour am6liorer iHnforissitio
du public afin d'fiviter des contraintcs injustifi4es et nuisibles, au plan
4conooique, k 1'interdt general ;

- que les de par Cements rainistferiela intteress«5s etudient favorable-
ment dans les aeilleurs d<5lais des solutions a deux questions particulierement
ioportantes pour les industries d'̂ quipenent : le transport des gros nateViels
et les conditions de finar.cement S. 1* exportation.
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La Commission a soulign£ quc ce secteur aborde un processus
d' industrialisation tres rapide,

Pour 1* uranium nature!, 11 importe d1 adapter en temps voulu
V effort de prospoction a la forte croissance du marche", sans perdre de
vue la stabilisation vraisemblable de ce dernier au d£but du siecle prochain.

Bn ce qui concerne 1'enrichissement de 1* uranium, les inconve*-
nients ŝ rieux de la prolongation du quasi~monopole ameVicain, le risque
d'une p4nurie vers la fin de la decennie, la longueur des de*lais ne'cessaires
a la raise en service de capacity's nouvelles, ont conduit la Commission &
reconnander que soient d$finies sans retard, de pre'fe'rence dans un cadre
europe'en, les noyens de cou rir, de facon & la fois suffisante et sure,
nos besoins en uranium enrichi.

Dans la mesure ou le dossier technico-4conomique pour une usine
de diffusion sur technique frangaise se re've'lera sain, la Commission a
soulign£ tout 1'int̂ ret d'une d6cision de principe favorable, qui devrait
intervenir fin 1973 ou au plus tard au d£but de 1974.

En ce qui concerne enfin le plutonium, 1'utilisation la plus
prometteuae de cette matiere fissile demeure 1'alimentation des r̂ acteurs
"rapides". Si au plan commercial il ne par ait pas injustifî , pour les
fabricants de combustible, de se pr4parer & 1* introduction du recyclage du
Plutonium dans les re*acteurs a eau ordinal re, 11 reste qu*au plan national
le bilan ̂ nergetique et 4conomique global do cette technique ne paraft gu6re
justifier un effort particulier important.

- R̂ acteurs surreĝ n6rateurs refroidis au sodium :

Leur mise au point et leur succes commercial doivent rester un
objectif priori taire. En consequence, les problemes r̂ glementaires, financiers
et industriels pos£s par la realisation de la centrale de 1 200 MWe doivent
etre rdsolus sans retard ; de pins, dans la mesureou les perspectives de
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narch£ resteront encourageantes, 1*effort de recherche et de dlveloppeaent
consent! sur ces reacteurs devra Stre poursuivi au-dela de la realisation
des premieres centrales industrielles, telles que le 1 200 yVe.

- Rgacteurs a haute temperature ;«*••«••%•*«»••«••«••••••»••••

II a paru raisonnable de pousser 1'examen d'une premiere
realisation, tel qu'il est actuellement engage* dans le cadre des accords
passes par le C.E.A. et V Industrie francaise avec une sociltl americaine
dans la perspectives d'une realisation europeenne. la decision concernant
notre participation a une telle realisation, decision qui devrait intervenlr
en 1974 ou 1975, devra tenir le plus grand conpte de la situation atteinte
par les filieres "a eauM et "rapide**, des perspectives a plus long terme
ouvertes par la filiere en cause et des possibilit&s de diversification
d'E.D.F.

C'est a I'unanimit6 que la Commission PEON a adopt£ le rapport
d*avril 1973 qui confirne et accentue ses recomnandations ant4rieures*propo-
sant un d^veloppement rapide de la production d1electric!t^ d'origine nucl^-
aire en France, a 1'instar des autres pays industrialists.

Bile a reconnu qu'il faudra du temps pour que soit ressenti le
plein effet des nouveaux 6quipements et que leur mise en oeuvre soulevera de
s^rieux problemes, dont le plus pressant se situe au niveau de I'enrlchls-
seaent isotopique.

ttais elle a estiad que sans relficher les efforts actuels et pr^vus
pour confirmer les promesses de la surr4g4neration, il sera n^cessaire
d'acc6li6rer dans tout© la mesure du raisonnable le prograame francais de
centrales a eau ordinaire. : c'est pr4sentement la r^ponse la plus efficace
que nous puissions donner aux questions que pose 1'avenir de notre approvi-
sionnement en 4nergie.
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- A N N E X E -

BESOINS FRASCAIS A LONG TEKKE EN URANIUM SEISM Dl VERSES

HYPOTHESES PE DBVEIflPPSMENT DE L'ENERGIB

NUCIJSAIRB

Schema 1 intitule "tout Uffl" :

Ce schema a surtout et6 envisag6 pour servir de r<§£drence.
En dehors des reacteurs graphite-gaz (UNGG) d6j3t insfcalles, et ties trois
reae tours rapides (FBR) actuelleinent

- Pb£nix (235 Utfe installs en 1973) ;

- la part franca ise du ler 1 200 MWe FBR (610 MWe installs en 1980)

- la part francaise du 2eme 1 200 MWe FBR (190 KWe installs en 1982)

seule 1* installation des reacteurs a eau ordinaire (LWR) a Ste retenue.

Schema 2 intitul^ "FBR autarcique" :

Ce schdma a pour but de determiner le programme naxisjal It rythme
re'gulier des reacteurs rapides (FBR) qu'il est possible d*iinplanter en France
avec la seule disponibilit4 du plutoniura issu des reacteurs UMQG et LWR.
Le stock de plutonium a 6te suppoŝ  nul au 1/1/1973, les tallies des reacteurs
envisage 3 sont de 1 2OO ou de 2 000 MWe.

Sch4cas3 et 3 bis intitules "BTR au thorium" et "HTft a
~ • — - - - - - - - - - - - - - " -- -

Ces sch6roas ont 6t4 arbitrairewont choisis de fagon k re presenter,
en 1'an 2000, une puissance cumul6e d1 environ 25 % du pare en ce type de
r̂ acteur.

Deux sous-programmes ont 6te examines :

- 1'un envisage le d^veloppetccnt des reacteurs IFTR fonctionnant
au thorium (schema 3) ;

- l*autre prend en compto des reacteurs HTR fonctionnant a 1' uranium
enricui a environ 11 % (schc,iU 3 bis),

Dans chaque cas, il a £t£ sys benutiqueiactit procdd̂  a la recherche
du nouveau prograscae FBR autarcique.
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HYPOTHESES DE DEVEIOPPEMBNT DE L'ENERGIE KOCLBAIRB
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BESOIKS FRANGAIS EM URANIUM KATt/REL SELOM LES DIVERS SCHEMAS
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REACTOR STRATEGY CALCULATIONS IK GERMANY.

by
Hans Jurgen Zech

Kernforschungszentrura Karlsruhe

A b s t r a c t

The different groups in the FRG working in the field of planning calcula-
tion and their scope of work are presented.

The development in this field in Germany from 1964 till today is summari-
zed, showing the shift in emphasis.

In the beginning the aims were to make the most effective use of natural
uranium resources and plutoniuro as well as of separative work capacities.
Then economical aspects of electricity generation played the important*
role*

Now the task for nuclear strategies is the broad world-wide aspect of
both, electricity and non-electric energy generation.

Reactor strategy calculations have a good tradition in Germany: In early
1964 a study group on "nuclear energy resources" convened in Karlsruhe.
A first result of the work of this groun was a report on "demand of nu-
clear fuel and costs of various reactor types in Germany*' which was pre-
sented at the FORATOM-meeting in September 1965.

At this time interest in strategy calculations came about by the follo-
wing facts

- The Oyster-Creek-Event had demonstrated the economic competitiveness
of nuclear reactors. Thus the road to a i:ide market of nuclear power
plants seemed open.
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- Already then it was clear that by the economy of scale nuclear power
plants of the 1970 tes would have to be large units of about 1*000
MWe. Could grids and economy absorb these large block sizes?

- Breeder reactors were envisaged to become economical in 1980. Would
the necessary plutoniura be available?

Thus the aims of the strategy calculations at that tine were

- Row to make the most economic use of the uranium reserves* At this
*

time these reserves were believed to be very limited, prognosis on
the reserves were very pessimistic.

- Bow to make the most effective use of plutoniura, i.e. how to make
enough plutonium available to start building breeder reactors on
a large scale.

The results of the calculations - although this was very seldom clear-
ly stated - were to serve as npjrmative forecasts, i.e. they were used
to prepare decisions of governmental agencies on the funding of the
various nuclear projects and on assigning priorities. The idea was to
direct the activities so to enforce an optimal development in the nu-
clear field.

Industry tried to use the results in order to get ideas on the poten-
tialities of the various reactor types.

Utilities were interested in the economy aspects of the reactors and in
the question of their obsolescence. Would a certain reactor type, that
was well in the market today be outdated in the near future by some ad-
vanced concept.

Reactor strategy calculations were supposed to answer these questions.

A characteristic of these early calculations is, that they very often
treat only the development of nuclear power plants, conventional plants
were not taken into account or only in a peripheral way.

An other characteristic is that plutonium was always treated as a scarce
material. Situations as today where recycling of plutonium in LWR is a
technical reality could simply not be envisaged.
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But one was veil aware of the fact that all these calculations were
based on rather uncertain input data, like cost trends in the future,
future energy demand and its structure. Even some technical data as
doubling time of the breeders to be built were uncertain. One tried to
overcome these difficulties and uncertainties by wise variations of the
pertaining input data.

But by doing so the results of such calculations more often became more
difficult to interprete and a clear-cut picture of what was to be ex-
pected could hardly be gained.

Today we see more clearly than in those days that results of strategy
calculations do not have the objective charactere to which one is used
from the results of technical calculation. Their value is rather in
a certain degree of guidance to actions of industry or government by
showing the consequences of various possible alternatives*

Today we also see clearly that the one and only criterion for the optimi-
zation of the whole nuclear energy field "safe and cheap energy" does not
exist. Rather there are a number of criteria and the emphasis on these
changes according to the angle of looking at the complex subject.
Governmental bodies an interested in questions of

- financing and funding of research
- potetvtralities of certain reactor types and financial needs to foster

their development
- safe and steady supply of nuclear fuel
- environmental effects

Industry asks for

-• investment opportunities
- amount of investment
- prospects and outlook for market nctenticls and return on investment

Utilities ask for

- low generating cost,
- amount of investment
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- operation characteristic, economic load factors, availability of the
plants, safety, load following characteristic etc.

- is this power plant technically proven, is it at the verge of obsoles-
cence*

Research centers ask

- can this particular concept be realized
~ vhat will be the cost
- what will be its economic potential
- What amount of research will have to go into it.

This catalogue of criteria makes clear that there must be some divergence
of interests. To calculate an overall optimal development is impossible,
only within certain limits by adjusting certain parameters one nay obtain
a solution that best fits the special interests of one of the many part-
ners in the nuclear field*

Each of the above mentioned partners will see various parameters in the
development of the nuclear energy:

Parameters that are not or only little affected by the development,
parameters that are affected but cannot be controlled by him,
and parameters that can and will be changed by one partner only.

According to this classification there are three types of calculations:

Forecasts, Strategies and Optimizations.

Forecasts of energy demand serve as the very basis for all further plan-
ning in the nuclear field*

How this energy demand can best be supplied by a mix of various reactor
types is a question of strategy calculation.

Optimization finally is up to the single company or utility.

In the way that nuclear energy became an ordinary technique the emphasis
in planning calculations changed accordingly.

Forecasts on the share of nuclear energy were made at the very early
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Strategy questions like " to breed or not to breed", "converters yes or no"
were of interst to those, who had to attribute funds to direct research in
the "right" way.

In Germany the pertaining ministry asked for studies roughly along those
lines. Various groups responded in different ways:
The early work in Karlsruhe in 1964 and later on served to clarify the po-
tentialities of the various reactor concepts. This work could only be done
in close co-operation tilth industry. And besides governmental agencies in-
dustry became interested to get an impression on future chances of certain
reactor lines. So the activity spread to industry:
The work of Barde-Menmert (Interatom) stressed the short term aspect, a
year by year cost naiaiiaization, while the work of MSrkl (Siemens) from
the very beginning emphazised long-term aspects.

The last step in this development are rather detailed optimization calcu-
lations on the optimal extension of power generating systems. Utilities
take deep interest in this kind of work.

In Germany today we have six groups working in planning calculations:

In industry
- KKU, Erlangen (MSrkl, Finnemann)
- the activities of Interatom, Bensberg shifted to a large extent to
Berlin university, as Mr. Mexrcaert went to the TU Berlin.

In universities
- TU Berlin the group with Prof. Meimnert (Kaupttnanns)
- RWTH Aachen, the group with Prof. J'andel (Recker, Meurln, Bieselt)

In research centers
- KFA JtSlich (KrSCmer, Voss)
- KFZ Karlsruhe .

Consultants (Battelle, Lahmeyer International) offer computer codes for
simulation and optimization.

Industry (KWU) today uses strategy calculations to study important detail-
led questions.
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E.g., one may study the investment cost differences of advanced reactor
types.es FBR or HTGR to the conventional reactor types (LWR) that can
be tolerated or will render these reactor types uneconomical.

The calculation procedure uses as a criterium for optimization the minimal
electricity generating costs. The calculation extends over the next 30 years
and takes all important constraints into account, i.e. mass balance for
fissile material bred, limited rate of addition of new reactor types, finite
tine of life of the individual power plant etc. Besides conventional power
plants, LW8-plants, HTR-plants (steam turbine), HHT-plants (He-turbine) and
fast breeders with oxide fuel (F8R-Q) and carbide fuel (FBR-C) are in compe-
tition. A doubling of the uranium price from its present value to twice that
in the year 2000 was taken into account* A steady increase in electricity
demand was assumed but with a slowly slackening rate of increase.

Running the calculations with different specific plant cost figures shows,
that
if FBR-plant costs are more than 130% of LWR-costs the FBR looses its
market position

and if HTR-plant cost are more than 115% of LWR-cost, the HTR will be un-
likely to gain, a share of the market.

Studies were also performed on the effect of longer delays of the FBR to
enter the market*

The groups at the universities Aachen and Berlin try the application of the
various mathematical optimization procedures.
Thus linear programming was employed by Recker, non linear programming by
Meurin.
Both these methods allow only to treat various types of power plants*In or-
der to be able to treat individual plants Bieselt employs dynamic program-
ming. His program can deal with up to 250 units, computing time is the limi-
ting factor* Hauptmanns also employs dynamic programming.

The programs (STROKOP and RESTRAPO) developed and in use in KPA JUllch both
use linear programming technique. The first is for short interval optimiza-
tion only,«the second may also treat long-interval optimization by separable
programming.
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The emphasis of the work of all these groups is on economic optimization
calculations.

The Karlsruhe group presently is active in those aspects of reactor stra-
tegies that are not covered by simple economic optimizations*
Thus, nuclear energy and environment is one of the main activities in Karls-
ruhe* as we feel that these aspects will play a larger role in the future
than ia anticipated right now.
The consequences of energy generation on atmosphere, hydrosphere, ecosphere
and on people have to he studied so that a reasonable equilibrium between
environmental and economical requirements can be established.

Furthermore, we believe that nuclear strategy calculation nowadays have to
encompass worldwide aspects for both the electricity and the larger non-
electric energy share. A first step in this direction is a world wide ener-
gy demand forecast. The group at Karlsruhe is presently working on it*

We feel that strategy calculations in this broader sense will assist to
clarify . how nuclear energy can help to overcome the expected "energy
crisis", which is rather a crisis in planning energy systems.
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FUTURE; PROSPECTS IN ITALY OF THE NUCLFAR FUEL SERVICES INDUSTRY

by
G. AMBROSINI - G.C1COGNANI - O COMELLINI - P.VALANT -

P. VENDITTI - I. ZIRONI

1. SUMMARY

Based on the suggestions contained in IAEA's note to the Working Group for
the Study of Nuclear Reactor Strategy, a study was made of the strategics for
the long-term development of nuclear energy in Italy, evaluating the relations
between supply of and demand for the various fuel-cycle services in Italy and
in Western Europe.

The scope of this study is limited to the use of nuclear energy for electric
power generation, leaving aside other possible uses, such as hydrogen pro-
duction, desalting of saline waters and ship propulsion, etc. (1).

To this end, estimates were made of the development of nuclear power in Italy
up to 2010, by extrapolating the forecasts made by ENEL up to 1990. An esti-
mate was then made of the evolution in time of the fuel-cycle service require-
ments for various combinations of certain types of thermal and fast reactors.

Finally, on the basis of the foregoing and in relation to the European market,
certain considerations were made as to the market prospects in Italy for the
main fuel-cycle services, limited to 1990 for thermal reactors and in the
longer term, but more roughly, for fast reactors.

The several data were worked out for limited number of nuclear power develop-
ment assumptions and some reactor types, so as to cover only the most likely
and realistic hypothesis.

It should be noted ihat the considerations as to the possible modes of intervention

by the domestic industry have only on indicative value and do not represent real
forecasts.
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The following are, in brief, the main considerations that were reached:

- As regards the uranium supply, the forecast domestic requirements are large

enough to warrant, an industrial project on a national level.

- With respect to the U_O0 - UF conversion, the industrial prospects differ
O O D

depending on whether or not the conversion plant are integrated with the
nranium enrichment plants, and in relation to the isotope separation method

adopted. In the case of non-integrated plants or of successful development
of the ultra-centrifugation separation method, in the course of the Eighties
the construction in Italy of one or more 3, 000 - to 6, 000 ton/year plants,
depending on nuclear power development assumptions, could prove econo-
mically justified. In the case of conversion plants integrated with enrichment
plants of the gaseous-diffusion type, their construction is obviously conditional
upon that of the enrichment plant.

- As regards the diffusion-type uranium isotope separation plants, assuming
the smallest economically feasible capacity to be 6 to 7 million s.u.u. /year.,
the possibility of building a plant in Italy relying on the domestic market alone
can be taken into consideration under the assumption that all reactors installed
up to 1990 will be of the light water type. In any other case, the project could
be justified only within a multinational context.

- In the event of a possible successful introduction of the ultra-centnfugation
separation technique, the Italian requirements are large enough to warrant,

in the Eighties, the construction of one or more national plants, depending
on the nuclear power development assumption.

- As regards the fabrication of fuel elements for light-water, enriched-uranium
reactors, even in the case of autonomous projects based on the Italian market
supply alone, it seems interesting to build in the near future a first small
plant, say of 500 ton/year capacity, followed by other plants whose number
and size would vary depending on the nuclear power development assumption.

- As regards the fa jrication of plutonium fuel for thermal reactors, the annual
fabrication flows appear to be under 100 ton/year by 1980 and a few hundred
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tons/year by 1990. Therefore, both in view of the possible development of fast
reactors, beginning with 1990-95 (which would limit in time the activity of the
fuel plant) and in consideration of the greater advantages involved in building

a single European plant, which could command a market roughly ten times as

large as Italy's, the prospects of building such a plant in Italy to handle

domestic requirements alone appear limited indeed.

As regards the fabrication of fuel for heavy water reactors, in the event
of a substantial penetration of such reactors into the Italian market, it
would prove advantageous to build a first 500-ton/year plant in a few years'

time, possibly followed by a second larger one.

Concerning the reprocessing of spent fuel from light water reactors, apart
from the possibility of multinational agreements that could ensure the command
of a market larger than Italy, and considering autonomous national projects
only, it seems interesting to proceed with the building of a reprocessing plant
in Italy only in the event of all reactors installed up to 1990 being of the light
water type. In this case too, a 1, 500-ton/year plant appears justified only
around 1985 when, however, plants of 3, 000-ton/year capacity could be ope-
rating in Europe.

In relation to the possible reprocessing of the fuel from heavy water reactors,
obviously in case of a consistent penetration of such a type of reactor, the
discharge flows in Italy seem to justify the building of national plants in order
to recuperate the Pu contained in the spent fuel to feed the fast reactor. The
plants' construction time and size depend on the process adopted - TBP or
ammine - and on the nuclear power development assumption. The possibility
can also be considered of building a plant capable of reprocessing spent fuel
from both light water and heavy water reactors.

Finally, as regards fast reactors, this document merely reviews the various

effects relating to the variation of some characteristics of the reactors and to
the type of the fuel fabrication and reprocessing plant, with special regard to
integrated and highly remoted plants.
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2- THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER IN TKJT^AL^ANDVflSSTETt:^
EUROPE

2- * The D e v e l o p m e n t _ o f _ N u c l e a r Power in Italy_

2. 1. 1 Installed Electrical Capacity Trends

The estimates on the growth of nuclear power in Italy have been developed up to

the year 2010, for we propose to evaluate over a signifcant period also the size
of the market for the various fast-reactors fuel cycle services, the commercial
advent of such reactors being expected to take place no earlier than the Nineties.

As regards the growth in installed nuclear power up to the year 1990, we have ado|
ed the forecasts made by ENEL and by the Ministry of Industry, as per reference

(2).

Por installed -capacity developments in the 1991 -2010 period, we have extrapolated

ENEL's data by roughly approximated estimates. Such estimates were worked out
with reference to the time trend of total per -capita energy consumption in USA (3).

In particular, while Italy's present per-capita energy consumption equals tiat recottlc
in the USA some 25 years ago, it was assumed that this gap will be narrowed down
in time and that, more specifically, the per-capita consumption in Italy by 2010
will be the same estimated for the USA by 2000 in the maximum -growth assumptioi
and by 1990 in the minimum -growth. Based on a 0. 8% annual population growth,
we have calculated the total power consumption in Itaty and next the installed total
electric power, assuming that the network load factor estimated by ENEL for
1990 will remain unchanged till 2010. It was further assumed that the nuclear
share of the installed total electric pov\er \\ill equal 50% by 1 990 and remain un-

changed till 2010.

As regards the nuclear power produced, the reasoning i& rather complex, since

in reality the utilization factor is different for the various reactor types and
decreases in time in the older plants. Within the limits of approximation of the

study, however, this factor was assumed to be constant and equal to 75%.
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Table 2. 1 shows the total and nuclear installed electric power and generated
energy in the various years, for the two nuclear power development assumptions
referred to above, hereinafter designated as cases A and B.

It should be noted that various factors (such as financing difficulties, a power
demand falling short of the estimates, the Italian industry's need for equipping
itself to handle the construction of the various nuclear plants, the complexity
of the procedure for plant construction and operation licensing, also in view of
ecologic considerations) might cause the growth of nuclear power in Italy to prove
slower than under the estimates shown in ref. (2) and adopted for this study. Thest
delays would involve not only corresponding delays in the development of the in-
dustries handling the various fuel-cycle services for thermal reactors, but also
a reduction of the overall market for such .reactors, should the advent of fast
reactors take place on schedule.

2.1. 2 Distribution Among Various Reactor Types

AVith a view to limiting the range of possible combinations of the different reactor
types, we have considered only the reactors which have greater and more substan-
tial chances of being adopted for nuclear power plants to be built in Italy, in rela-
tion to both the present structuring and licensing agreements of the Italian indu-
stries, and the development programs under way in Italy.

The reactors considered are therefore those of the light-water, heavy-water and
sodium cooled fast breeder types.

As regards the shares of the market among the different reactor types, the follow-

ing assumptions were made for the plants entering into operation in the various
period:

- up to 1990, thernuu reactors only;

- from 1991 through 1995,the thermal and fast reactors will take equal shares of
the new-plant market, consistently with the supply of plutonium, in the assumpt-
ion of a closed domestic market of this material;
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- after 1995, the largest possible number of fast- plants will be built, again

consistently with the available plutonium supply.

As a matter of fact, the advent of fast reactors may be dependent on several
factors, and the size of the market for thermal -reactor plants may well not
decrease prior to 2000. The assumption made above, therefore, is not a fore-

cast, but a working hypothesis and the corresponding pattern of fast-reactor
installed capacity should be taken as the limit value obtainable according to

the plutonium balance. It should be noted that, in any event, the value attributed
to the advent of fast reactors after 1990 has a negligible impact on the thermal
reactor fuel-cycle services market prior to that date.

As regards thermal reactors, two combinations are considered, according to the
success or failure of heavy water reactors.

In the first combination, called LF , all thermal reactors are of the light water
type. In the second combination, called LHF , the thermal reactors following
ENEL's fourth power plant are half light-water and half heavy-water
types.

These assumptions are of necessity sketchy and simplifying, both as regards the
ways of penetration of fast reactors and in terms of the shares of thermal reactors
However, it is not felt that the drastic nature of such assumptions can be signi-
ficantly affect the results of this study. The assumption of the commercial advent
of fast reactors is the object of a special review, in which the effects of a pos-
sible delay are evaluated.

2.1.3 The_ Cha pa cte ri s t i o s _of the y_&J°j®us_ ^JJrf-JP.to 3T ..TY. Pe s

Making forecasts as to the progress in time of reactor characteristics is a hard
task and, in some cas>es, there are even conflicting opinions as to certain data.

In particular, as regards thermal reactors, it is believed that the characteristics
may depart from those of the recently ordered plants, but in a fairly limited
degree which, for the purposes of this study, is negligible in relation to the appro

ximation of the assumption on the growth of nuclear power in Italy.
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The problem is more critical when it comes to the characteristics of fast reactors,

because of the substantial differences that may emerge in inventory, production

and specific requirements of plutonium depending on the design criteria adopted
for the core. The latter, in turn, will be decisively affected by the technical-eco
nomic boundary conditions that will prevail at the time of the commercial advent
of fast reactors.

Therefore, while for thermal reactors time-constant data are adopted, for fast
reactors certain particularly significant alternatives are considered.

For light-water reactors we have assumed characteristics falling in between
those of pressurized-water and boiling-water reactors while for heavy-water
reactors we have adopted the data proper of CANDU-type reactors which, as a
first approximation, can be regarded as significant also with respect to the CIRENE-
type reactors developed in Italy.

For fast reactors, two versions were considered, the first having a low specific
inventory, and the second a high one, typical of a fast power reactor designed on
the basis of a particularly simple and cheap fuel element, disregarding considerations
of optimal plutonium utilization. Finally, again as regards fast reactors, a parametric
study was made of the out-of-pile time required for fuel reprocessing, shipping and
refabricalion.

Table 2. 2. shows the characteristics of the various reactor types. It will be noted
that, for fast reactors, reference was made to three different types: the first

having a low fissionable material in-reactor inventory and long fabrication and
reprocessing times (Fj), the second again by a low inventory but short times
(F_) and the third by larger inventory and long fabrication and reprocessing

times (3).

Figs. 2. 1. and 2. 2. show the installed nuclear power for the various reactor

types, respectively for LF. and LHF combinations.
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2, 2 Nuclear PowerDevelpment in Western Europe

The prospects of the fuel-cycle services market in Europe are considered in
respect to thermal reactors only. In order to develop a serie of considerations on
the construction of the various industrial plants over the next two decades, it is

necessary to make estimates concerning the development of nuclear power and of
the various related services at least up to the year 2000,

The forecasts on nuclear energy growth in the various European nations do not

usually go beyond the year 1985. Based on the statements made largely on the oc-

casion of the IV Geneva Conference, it is noted that by 1985 the nuclear electric

power estimated in Europe will be around 180 GWe, or over 25% of the total electr
power estimated for the same date (4), (5). In energy terms, this means that nu-
clear energy will account for about 40% of the total electric energy, assuming a

load factor of 50% for the total electric network and a 75% utilization rate for
nuclear power plants.

In order to pldt a trend of nuclear energy in the subsequent 1985-2000 period, the
following assumptions were made:

- in the 1985-90 period the total electric energy consumptions will increase at an

annual rate of 7. 25%,

- in the 1990-2000 period the annual consumption increase rate will equal 6%,

- nuclear energy will account for a portion of total electric energy equaling about

70% in 1990 and 75% since 1995, and

- the utilization factor of nuclear plants is constant and equal to 75%.

Based on these assumptions, the nuclear electric power installed in Europe by
the year 2000 was estimated to approx. 850 GWe.

As regards the coverage of this power by the various reactor types, the following

assumptions were made:

- up to 1990, the adoption of light-water reactors only;

- from 1990 through 1995, the annual increases in nuclear power will be covered

50% by light-water reactors and 50% by fast reactors;
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from 1995 through 2000, the light-water reactor power installed annually will
remain practically constant and the balance will be covered by fast reactors,
consistently with the available plutomum supply, in the assumption of a closed
European market.

Table 2. 3 shows the trends assumed for Europe as regards total dectric energy re
quirements, the share of nuclear energy, and the total and nuclear installed electri
cal power.

For the purposes of determining the requirements relating to the various stages of
the fuel cycle in Europe, it was assumed that:

the Magnox type reactors already installed will contribute only to the U0Oo o
requirements; for the other services of the cycle - fabrication, reprocessing
allowance was made for the fact that adequate infrastructures have already
been provided,

the AGR reactors were assimilated to light-water reactors,

no consideration was given to the contribution of existing low-power reactors
of various types (HWR, HTGR).

The characteristics of the light-water reactors considered in determining the fuel-
cycle requirements are those discussed in the preceding para. 2.1. 3.

For fast reactors, we have consistently assumed the characteristics corresponding
to Type F , as per para. 2. 1. 3. It should be noted that in this case too the distri-
bution among the different reactor types is not an estimate but a calculation tool.
In particular, the possibility of other types of thermal reactors than light-water

ones being installed and the resulting effects on the market for the various fuel-
cycle services are considered further on.

The assumption concerning the fast reactor penetration is also extremely drastic,
but seems acceptable in relation to the use that will be made of it further on.

Fig. 2. 3 shows the pattern of installed capacity for the two reactor types considerec
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Table 2.1 - ESTIMATES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRIC AND NUCLEAR'POWER
IN ITALY

!
; YEAR

f 1970

to ; 1975

*> ! 1 980

• 1985

, 1990

1995

1 2000

2005

j 2010

Total electri
(1091

A

116
190

280

420

600

830

1150

1550

2100

c energy
cWh)

B

116

185

230

330

450

600

800

1040

1310

Nuclear
(10j

A

4

9

43

131

390

620

850

1200

1560

energy
3kWh)

B

4

9

36

105

290

415

550

760

975

Total instal
power (G"1

A

24,6

40,7

62,4

95

138

195

266

360

480

Lied electric
We)

B

24,6
40,7

50,5

72

102

139

184

234

300

Installe<
power (

A

0,6
1,4

6,5

20

60

95

130

185

260

i nuclear I
GWe)

B
i

0,6

1,4

5,5 !

16

44

64

85 ;*
117 '

150 \
i
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Table 2.2 - REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Initial specific requirement
KO (kg/MWe)

Pu
Enr. XJ
Nat. U
Dep. U

Annual specific requirement
co (kg/MWe year)

Pu
Enr. U
Nat. U
Dep. U

Specific discharge at end of reactor
life

KI {kg/MWe)
Pu
Enr. U
Nat. U
Dep. U

Specific annual discharge
Ci (kg/MWe year)

Pu
Enr. U
Nat. U
Dep. U

Fuel fabrication time
*P

Fuel reprocessing time

Equivalent delay for Pu discharge
tB

Light Water

L

115(2,75%)

40 (2, 75%)

0,57
112(1,5%)

0,23
39 (0, 85%)

1.0

1,0

1,25

Heavy Water

H

152

127

0,2

152

0,35

127

0,75

1.0

1,0

Fast

Pi

1,7

44

0,97

*»

18

2,3
*»

43,5

1,21

17,6

0,75

1.0

0,7

*2

1.7

44

0,97

18

2,3

43,5

1,25

17,6

0,5

0,5

0.7

F3

2,1

57,0

1,35

23

2,5

56,0

1,7

35

0,75

1.0

0,7
Reactor life : 25 years
Enrichment plant tailings content : 0.25%

Note: - As regards the enrichment of light-water reactor feed and discharge fuel, we
have assumed values averaged over the entire reactor life. This simplifica-
tion can involve au approximation of less than 5% in the data relating to the
annual UsOs and to separation work requirements. The reprocessing time,
tR, is also inclusive of decay, fabrication and shipping times.

- Data are referred to a plant load factor equal to 1.
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Table 2. 3 - ESTIMATES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRIC AND NUCLEAR POWER IN EUROPE

toto

YEAR

1970

1975
1980
1985
1990
1995

2000

Energy

total
109kWh

1139
1568
2155
2930
4150
5550
7420

nuclear
109kWh

66
150
558

1140
2850
4150
5550

Installed power

total
GWe

260
358
492
670
950

1275
1700

nuclear
GWe .

10
23
85

176
436
637
850



Fig. 2.1. a - DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER IN ITALY FOR COMBINA-
TION LFj,
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Fig. 2,2.a - DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER IN ITALY FOR COMBINA-
NATION L.HF,
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Fig. 2.2.b - DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER IN ITALY FOR COMBI-
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Fig. 2.3 - DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER IN WESTERN EUROPE
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3. U3O8 REQUIREMENTS IN ITALY AND IN WESTERN EUROPE

3. 1 U ° Re<luirements in

Fig. 3. 1 shows the natural uranium flow needed to meet the requirements of
combination LF« in the two cases of nuclear power development A and B.
Plutonium recycling in light-water reactors up to 1985, or five years before
the commercial advent of fast reactors, is considered too.

Fig. 3. 2 shows the same flows in the case of combination LHF. , again for the
two assumptions of nuclear power development.

Fig. 3. 3 shows the integral U3Og requirement up to 2010 for all strategies con-
sidered, as referred to in para. 2.1. It should be noted that, after 2010, the
UoO. requirements become negligible because of the almost total presence ofo 8
fast reactors.

Limiting the discussion to the more interesting cases, the following main com-
ments can be made:

- combination LHF* , as compared to combination LF1 , yields a U_O sa-A •*• 3 8
ving in the order of 15 to 20 %;

- in case L, corresponding to the adoption of light-water reactors alone, with-
out any fast reactors, the U3Og requirements would be about twice as large
as in combination LFj and about two and a half times as large as in combi-
nation LHFj;

- the recycling of plutonium in thermal reactors, in the 1975-85 period, has
a reduced effect on the U3Og requirement in the same period; this effect,
then, becomes insignificant if we consider the saving of UgOg resulting from
plutonium recycling as part of integral requirements.
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3. 2 ^qOg &ecluirements m Western Europe

The uranium requirement for Western Europe was calculated relative to the
nuclear power development assumption referred to in para. 2. 2 and assuming
for light-water reactors the data set forth in Table 2.2. Allowance was also
made for the uranium quantities required for the existing Magnox and heavy-
water reactors. No allowance was made for the uranium requirements of fast
reactors, in which it will be possible to use the depleted uranium from the
enrichment plants.

Europe's annual uranium requirements are shown in fig. 3.4. It was considered

aO, 25%enrichment at the tails of isotopic separation plants.

3. 3 Evaluation of the U_Og Supply Market

The size of the Italian market is shown in figs. 3.1 and 3. 2 and appears large
enough, of itself, to warrant national industrial activities in the uranium sector

The plans now being made in the area of uranium supply policy set at 8 years
the shortest time interval between the starting of the research activity and the
date of the actual uranium requirement. In particular, arrangements for the

construction of production facilities should be made at least five years in advan-
ce of the date of requirement.

For Italy this means that the research to be conducted over the next five years
should make it possible to ensure the availability of the quantity required during

the 1981-85 five-year period.
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Fig. 3.1 - U308 REQUIREMENTS IN ITALY FOR COMBINATION
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Fig. 3.2 - U3O8 REQUIREMENTS IN ITALY FOR COMBINATION LHFj
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3.4 - U3O8 REQUIREMENTS IN WESTERN EUROPE
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4. THE PLUTONIUM MARKET IN ITALY

4.1 Plutonium Production in Italy

Figs, 4.1 and 4. 2 show the trend of cumulative plutonium production, by in-
dividual reactor type, respectively for combinations LF- and LHF^. The year

1990 has been assumed to be the time of advent of commercial fast reactors.

4.2 The Plutonium Balance for the Various Development Assumptions

Fig. 4. 3 shows the trend of the plutonium balance in Italy for combinations
LFj and LHF.., assuming the installed capacities for the various reactor types

to be those shown in figs. 2.1 and 2. 2.

It should be noted that, while for combination LHFj the plutonium balance al-
ways shows a surplus, for combination LF^, case A, this balance, in a certain
period, shows a deficit. Therefore, in the case of a closed Italian plutonium

market, the availabilitjr is insufficient for the operation of all planned fast-reac-
tor plants and it will therefore be necessary to slow down the penetration of such
reactors and to extend in time the installation of thermals. The quantitative data
are reported in Chapter 8, where these two assumptions are discussed in greatei
detail and where the effect relating to the characteristics of fast reactors is con-

sidered.

Based on these results, combination LF.., case A, has been modified by reducing

the penetration of fast reactors to such a degree as to achieve self-sufficiency

in plutonium.

Fig. 4. 3 also shows the effect of the plutonium cycle in termal reactors on the
availability of plutonium for fast reactors. It can be noted that the fact of whe-
ther or not to adopt such a ricycle, which involves the use of less of 10 tons of
Pu through 1985, is of little importance as regards the plutonium balance and

therefore the penetration of fast reactors.
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Fig. 4.1 - CUMULATIVE PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION IN ITALY IN
COMBINATION LFX
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Fig. 4.2 - CUMULATIVE PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION IN ITALY IN
COMBINATION LHFj
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.Fig. 4.3 - INTEGRAL PLUTONIUM BALANCE IN ITALY (production minus
consumption) IN THE ASSUMPTION OF A FA ST-REACTOR PENE-
TRATION AT THE RATES OF 50% BETWEEN 1990 AND 1995 AND
100% THEREAFTER
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5. U0O0 - UFC CONVERSION AND ISOTOPIC URANIUM ENRICHMENT
6 O______D_____________ ___________________________________________________

IN ITALY AND IN WESTERN EUROPE

5.1 Market Developments in Italy

Fig. 5.1 shows the annual UgOg - UFg conversion requirement for combinations

LFj and LHF.,, cases A and B.

The curves in fig. 5.2, concerning the annual separative work requirements,

are entirely similar to those concerning the conversion into UFg, as for the
sake of simplicity the time elapsing between the two operations was not consi-

dered. The various requirements were calculated with allowance for the contri-

bution made by the enriched uranium contained in the fuel discharged from ther-

mal reactors.

5. 2 Market Developments in Western Europe

In the nuclear power development assximptions discussed in para. 2.2, we have
calculated Western Europe's UgOft - UPg conversion and separative work requi-

rements.

Fig. 5. 3 shows the UgOg - UFg conversion requirements and fig. 5.4 the ura-

nium enrichment separative work requirements.

5. 3 Prospects of the t^O,* - UFfi Conversion and UramirnKnnchmet

market

5. 3.1 Considerations Concerning the Construction Time and Size of the
Conversion and Enrichment Plants in Western Europe

5. 3.1.1 UgOg - UFg Conversion

The UF« production is mainly for the isotopic separation plants feeding

regardless of the enrichment method used. Thus, the amount of UFg requi-

rements is closely connected with that of enriched uranium requirements. It
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is not easy, however, to predict the extent to which the size and construction
schedules of conversion plants will be affected by the construction of enrich-
ment plants. In particular, one factor which may affect the choice of a conver-
sion plant is the enrichment method adopted.

If gaseous diffusion will prevail, with the resulting need for large-size, multi-
national enrichment plants, one could reasonably think of a single multinational
and planned project also for other operations connected with the production of
enriched uranium, first of all conversion. The conversion plant might possibly
be integrated with the enrichment plant itself, with benefits in terms of shipping
and inventory costs, supply time and simplification of control and sampling
systems.

Against this solution one must bear in mind that, to be reasonably economical,
gaseous diffusion plants must be of considerable size.

Outside of the integrated-plant solution, it is possible to build relatively small
conversion plants which, while involving slightly higher capital costs, can be
operated since the beginning at high load factors. One further advantage would
be the possibility of introducing into the plants improvements which, in addition
to proving economically beneficial, would be of importance in terms of the tech-
nological obsolescence of such plants.

With the progressive introduction of isotopic separation methods proposing to
achieve economic competitiveness combined with decreasing plant size, the
multinational solutions may give way to national ones, for both enrichment and
conversion plants. In this case too for the above mentioned reasons an integra-
ted solution appears the most economical. In any event, it should be noted that
the cost of the conversion plant is but a small fraction cf foe cost of ihe cnrichmen
plant.

Pig. 5. 5 shows the total costs of conversion versus plant size, calculated in
relation to the requirements of the reactors gone into operation within the
year 2000. Each point of the curve relates to one schematic case, in which
the conversion plants built at successive times have equal capacities. The
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plant construction year was so determined that total capacity can meet requi-
rements each year, without pre-production in the periods in which capacity
exceeds'requirements. In other words, the stepped line relating to plant capaci-
ty is tangent to the curve of requirements in the years of initial operation of the
new plants. The calculation assumptions are shown in fig. 5. 5.

The European requirement considered up to 1980 does not appear to be met by
European plants. For the reasons that will be more fully explained in the follow-
ing para, on enrichment, it was assumed that only by 1980-85 will European
production capacities match European requirements. In particular:

- up to 1980,the requirements may be covered both by the exixting European
plants (5^ 500 ton/year of U already installed, expandable to 7,500 ton /year)
and non-European plants;

- from 1980 to 1985,new European plants will be progressively installed to
keep up with enrichment capacities installed at the same times.

The possible "at-limit" alternatives, as regards the size of conversion plants
in Europe, are shown in fig. 5.6. In correspondence with the requirement cur-
ve, two possible sets of conversion plants were considered by way of example:

-- the first set consists of plants all of the same size (6,000 ton /year of U).

This situation is to be anticipated both in the case of a future success of
centrifugation and in the case in which economic and technological conside-
rations may make it preferable, also in the case of gaseous-diffusion enrich*
ment plants, a plurality of conversion plants instead of their concentration
in a few units integrated with the enrichment plants themselves;

- the second set consists of plants all of the same size, but much larger than
the first (15,000 ton /year). This capacity can meet the requirements of a

gaseous diffusion plant having, in view of what will be said in the next pa-
ragraph, the smallest size now regarded as economical for this method
(at least 6 to 7 million swu./year).

It can be noted that, based on the economic data available for two representing
points of the "at-limit" series considered above (all of 6, 000 ton/year or all
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of 15,000 ton/year plants), the penalty involved in using smaller-size plants
amounts to about 10% as compared to the large-plant alternative.

5. 3.1.2 Enrichment

To this date, no projects have been decided in Western Europe that would sug-
gest the availability of representative-size enrichments plants capable of coping
with the requirements shown in fig. 5.4 up to 1980, and therefore up to that date
the dependence on the other countries will be nearly total.

The many plans on hand, on both a European level and on a broader internatio-
nal plane, suggest that a first large-size gaseous-diffusion plant,and/or a rmmbe
of smaller centrifugation plants, should this method prove succeessful, may
start operating in Europe around 1980.

It is to be expected that European utilities will take action to obtain supplies of
enriched uranium at least until the beginning of the construction of Europe's
first plant, i. e. around 1975.

Later, based on the evolution of contractual terms, a decision may be made as
to whether some of the enriched uranium needed in 1980 should be obtained from
European plants, and so on till the complete end of procurement from the U. S.
around 1985.

This, of course, is- but one of the many hypotheses that may be ventured as to
the future European enriched-uranium market. By way of exemplification we
can mention the following alternative possibilities, all equally reasonable:

-- a joint Europe-U. S. enriched-uranium market and the resulting concerted
planning for production plants;

- the presence of U.S. production in Europe even after 1985;

-- extra-European markets for enrichnn-nl plants built in l.urope.

The sequence of plants which, in each of these assumptions, can be brought
into being is strictly dependent upon the enrichment method adopted. In fig.
5.7, the ordinate of each point of the curve represents the cost of the diffu-
sion-enrichment services required for the supplying of the reactors entered
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into operation in Europe up to the year 2000, in the case of all enrichment
plants having the same capacity, being that of the abscissa of the same point.
The plant-construction sequences were plotted on the basis of the requirements
curve, similarly to what was said about the UsOg - UFg conversion. The cal-

,culation assumptions are shown in fig, 5.8. . . "
,t c

By way of example, in fig. 5. 8 we have plotted the sequence of diffusion plants. 0-
all of 8. 75 million swKg/year, which need to be installed to meet, without pre-
production, the requirements assumed for Western Europe. This plant capacity
is the one that was recently assumed in the U. S. when dealing with the problem
of the long-term supply of enriched uranium.

If the success of the centrifugation method is considered the situation, as in-
dicated before, will be substantially different, since it will be possible to adjust
year by year, production to consumption without any particular economic penal-
ties. This, but to a smaller extent, holds true also in the case of enrichment
plants being based on the nozzle-separation method:

To conclude, it should be noted that the enriched-uranium requirements can be
affected by the enrichment of the discharged tails. A variation from 0,25% to
0,40% of the tails enrichment value, which is conceivable under particularly
favorable conditions of natural-uranium supply or in the case of substantial in-

i ) ?

creases in the cost of the separative work, would cause on the one hand a de-
,. V <*.

crease in the separative work requirements amounting to around 25%, and on tht
,» •/'

other an increase of about 40% in the natural uranium requirements.

5. 3. 2 Industrial Prospects in Italy

5. 3. 2.1 UsOg - UFg Conversion

In the preceding paragraph we have considered the European conversion market
and have stressed three particular features:

a) the planning for the construction of conversion plants is closely connected
with that of enrichment plants;
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b) conversion plant costs are but a negligible fraction of the cost of the enrich-
ment plants;

c) the economic penalty suffered by reducing by a factor of more than two (from
15,000to 6,000 ton of U per year) the size of the conversion plants is relati-
vely small, even without considering the technical and economic improvement
from which the more numerous set of plants would benefit in this case.

The first two considerations are in favor of the integration of conversion plants
with enrichment plants. In this case, the construction of the latter type of (in-
tegrated) plant in Italy will depend upon the solution that will be given to the en-
richment problem. Subject to a fuller discussion in the next paragraph, it can
be stated that, in the case of gaseous-diffusion enrichment plants, the solution
will be multinational and therefore, in the case of integrated plants, so will be
the conversion plant.

In the case of centrifugation method, one might consider national solutions for
both enrichment and conversion. Should the smallest economical size prove to
be 3,000 ton/year of U, it can be noted that, in case LF- (fig. 5.9), a first
conversion plant of that size entering into operation in 1980 would have the ma-
ximum load peak a& early as two years later.

Two successive 6,000 ton/year plants would be sufficient, in case A, to meet
Italian requirements till after the year 2000.

In case B, the Italian market would justify, after the first 3, 000 ton/year
plant, a single 6, 000 ton plant whose pre-production the Eighties should make
it possible to cope with the demand peak which should materialize in the Nine-
ties.

«

In the case of combination LHFj, only for case A it seems justified to antici-
pate, around 1985, the installation of a 6, 000 ton/year conversion plant.

5. 3. 2. 2 Enrichment

It appears from the foregoing that, to be competitive, a gaseous -diffusion en-
richment plant must have a capacity in excess of 6 to 7 million swu /year.
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Based on the requirements shown in fig, 5. 2, it is noted that the possibility of
having in Italy a plant of this capacity working solely to meet Italian require-
ments is to be taken into consideration only around 1990, and limited to combine!
tion LFa (fig. 5.10).

In particular, in case A, combination LF«,, the plant may have a capacity of
around 8 million swu/year.

In case B, combination LFj, which can still be regarded as an assumption fa-
vorable to nuclear power growth in Italy, there might be justification for the
construction on a national basis of a gaseous diffusion enrichment plant only
in the case of 6 million swu /year plants proving competitive.

It ensues that the reservations raised in point 2.1.1 as to the probability of
nuclear power development in Italy falling short, at least initially, of the fo-
recasts in Ref. (2) assume particular significance in the case of gaseous-dif-
fusion enrichment, since such a possibility might involve not only a simple de-
lay in the date of c^tistruction of the enrichment plant, but the forming of such
conditions as to rule it out on the basis of national requirements alone.

In conclusion, the construction of such a plant will be justifiable only if all con-
ditions most favorable to the short-term development of nuclear power in Italy
will occur or, possibly, if the market for thermal reactors will last longer
as a result of a delayed commercial advent of fast reactors.

As regards the ultra-centrifugation process, should this method prove success^
ful, the market conditions are such as to justify in all cases the construction of
plants based on national requirements alone.
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Fig. 5.1 - U3O8 - UF6 CONVERSION IN ITALY
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Fiff. 5J.2 - ISOTOPIC URANIUM ENRICHMENT IN ITALY
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Fig. 5.3 - U3O8-UFe CONVERSION IN WESTERN EUROPE
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Fig. 5.4 - ISOTOPIC URANIUM ENRICHMENT IN WESTERN EUROPE
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Fig, 5.5
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Fig. 5.7
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Fig. 5.9 - U3O8-UF6 CONVERSION - A POSSIBLE SEQUENCE OF PLANT
CONSTRUCTION IN ITALY
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Fig. 5.10 - ISOTOPIC URANIUM ENRICHMENT - A POSSIBLE SEQUENCE OF
GASEOUS - DIFFUSION PLANTS IN ITALY
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6. THE FABRICATION OF FUEJL ELEMENTS FOR THERMAL

REACTORS IN ITALY AND IN WESTERN EUROPE

6.1. Market Development in Italy

Figs. 6.1. and 6. 2. show the annual fuel element fabrication requirements
in development cases A and B for reactor combinations LJ? and LHFj.
The requirements of fuel fabrication for light-water and for heavy-water
reactors are shown separately. Also dotted are the plutonium fuel
fabrication requirements for light-water reactors in the case of plutonium
recycling up to 1980. It should be noted that, based on the assumptions
considered above, this recycling should end by 1985, five years prior to
the date of commercial aoVent of fast reactors, which is expected to take
place in 1990.

6.2. Market Development in Western Europe

Pig. 6.3. shows the thermal reactor fuel element fabrication requirements
in Western Europe. Based on the development assumption discussed in para,
2. 2., the fabrication requirements were calculated In the assumption of all
thermal reactors built in Western Europe being of the light-water type. The
impact of this assumption and the effects of the possible construction of
other types of thermal reactors are discussed in para. 6. 3.2.. Fig. 6. 3.
also shows the fabrication requiremens relating to plutonium fuel elements
for light-water reactors up to 1990. Here again, in reality, should fast
reactors become commercially established by 1990, the recycling of
plutonium in the.vnr ? reactors should come to an end by 1985.
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6. 3. The Market Prospects for the Fabrication of Thermal-
Reactor Fuel Elements

6.3.1. Considerations on the Construction Time and Sizes of
Fabrication Plants in Western Europe

6..3.1.1. Fabrication of Lov -Enriched Uranium Fuel Elements for Light-
Water Reactors

This paragraph sets forth certain, considerations relating to a possible
growth of the European industry concerned with the fabrication of fuel
elements for light-water reactors.

In particular, an estimate is made of the effect of the sizes and construction
time of the various plants on the total cost of all light-water reactor fuel
fabrication services up to the time of disappearance of such reactor.

To this end, we have adopted the market assumptions indicated in para.
6,2.1. and the cost assumptions stated in Appendix, in the case of a 0.2
annuality factor.

Fig. 6.4 shows the total costs involved in the fabrication of fuel for light-
water reactors versus plant size and for various cases allowing or not
for devaluation and for the learning factor.

As suggested in para. 5. 3.1., each point of the various curves stands for
a schematic case in which the various plants built successively in time
have equal capacities.

The plant construction time was determinated in such a way that in any
given year the total capacity will meet fuel requirements without the
necessity to produce fuel for stocking in the periods when plant capacity
exceeds requirements. For the learning factors, the following values
were taken, from Ref (7):
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Year Learning Factor

1970 1.00
1975 .86
1980 .75
1985 .69
1990 and beyond . 66

A 3% annual devaluation was considered.

The calculation assumptions are shown in Fig. 6.4.

A study of the latter figures shows that the effect of devaluation and of
the learning factor does not affect very much the optimal size of the
fabrication plants, which range from 4, 000 to 7,000 ton /year. It should
be noted that, for larger capacities, costs are increasing because of a
lower plant utilization rate. The economic penalty on the entire program
equals slightly less than 30% of the total cost in the case of 1, 000-ton/year
plants and over 35% in that of 500-ton/year plants.

As a matter of fact, the capacity of the individual plants will be increasing
in time. It is believed likely that the average size will not be less than
1,000 ton/year and the minimum size at least 500 ton /year.

Fig. 6.5. shows, indicatively, one possible sequence of light-water reactor
fabrication plants in Western Europe. This shows only the plants built prior
to 1990. Later, new plants will have to be built because of the other ones
becoming obsolescent. The sizes of the European plants are in good agreement
with those estimated for U. S. plants in Ref. (7).

The above considerations were made in the assumption of all thermal reactors
in Western Europe being of the light-water type. In the case of a successful
advent of other thermal reactors types, such as HTGR's and HWR's, there
would be of course a reduction in the size of the European market for the
fabrication of light-water reactor fuel. However, the possible penetration
of other reactor types would not take place prior to the Eighties, and more-
over it could involve but some 20 to 30 per cent of the thermal-react or
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market. Hence, the resulting change in the European market for the
refabrication of light-water reactor fuel would also be limited and, in
any event, would not substantially alter the above considerations, also in
relation to the various approximations and simplifications introduced in
this study.

It should be noted that, for the sake of simplicity, we have considered one
single type of reference fuel for light-water reactors, without taking into
account the difference existing among the various versions of fuel for the
feeding of these reactors.

Furthermore, no consideration was given to the possibility of building
plants covering but one stage of the fabrication process, such as
pelletizing, rod fabrication and element assembling.

6.3,1.2, Fabrication of Plutonium Fuel Elements for Light-Water
Reactors

At present in Europe there is a single plant being built for the fabrication
of mixed UO0 - PO0 oxide elements for thermal reactors, a 30 ton/year

a ft

unit by Belgonucleaire in Belgium, which is due to go into operation in 1973.

The fabrication flows of plutonium elements for light-water reactors
were shown in Fig. 6.3.

It is believed that plutonium-element fabrication costs would exceed by
not less than 20 to 30 percent the cost of fabricating uranium elements
in a pl&nt of the same size.

However, the cost functions shown in Fig. A. 3 of the Appendix, being
normalized, can be regarded as significant for plutonium elements too.

The recycling of plutonium in thermal reactors should end by 1985,
which means five years ahead of the commercial advent of fast reactors,
expected to take place by 1990.

The size of the European market appears to be such as to justify the
construction of one single plant, of a few hundred ton /year capacity.
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As regards the profitability of building such a plant, and hence of
recycling plutonium in thermal reactors, it should be borne in mind
that the fabrication cost of plutonium elements for light-water reactors
as compared to the cost of uranium elements is not only 20 to 30 percent
higher as indicated above and dependent on the different fabrication
techniques for the two element types, but is further penalized by the
smaller size of the fabrication plants and, finally, by the shorter period
of utilization and hence amortization of such plants. An assessment study
allowing for these factors, which we shall not go into here, could
seriously question the profitability of building in Western Europe a plant
for the fabrication of light- water reactor plutonium fuel elements, unless
appreciable delays occur in the commercial advent of fast reactors.

However, the possibility cannot be ruled out that, in view of other possible
uses of plutonium fuel fabrication technology, with speci al regard to fast
reactors, industrial projects may be initiated in Europe. In this framework,
for instance, could be fitted the Belgonucleaire project referred to early
in this paragraph.

6. 3. 1. 3 Fab r i ca t ion of Fuel Elements for Heavy-Water Reactors

Under the simplifying assumptions made in this paper, the European market
for heavy- water reactors, and hence also that for the fabrication of fuel
for such reactors, practically coincides with Italy's. Reference is therefore

made to para. 6. 3. 2. 3. as regards Italy's industrial prospects in the area
of fuel fabrication for heavy- water reactors.

6. 3. 2. Industrial Prospects in Italy

6. 3, 2. 1. Fabrication of Low -Enriched Uranium Fuel Elements for

Reactors

In para. 6. 3. 1. 1. we have shown one possible sequence of plants to be
built in Western Europe for the fabrication of light -water reactor fuel.
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Let us now consider which of these plants can be built in Italy with
satisfactory market prospects.

In any event, the decision by an Italian industry to build a light-water
fuel element fabrication plant will be determined by the size of the market;
however, there are at least three alternatives as regards the choice of the
market to be referred to.

The first alternative is to consider the Italian market only; the second
concerns the Italian market plus a share of the European market or at
least a definite fraction of the latter but in the assumption of an independent
action by the Italian industry; the third alternative relates to the possibility
for the Italian industry to enter into a European - or at least multinational -
level agreement that would secure for such a plant a market certainly
larger than Italy's.

Nothing further can be said here about this third alternative, as the pos-
sible multinational agreements have not yet been worked out.

We shall therefore t'iscuss only the possible independent projects by the
Italian industry. The approach followed may be adopted also for plants
built under multinational agreements, once the corresponding market is
known.

As regards the independent industrial projects, while the Italian market
would surely take advantage of the Italian plants, the European market
fraction is highly uncertain and doubtful.

It therefore seems logical to plan for the construction in Italy of
light-water fuel fabrication plants bearing in mind the possibility of
supplying some of the foreign market, but arranging things in such a
way that, should this possibility flail to materialize, the Italian plants
working on Italian requirements alone will not operate at excessively
low load factors, and therefore under conditions clearly not competitive
with foreign plants. It appears from Fig. 6.5 that the average utilization
rate of European plants could range between 250 and 270 days per year.
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Italian plants should be planned to be operated at load factors equivalent
to European ones or at least, in the most unfavorable case of no access
to foreign markets, at factors high enough not to involve excessive in-
creases in fabrication costs in comparison to those predictable for European
plants. Assuming that the European and Italian financial situation will be
compared in characteristics as that the annuality factor will be 0.2,
based on the foregoing we can for instance assume that in any event
the load factor of Italian plants should not be less than 0. 75 over their
lifetime.

To determine now which of the plants envisaged in the sequence in Fig.
6.5 may prove economically feasible to be built in Italy, we can draw
over the Italian annual requirement plot a stepped line, assigning to
the sizes of the various plants those of the European plants to be built
in the same year, and bearing in mind that the load factor of the Italian
fabrication plants should not be less than 0.75.

Figs. . 6. 6. and 6.7 show the possible sequences of plant coming into
operation in Italy for the example referred to above.

These figures show only the plants scheduled to go into service
prior to 1990. Later it may prove necessary lo build new plants
because of the earlier ones becoming obsolescent.

In particular, as regards combination LF- a first 500 ton/year
plant could go into operation around 1975, a .second, 1000-ton/
year one in the early Eighties and, limited to case A (maximum
power development), a third, 1,500 ton/year plant could be built
after 1985.

In the case of combination LHF , the first, 500 ton/year plant
seems justified only in the latter part of the Seventies. The alternative
may be considered of putting off the building of such a plant by a few
years and raising its capacity to 1,000 ton/year. A second plant
could be installed around the year 1985.
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6.3. 2,2. Fabrication of Plutonium Fuel Elements for Light-Water

Reactors.
/

The stee of th,e market to* *M* type of fuel element in Italy, as shown
in Figs. 6.1, and 6,2., is such as to lead to clearly ruling out the
profitability of building a national plant in the event of expecting to
recycle plutonium only up to 1985. In fact, even in combination l»F-
and case A, the Italian plant's capacity would be as low as a few
hundred tons a year and its fabrication costs could in no case prove
competitive with that of the possible, and already questionable,
European plant.

Even if a delay should occur in the advent of fast reactors and the
recycling of plutonium in thermal reactors should extend through
1990, a possible Italian plant for the fabrication of plutonium fuel
elements would prove too small, smaller by about a factor of 10 as
compared to the European one, and would be further penalized by

a relatively short capital cost ammortization period.

6. 3. 2.3. Fabrication of Fuel Elements for Heavy-Water Reactors

The situation of the Italian market for heavy-water reactor fuel
elements differs substantially from that of the market for LWR
fuel. In effect, while for the latter the Italian industries must
compete with the European industries, for the former there should
be no such competition, since power plants of this type are not
expected to be built by any European country other than Italy.
There also seems to be little likelihood of competition from the
Canadian industry, in view of the cooperation agreement concluded
between Italy and Canada. Hence, in the case of the successful advent
of HWR's in Italy, it will certainly be the Italian industry to fabricate
the required fuel for these reactors.

In order to plot the sequence of coming into operation of the various
fabrication phnts, we should proceed in a similar way to that used
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when assessing the European market for JLWR fuel. For the annual
requirements in Fig. 6. 2, using the cost functions discussed in the
Appendix, point A. 3, taking a 0. 2 annuality factor, we have calculated
the total cost of fabricating in Italy fuel for heavy-water reactors up
to the time when the latter will become obsolescent.

Such total costs, for various calculation assumptions, are shown
in Fig. 6. 8 versus the fabrication plant capacity.

For the various 'J'scounting, devaluation and learning factors, we
have taken the same values considered previously. In this case too
the average optimum plant sizes appear to be but slightly affected
by the devaluation and learning factors, and range between 500 and
2000 tons/year.

As compared to LWR fuel fabrication plants, HWR fuel plants have
costs less sensitive to plant size, and therefore it would be possible
to build competitive plants even in small sizes.

The market forecasts, however, are such as to warrant the building
of a 500 ton/year plant around 1975, which may be followed by
larger plants, such as those shown indicatively in Fig. 6.9 up to
1990.

The maximum size envisaged is 1, 000 ton/ year, as costs do not
seem to decrease beyond this capacity.
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Fig. 6.1 - THERMAL-REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION IN ITALY,
COMBINATION LF
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Fig. 6.2 - THERMAL-RE ACTOR FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION IN ITALY,
COMBINATION LHFj
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Fig. 6.3 - THERMAL-REACTORS FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION IN
WESTERN-EUROPE
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Fig, 6.5 - THERMAL-REA CTOR FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION - A
POSSIBLE SEQUENCE OF PLANT CONSTRUCTION IN WESTERN-
EUROPE
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Fig. 6.7 - THERMAL REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION -
A POSSIBLE SEQUENCE OF PLANT CONSTRUCTION IN ITALY,
COMBINATION LHF*
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Fig. 6.9 - THERMAL REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION - A
POSSIBLE SEQUENCE OF PLANT CONSTRUCTION IN ITALY,
COMBINATION
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7. THERMAL-REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING IN

ITALY AND WESTERN EUROPE

7.1 Market Development in Italy

Figs. 7.1 and 7. 2 show the annual flow of spent-fuel discharges
from light-water and heavy-water reactors in Italy for cases
A and B and reactor combinations LF1 and LHF..

7. 2, Market Development in Western Europe

Fig. 7. 3 shows the annual flow of spent-fuel discharges from
thermal reactors in Western Europe, as calculated in the as-
sumption of all thermal reactors built in Western Europe being
of the light-water type.

7. 3. Market Prospects

7.3.1. Considerations About the Construction Time and
Size of Thermal-Beactor Fuel Reprocessing Plants
in Western Europe

7. 3.1.1. Reprocessing of Light-Water Reactor Fuel

This paragraph sets forth certain considerations regarding a
possible development of the European industry concerned with
the reprocessing of light-watc? fuel.

In particular, an evaluation is made of the effect of the size and
construction time of the various plants on the integral cost of
all light-water fuel reprocessing services, up to the time of
disappearance of these reactors.
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To this end, we have adopted the market assumptions indicated
in para. 7.2 and the cost functions indicated in the Appendix,
para. A. 4. Fig. 7.4 shows, versus plant size, the costs of the
reprocessing of the fuel discharged from light-water reactors
entered into service before the year 2000. Each point of the
various curves relates to one sequence of plants having the same
capacity.

The calculation assumptions adopted are shown in Fig. 7.4.

The following learning factors, taken from Ref. (7), have been
adopted:

Year Learning Factor

1975 1.8
1980 .88
1985 and beyond , 82

The estimate of the integral reprocessing service costs was made
only with respect to the plants going into operation after 1980.

Two alternatives were also considered, depending on whether or
not plutonium is recycled in thermal reactors.

In the case of plutonium being recycled in thermal reactors, it was
assumed that the first European reprocessing plant will go into
operation around 1980, also in view of the fact that the plants now
in operation or under construction cover the requirement up to
that year. Similarly to what has been said with respect to the services
discussed in the foregoing, the time of plant construction was so
arranged that the total installed capacity will meet requirements in any
one year, without having to stock fuel waiting for the entry into
service of new plants.
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In the case of plutonium not being recycled in thermal reactors,
It was assumed that the reprocessing of the fuel discharged from
thermal reactors will begin only in relation to the need for
recovering the plutonium required to feed fast reactors, without
considering uranium recovery for thermal reactors.

Assuming that the commercial advent of this type cf reactor will
take place by 1990, it seems reasonable to begin plutonium recovery
a few years earlier. Indicatively, it was assumed that in this case
Europe's first new plant will go into operation by 1985.

Therefore, the date of construction of the new European reproces-
sing plant is subject to vary within a 5-year range, depending on
whether or not plutonium recycling in light-water reactors is adopted.

A study of Fig. 7.4. shows that, in this case too, the effect of the
devaluation and learning factors is not very significant with respect
to the optimun. size of the reprocessing plants, which would fall in
the range of 3000 to 6000 ton/year.

Whether or not plutonium recycling in thermal reactors up to 1985
has also a relatively limited effect on the optimum plant size.

In reality, the capacity of the individual plants will be increasing
in time, but it is believed that the average size will not be less than
3, 000 ton/year and the minimum size not less than 1, 500 ton/year.

Pig. 7.5. shows, indicatively, one possible sequence of construction
of light-water rccctor fuel reprocessing plants in Western Europe.

It should be noted that in the case of plutonium recycling in thermal
reactors, we can foresee the construction of a new 1, 500 ton/year
plait in 1980, followed by a second plant of the same capacity and by
two 3, 000 ton/year plants.
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The sizes of the European plants show a good agreement with those
estimated for U. S. plants in Ref. (7). It should be noted that in
Europe it is generally felt that the optimum plant size does not
exceed 1,500 ton /year, due to a number of limiting factors, in
particular environmental exigencies.

As already suggested, the foregoing considerations were made in
the assumption of all thermal reactors in Western Europe being
of the light-water type. In the case of successful introduction of
other thermal reactor types, such as HTGR's and HWR's, there
would be obviously a reduction in the European market for the
reprocessing of ftiel for light-water reactors.

However, the penetration of other reactor types would not take
place before the Eighties, and moreover it would cut into the thermal
reactor market by not more than 20 or 30 percent. Consequently,
the resulting variation in the European market of fuel reprocessing
for light-water reactors would also be limited, and in no case would it
substantially affect the above considerations, also in relation to the
various approximations and simplifications introduced in this paper.

7.3.1.2. Reprocessing of Heavy-Water Reactor Fuel.

In the simplifying assumption made in this paper, the European market
for heavy-water reactors, and thus the market for the reprocessing of
their fuel, practically coincides with Italy's. Reference is therefore made
to para. 7. 3. ?.. 2 concerning the Italian prospects of the reprocessing
of heavy-water reactor fuel.

7. 3.2. Industrial Prospects in Italy

7.3.2.1. Reprocessing of Light-Water Reactor Fuel

In para 7. 3.1.1. we have indicated two possible sequences of plants
to be built in Western Europe, depending on whether or not the recycling
of plutonium in thermal reactors will be adopted.
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We now wish to consider the question of which of these plants can be
built in Italy with satisfactory market prospects.

Here again* an Italian industry's decision to go ahead with the building
of a plant for the reprocessing of fuel from light-water reactors will
be taken in relation to the anticipated size of the likely market. In this
paper no consideration can be made in relation to the possibility of ar-
riving at multinational agreements that could secure the access to a
market larger than Italy's.

We do instead consider the case of an independent national project,
without ruling out, however, the possibility that it may get advantage,
even outside a multinational agreement, of a fraction of the European
market. It should be borne in mind, however, that while the Italian
market can be realistically secured for an Italian reprocessing plant,
the fraction of the European market which might interest the Italian
industry is rather uncertain. On the other hand, we must consider the
availability of the market of certain European countries that appear
to be resolved ncr to launch into independent industrial projects in
the reprocessing sector.

It is therefore believed reasonable to plan for the construction of a
national plant also in the prospect of serving foreign customers, but
in such a way that, even if this prospect failed to materialize, the
Italian plants, operating to meet domestic requirements only, will
not be excessively oversized and therefore too handicapped j j »
comparison with European plants. Fig. 7. 5. suggests that the average
utilization rate of European plants coiild range between 250 and 270
days a year.

The Italian plants should be planned so to be operated at load
factors equivalent to European ones or, in the most unfavorable
case of no availability of the foreign market, at load factors high
enough not to involve excessive increases in reprocessing costs as
compared to those predictable for European plants.
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Assuming the characteristics of the European and Italian financial
situation to be similar and the annuality factor to be 0,2, based on
the foregoing we can, for instance, assume that in any case the Italian
plants1 load factor should not be less than 0. 75 over their lifetime.

Considering now which of the plants included in the sequence shown in
Fig, 7.5 could be economically justified to build in Italy, we must
compare the sizes and construction time of the various plants planned
in Europe with the plot of the fuel discharged from light-water reactors
in Italy, bearing in mind that the Italian plants' load factor must not
be less than 0.75. In particular, as regards combination 1/F , as it
appears from Pig. 7.6, a first, 1,500 ton/year plant appears justified
only after 1985, in both Case B and Case A.

It should be noted, however, that in Western Europe the size envisaged
for reprocessing plants in this period is about 3, OOO-ton./year.

In the case of combination LHFj, the national market never appears
large enough, as regards the light-water reactor fuel, to warrant the
building of even one reprocessing plant. In this case, however, the
possibility could be considered of building a dual-purpose plant to
reprocess fuel from both light - arid heavy-water reactors.

7. 3. 2.2. Reprocessing of Heavy-Water Reactor Fuel

Just as ment ioned in the case of f ab r i ca t i on , in the

area of the reprocessing of fuel for heavy-water reactors there
are no plans for project in Europe outside of Italy, so that the
national situation can be considered without regard for the foreign
market.

Moreover, it is unlikely that the fuel for heavy-water reactors will
be reprocessed in plants built for the reprocessing of fuel elements
for light-water reactors. Such a procedure is definetly possible from
a technical viewpoint, but it does not seem to be economically
advantageous. The spent fuel from heavy-water reactors contains
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half as much plutonium by unit of weight as spent fuel from light-
water reactors. Moreover, while from the latter can be recovered
also the uranium having a degree of enrichment equal to or greater
than natural uranium, in the case of heavy-water reactor fuel the
uranium is eliminated with the wastes, being depleted. This means
that, if we wish to recover plutonium at costs competitive with those
of the Pu recovered from light-water reactor fuel, we must build
specially designed heavy-water fuel reprocessing plants . In particular,
the plant can be simplified in relation to the non-recovery of uranium.

Another major problem is that of radioactive wastes which, in the case
/ .

of heavy-water reactor fuel, come in much larger volumes than those
characteristic of light-water reactor fuel, making it compulsory to
develop new and more economical waste treatment and stox-age
techniques.

Evaluation studies conducted in Canada (10) suggest that the possibility
i :

of recovering plutonium from heavy-water reactor fuel at costs compet-
itive with those of plutonium extracted from light-water reactor fuel
depends not only on the construction of specific plants and on the

development of now methods for treating radioactive wastes, but
also that it is necessary to build reprocessing plants of large
capacity, in no case less than 3, 000 ton/ytar for plants using the
TUP process and no less than 1, 000 ton/year if the ammine method
is developed successfully and hence adopted.

Fig. 7.7. shows the integral of the costs of reprocessing spent
fuel discharged from heavy-water reactors entered into operation
in Italy by the year 2000, in the case of combination LID?, versus
reprocessing plant sizes and for various assumptions.

For the TBP process case, Fig. 7.8 plots one possible plant
building sequence, calling for the entry into operation of a single plant
around 1985, the capacity of which would be respectively 1, 500 ton/year
in Case B and 3, OCO ton /year in Case A.
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However, the small plant capacity tn the former case and the low
average load factor in the latter suggest that reprocessing costs in
such plants would be higher than those in the Canadian plants.

In the event of the ammine method being successfully developed, the
first, 1,000 ton/year plant could be built around 1985 in both Cases
A and B and its costs could be competitive with the Canadian ones.

Fig. 7.9 shows one possible plant construction sequence in the case
of the adoption of the ammine process.

It should be noted that, as we have said about the reprocessing of
light~water reacxor fuel, in the case of commercial advent of fast
reactors around 1980, the recovery of plutonium from the spent fuel

discharged from heavy-water reactors should actually begin around 1985.

Any plants built for the reprocessing of heavy-water reactor fuel
could be used to handle also the fuel from light-water reactors.
In this case, to recover the uranium contained in the fuel discharged
from the latter, a special section should be added to the plant.

In the case of a dual-purpose plant, the integral annual flow of
fuel to be reprocessed would be obviously larger. However, the
above consideration concerning the time of construction of the
first plant substantially continue to apply.
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Fig. 7.1- THERMAL-REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING IN ITALY,
COMBINATION LFX
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Fig. 7.2 ~ THERMAL-REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING IN ITALY,
COMBINATION LHFX
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Fig. 7.3 - THERMAL-RE ACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING IN WESTERN

EUROPE
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Fig. 7.4 - INTEGRALS OF THIS COSTS OF REPROCESSING SPENT FUEL
DISCHARGED FROM LIGHT-WATER REACTORS STARTING
OPERATION IN EUROPE UP TO THE 2000, VS. REPROCESSING
PLANT SIZES
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Fig. 7.5 - THERMAL REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING - ONE POSSIBLE
SEQUENCE OF PLANT CONSTRUCTION IN EUROPE
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Fig. -3
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8. MARKET PROSPECTS IN ITALY FOR THE

FAST-REACTOR FUEL CYCLE SERVICES

8.1. Foreword

The problem of the fuel cycle for fast reactors would become of
commercial interest in about 20 years1 time.

Such a long-term problem can be approached only in an extremely
preliminary and tentative way. Therefore, in the following paragraphs ,
some general quantitative comments shall be made. Prior to discussing
the prospects of the -various fuel-cycle services, we deem it appropriate
to make certain considerations about the penetration of fast reactors.

8.2. The Penetration of Fast Reactors

In this paragraph a review is made of the effect of fast reactor
characteristics on the maximum penetration consistent with available
plutonium supplies.

In reality, the penetration of fast reactors will also depend on other
factors, including those of an industrial and commercial nature, and
therefore the installed capacities indicated below should be taken not
as estimates but as limits determined in relation to the plutonium
balance.

Fig. 8.1 shows, for the case of combination L.F-, the trend of the
installed capacity of fast reactors and tnermai reactors, in tnis case
of the light-water type, depending on the characteristics assumed for
fast reactors and the related plutonium recycling services. The
characteristics considered are the same shown in Table 2.2.

The main characteristic of the complex formed by the reactor and
recycling plants is the amount of the total plutonium inventory,
being the sum of the quantity contained in the reactor and that in
the external cycle for the dacay, reprocessing, fabrication and
shipping operations,
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The total inventory depends on many parameters, both of the reactor
itself, such as the specific power, the burnup, the reactor load
factor and of the fuel cycle services times. In particular:

case Fj relates to a reactor having high specific power
and long recycling times, involving a total fissionable
Plutonium inventory of 3 kg/MWe,

case P relates to a reactor with an integrated-type£>
reprocessing and refabrication plant, involving a total
inventory of 2. 3 kg/MWe, and

case F relates to a reactor having a low specific power
3

and long recycling times, involving a totai inventory of
4.2 kg/MWe.

These combinations rrabe it possible to study on the one hand the
effect of the specific power and on the other the effect of recycling
times.

Fig. 8.1 shows that, in the case of a plutonxum sell-sufficient
national market, the fast reactors capacities that can be installed
depend, at least in some cases, on the amount 01 the total inventory.

Fig. 8. 2 shows the similar patterns of the nuclear power that can be
installed in combination LHF .

As mentioned, the foregoing considerations ask for self-sufficiency
in plutonium supply. Hence, the need has arisen for reducing the
penetrations of fast reactors in relation to the variations in their
plutonium inventory and production characteristics.

However, the closed-market assumption could not materialize;
recourse could be necessary to the use of enriched uranium and/or
plutonium imports, in order to keep uncnanged the fast-reactor

penetration rate.
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Fig. 8.3 shows, by way of example, the pattern of the overall
plutonlum Dalance for combination LF- and Case B, with respect
to the various fast reactors considered, relative to the same installed
fast reactor power plot. It can be noticed that for this example, while
the national plutonium market is self-sufficient in cases F and F , in

X A

case F the system requires the external procxirement of plutonium.
o

The plutonium balance varies substantially depending on the value of
the various parameters, and in particular it seems possible to optimize
such parameters to largely guarantee the self-sufficiency of the national
plutonium market even in the most optimistic case of a strong penetration
of fast reactors.'

The importance of the specific power relative to the plutonium balance,
becomes obvious if one compares, out-of-piie times being equal,
reactors with a high (F J and low (F ) specific in-pile inventory.

3 1

The choice of the optimum specific power is a highly complex problem
and is tied no', oa'y to the fissionable-material balance of the reactor
line, but also to the burn-ups achievable, to the period of continuous
reactor operation and thus to the internal breeding factor, to fabrication
costs, to specific plutonium production, and therefore to the type of
fuel used in the core (oxides, carbides, carbonitrides).

Fig.' 8.3 shows also the pattern of the plutonium balance in the case
of the recycling of this material in thermal reactors and of a 3 kg/ MWe
total inventory in fast reactors.

We can thus assess also in therms of piutomum balance the low degree
of importance of the adoption of plutonium recycling in thermal
reactors for the purpose of the availability of Pu for the feeding of
fast reactors. It is interesting to stress the great importance for the
plutonium balance, and therefore for the greatest possible penetration
of fast reactors, of the adoption of short-time reprocessing and
refabrication plants.
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Pig. 8.4 shows the integral plutonium requirement up to 2000 in
relation to the total out-of-pile time for a fast reactor Having a high
specific power. One can clearly see the decisive role played by
reprocessing and refabncation facilities integrated witn the power
plants, with an out-of-pile time in the order of 0.75 years.*

8.3. Fuel Element Fabrication

Fig. 8.5 shows the annual fast-reactor element requirements of
fast reactors, in combination LF and Cases A and B.

From a technical standpoint, also on the basis of the considerations
set forth in the preceding paragraph, it is evidently advantageous to
build integrated-type fabrication plants, located close to the reproces-
sing plants and to the power plants themselves, and such fabrication
plants should be highJy automated and remote controlled, at least in
certain stages of the process, because of the long-term buildup of
transuranic isotopes in relation to the repeated recycling of fuel.

Such a plant layout could, among other things, ease the problems
connected with acceptance tests on the fuel elements to be loaded
into the reactor.

It is less clear whether plant maintenance too should be done by
remote control. The adoption of remoled maintenance could further
shorten recycling times, simpliiying the spent-fuel decontamination
operations. In any case, the problem will become of commercial
significance in the Nineties, when the fast-reactor fuel fabrication
market itself will grow up to industrial interesting size.

8.4. Fuel Reprocessing

The fast-reactor- fuel reprocessing market will begin assuming
sizeable dimensions notearlier than the last decade of this century,
as it appears from Fig. 8. 5.
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Over the next 20 years, the fuel discharged from fast-reactor
prototypes and demonstration plants will probably be reprocessed
in the plants designed lor reprocessing of thermal-reactor fuel.

While in tne core discharged from a fast reactor tiie fissionable-
material enrichment is in tne order of 10 to 20 percent (more than
10 times as much as that typical in a spent LWR element) and the

weight of the fission Products equals 10% of the initial fuel quantity,
in the axial and radial blankets the average Pu content averages
between 1% and 3%. Considering tnat tne core/blanket volume ratio
is around 1:4, we can see that mixing core and blankets a fuel is
obtained which, in terms of fissionable material and fission products

content, does not substantially differ from tnat discharged from
water reactors.

In this case, of course, the high residual value of the fuel will
make it necessary to recover the high-concentration plutonium as
promptly as possible.

When the reprocessing flow will become significant, an ad hoc
solution will be imperative.
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Fig. 8.1 - INSTALLED NUCLEAR POWER IN ITALY, DIVIDED BETWEEN
THERMAL AND FAST REACTORS, VS. FAST-REACTOR CHARAC-
TERISTICS, IN THE CASE OF A SELF-SUFFICIENT NATIONAL PU
MARKET AND FOR COMBINATION

Fast reactors, Type

Fast reactors, Type

Fast reactors, Type F3

19 0 1990 2000 20 (
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Fig. 8.2 - INSTALLED NUCLEAR POWER IN ITALY, DIVIDED BETWEEN THER-
MAL AND FAST REACTORS, VS. FAST-PLANTS CHARACTERISTICS,
IN THE CASE OF A SELF-SUFFICIENT NATIONAL PU MARKET AND
IN COMBINATION LHF,
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Fig. 8.4 - INTEGRAL PLUTONIUM REQUIREMENT UP TO 2010 TO FEED
FAST REACTORS VS. OUT OF PILE RECYCLING TIME -
COMBINATION LFj, CASE B
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APPENDIX

COST FUNCTIONS

A general fuel cycle cost function can be written as:

c f($/kg)«E(c. +cef + cey + ca).

in which:

c. ~ incidence of capital cost of the plant

c f - incidence of fixed operating and maintenance costs
(annual operating expenditures independent of the plant's
load factor), e. g. administration, personnel, taxes,
insurance, etc.

c = incidence of variable operating and maintenance costs
(annual expenditures proportional to the load factor),
e.g. electric power, steam, chemical processes,
supplies, additional personnel, etc.

c = incidence of other costs (shipping, etc. )
fit

E = learning factor (decreasing in time).

The plant capital cost incidence is :

103 G L M

in which:

C. = capital ccst of the plant ($)

f « annuality factor (allows for amortization and interest on capital,
as well as for taxes and profits)

G = days/year of full-load operation (360 for enrichment and 300
for the other services)

L = load factor (equal to 1 for a plant operation of G days/year)

M = plant capacity (ton/day).
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The incidence of fixed operating costs can be written as:

cef ($/kg) = Cef

103 G L M

in which:

C ,. - fixed annual operating and maintenance costs ($/year)el

A. 1 - UQO - UF_ Conversion
o o D

The conversion cost is made up by four main items: amortization
plant, operation, purchase of expandable supplies and shipping of
materials.
The data available for plants built or under construction are limited
and poorly indicative. Based on estimates made in the United States
(6), we have obtained the following expression of the conversion cost
vs. plant capacity:

c ($A»u)-q a - . .n M-o.8
———————————————— ev a

300 L 106

Fig. A. 1 shov,^ the conversion cost vs. plant size, for different
values of the annuality factor and load factor. This cost is always
normalised to the production cost of a 1 ton/day plant, operated
for 300 days/year (L. « 1) and annuality factor f = 0. 2.

cL

A. 2 - Uranium Enrichment

The determination of a cost function for the uranium enrichment
operation requires a knowledge of:

- the cost of the plant vs. its size,
- the energy consumption per unit of product, and
- the amount of the other operating and maintenance costs.

The degree to which these components are known is different,
depending on the enrichment method considered.
For gaseous diffusion, there are many economic estimates, even
recent, from different sources, but usually limited to a single
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capacity value, between 6 and 9 million kg s. w. /year. Starting
from such economic data we can work out functions which of course
are to be regarded as approximate. In particular, as regards the
plant cost, we get;

a ($) = Cj]L x 106 x S°* 55 for S ̂  1. 5 . 106 swu/year
/>

in which S is the plant capacity expressed in 10 s\vu/year and
C., the capital cost, in 10 $, relating to a 10 sun/year plant.
Again in the case of gaseous diffusion, the electric power demand
per unit of product is a magnitude which, in the cases of practical
interest, varies negligibly with plant capacity.

Hence, also the incidence of power cost on the enrichment cost is
almost constant, according to the following expression:

t*t \ a-0.028c ($/swu) = c . Sev ' evl

in which c are the variable operating costs in $/swu relating
fi ®"-

to a 10 s w u /year ]
cost of electric power.

ft
to a 10 swu/year plant, the value of which is a function of the

For the C f operating and maintenance cost component, a constant
percentage ct of the plant cost has been taken. In conclusion, there-
fore, the cost function for the enrichment operation carried out by
the gaseous method is expressed as:

svvu) « E ( °il fa + * Cil c
ev_____________ + _____ + c ) (for

LS<>.45 S0.028 a

It should be noted that this cost function is such as to make the
production cost practically invariable with capacity, when the
latter exceeds 6 million sv\u/year. This is made clear in
Fig. A. 2, showing the enrichment cost vs. plant size for various
annuality and load factor values.

o

The cost is always normalised to the value relating to a 10 s\\u/year
plant, annuality factor 0.2, load factor JL=1,
In the case of centrifugation, reliable economic data are not
available. From a qualitative standpoint, it can be noted that
such process should yield production costs independent of plant
size above relatively low capacities (0. 5 to 1.10 swu/year),
A similar situation applies to the third isotopic separation method,
that using supersonic nozzles: the few experimental data do not
make possible the detemination of cost functions. Should the research
results be confirmed industrially, this technique should, from an
economic standpoint, stand somewhere in between the two discussed
above.
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In this case the nozzle-separation plants should prove competitive
for capacities in the order of 2 to 3 million s wu / year, intermediate
between those regarded as competitive for centrifugation and gaseous
diffusion.

A. 3 - Thermal-Reactor Fuel Element Fabrication

To obtain the cost functions relating to the fabrication of fuel elements,
the expression of the various capital and operating costs vs. plant size
must be introduced into the equation given in ;>age 1 of the Appendix.
In particular, if we adopt for such costs the expression shown in Ref. (7),
we obtain the following simplified expression applicable to the light-water
reactor fuel:

f Cil facf = B j ~il "* Cefl ,,.-0.4 . _ _-0.11 M + c . M + c— evl a
300 L 103

in which the index 1 relates to a plant of 1 ton/day capacity.
As regards the heavy-water reactor fuel, based on Ref. (8), we can
obtain the following expression for the fabrication cost:

<*•»< cufa

300 L, 103 300 103 u L

This expression differs from that relating to light-water reactor
fuel, apart from the value of the various exponents, also because
of the fact that only part of the fixed operating costs is a function
of plant size and load factor.
Pigs. A. 3 and A. 4 show the fabrication costs respectively for
light-water and heavy-water reactor fuels vs. plant size and for
different values of the annuality and plant load factors. The fabrication
costs plotted are normalised to the cost of a 1-ton/day plant, operated
300 days a year and for a 0.. 2 annuality factor.

A.4 - Thermal-Reactor Fuel Reprocessing

To obtain the cos"t functions relating to the reprocessing of thermal-
reactor fuel, the expression of capital and operating costs vs. plant
size must be introduced into the equation given in page 1 of the Appendix.
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In particular, in the case of light-water reactor fuel, if we adopt
for such costs the expressions shown in Ref, (7) we get:

c = Er
C., fil a M-0.67 'efl T+0.33 ..-0.67.Li M +c + c ,ev al

1-300 L 10 300 L 10

while if those in Ref. (9) are adopted, we get:

c = Er
C., fil a efl
300 L 300 L 10V

levl

It should be noted that variable operating costs inolude those relating
to the disposal of radioactive wastes.
The two cost iauctions differ, apart from the values of the exponents
relating to plant production capacity, especially as regards operating
costs. In the first expression the fixed operating costs are variable
as a function of load, while no such dependence appears in the second
expression. Moreover, in the first case the incidence of variable
operating costs, unlike the second expression, does not appear to
be affected by plant size.

Generally speaking, the reprocessing costs according to the first
expression are less affected by the load factors and are also
slightly higher than those according to the second expression for
large-capacity plants. These differences are contained within a few
percent points, so that as a matter of fact, within the range of
approximation of this study, the two expressions appear entirely
equivalent.
It should be noted that the cost function considered relates to
the case of storage of wastes in the liquid state. No consideration
was given to the possibility of storing waste in the solid form, which
would involve a different shape of the cost function, as we shall see
when discussing the reprocessing of spent fuel from heavy-water
reactor.
As regards the reprocessing of fuel from heavy-water reactors,
by the TBP process, based on Ref. (10) we can obtain the following
cost function:

c = Er
C... fil a

300 L
efl

300 L 10' 300 L 103

.evl a
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As compared to those relating to light-water reactor fuel, this
expression is characterised, apart from the values of the exponents
of M, by the fact that fixed operating costs are divided into two
parts: the first relating to personnel and supervision costs, which
vary with the exponent -0. 8 vs. plant size; the second, relating to
the disposal of radioactive wastes, which varies with the exponent
-0.4.
The difference in the representation of the cost of radioactive
waste disposal is due to the fact that the wastes from heavy-water
reactors ere «.f such characteristics that the processes now in use
for the treatment and storage of light-water reactor wastes would
prove uneconomical. Heavy-water reactor wastes consist essentially
of fission products and depleted uranium which, unlike the
enriched uranium contained in the spent fuel from light-water reactors,
is not to be recovered.
The amounts of material to be treated and stored are considerably
greater than in the case of light-water reactor fuel, making it
necessary to adopt more economical methods.
Storage in the solid state in steel containers seems to offer good
prospects for cutting down on radioactive waste treatment and
storage costs. This type of storage, as compared to storage in
the liquid state, requires more corangex and costly waste treatment
facilities. Thus, the cost incidence of the waste treatment work is
appreciably greater than that of storage, unlike what happens in the
case of light-water reactor fuel.
This explains why the heavy-water fuel waste treatment and storage
cost varies as a function of the size of the reprocessing plant.
Figs. A. 5 and A. 6 show the reprocessing costs for light-water and
heavy-water reactor fuels vs. plant size and for different values
of the annuality and plant utilization factor values. The plotted
reprocessing costs are normalized to those of a set of 1 ton/day
plants, operated 300 days/year, in the case of a 0.2 annuality factor.
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Fig. A.I - U3O8-l!F6 CONVERSION COSTS NORMALIZED TO THOSE OF
A 1 ton/day PLANT OPERATED 300 days/year (L = 1) AND
FOR fr, * 0.2
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Fig. A.2 - ENRICHMENT COSTS isiORMA.LIZUL> TO TliOSb OF A 106 svrnjyear
PLANT OPERATED 300 days/year (L=l) AND FOR fa = 0.2
(GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS)
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Fig. A.3 -LIGHT-WATER FURL FABRICATION COSTS, NORMALIZED TO
THOSE OF A I ton/day PLANT, OPERATED 300 days/year (L = 1)
AND FORfa * 0.2
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Fig. A.4 - HEAVY-WATER FUEL FAB RICA liON COSIS. NORMALIZED TO
THOSE OF A 1 ton/day PLANT, OPERATED 300 days/year (L = 1)
AND FOR fa = 0.2
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Fig. A. 5 - LIGHT-WATER HJSAC'IOR FUEL REPROCESSING COSTS, NOR-
MALIZED TO THOSE OF A 1 ton/ day PLANT, OPERATED 300
days/year (L - 1) AND FOR fa = 0.2
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Fig. A.6 - HEAVY-WATER REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING COSTS, NOR-
MALIZED TO THOSE OF A 1 ton/day PLANT, OPERATED 300
days/year (L = 1) AND for fa = 0.2
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Développement possible de l'Energie électro-nucléaire dans la
Communauté Européenne et incidences de diverses stratégies de
réacteurs #

par A* Decressin - B. Haytinck - S. Orlowski

ABSTRACT

The Commission of the European Communities recommended to sti-
mulate the development of the nuclear energy, in order to ensure in
the middle or long term, a diversification of the energy supply sources
of the Community.

According to such a policy, nuclear energy could cover nearly
80$ of the Community needs in electrical power in the year 2000 -
these being estimated at 50$ of total energy needs of the Community -
and correspond to 1,3 billion tep for that year alone.

In the year 2000, the installed nuclear capacity in the Commu-
nity (i.e. nearly 1000 GWe) would imply the consumption of roughly
150.000 metric tons of natural uranium and necessitate 90.000 tons
of SWU in enrichment services, whatever "average" strategy is consi-
dered for the period 1930 - 2000; it being granted that each one of
these strategies must take into account the necessity of utilizing
the important quantities of Pu that will be produced. (LUR •*- Pu recy-
cling, LWR + PER, LWR/Pu recycling f HTR).

The choices between these various strategies made by public or
industrial decision centers, will be the result of a complex asses-
sment of many factors.

In any case, the flow of nuclear material between countries
will remain very important and a Community nuclear self sufficiency
based on breeding is not conceivable before the time at which new
energy sources could be brought in effective uses.

* Commission des Communautés européennes, Direction Générale des
Affaires industrielles et technologiques, Bruxelles
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1. gjrpotliëaes de oroisganoe dg^ l'énergie électrique dans la Communauté -
part du nucléaire

La Commission des Communautés européennes a recommandé depuis 1972 de
stimuler le développement de l'énei'gie nucléaire afin d'assurer, à
moyen comme à long terme, une diversification des sources d'approvi-
sionnement en énergie de la Communauté.

Selon une telle politique, l'énergie nucléaire pourrait couvrir prôa
de 80 % des besoins en énergie électrique de la Communauté en l'année
2000 - estimés eux-mêmes à 5P/£ des besoins énergétiques globaux de la
Communauté - et représenter l'équivalent de 1,3 milliard de tonnes
équivalent pétrole (tep) pour cette seule année.

Le tableau I donne quelques chiffres concernant une telle croissance»
Ile repi'ésentent une évaluation assez sûre jusqu'en 1985» au-delà̂  il
s'agit essentiellement d'une hypothèse de travail dans la perspective

** f tindiquée ci-dessus. La croissance de la demande d'électricité
jusqu'à la fin du siècle resterait relativement élevée (taux de
croissance annuel de 7% environ); pour cela l'électricité devrait
couvrir certains secteurs jusqu'alors réservés aux hydrocarbures,
la demande d'énergie globale montrant, comme il est généralement

lO/ï'OT*€ïadmis, un taux de croissance en/diminution* Le temps de doublement
de la puissance nucléaire installée serait de l'ordre de *» ans d'ici
1990, et de 6 ans de 1990 à 2010.

2» Stratégies à long terms de réacteurs^nucléaires de puissance

Le choix d'une stratégie dépend de l'appréciation globale portée par
l'organe de décision sur un grand nombre de facteurs, dont les plus
importants sont :

- la faisabilité et la fiabilité estimées des diverses filières de
réacteurs

- le prix de revient estimé du Kwh
- la conservation des ressources naturelles
- la possibilité d'acquérir une certaine indépendance d'approvisionne-

ment en combustible
- la sécurité nucléaire et la sauvegarde de l'environnement.

** Qypothèse retenue par la Direction Centrale de l'Energie de la Commission.
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Tableau I

Production électrigue totale et production éleotronucléaire dans la
Communauté (Twh); puissance nucléaire installée correspondante (Ofae)

Année Production élec» Prod.électronuol» puissance nucl.
totale installée

1975
1980
1985

1990
2000
2010

1200
1680
2350

3650
6900
12500

103
290
740

1700
5300
11000

23
55
140

300
1000
2400

Tableau II

Année

1975
1980
1985

Puissance
totale (GWe)

22,5
55
140

LWB
(GWe)

10,2
40
104

AGR
(Gffe)

4,3
6,2
19

HER
(Gtfe)

—
-
5

FBR
(QBé)

—

1,0
4,0

Tableau Ilbis

Année Uranium nat. Travail de sépa- Combustible Production
10 T (cumuléà ration 10 T à,retraitcr de pluton1»"..

partir du 1/1/75) (annuel) l0^T (aiumel) fis^teT (annxiel)

1975
1980
1985

6,2
60
178

1,6
5,9
15

0,1
0,6
1,9

2,6
6,3
13
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L1industrie privée, les producteurs d'électricité publics ou privés,
les pouvoirs politiques peuvent accorder des priorités différentes à ces
facteurs et ces priorités pourront changer en fonction du contexte écono-
mique et politique mondial.

Aussi est-il très difficile de faire des prévisions en ce domainej le
tableau II indique une répartition possible sinon probable du parc nucléaire
par filières dans la Communauté jusqu'en 1985 ,et le tableau II bis les
besoins en combustible et en services annexes correspondanteŝ  les réac-
teurs à, eau légère constituant l'essentiel} ce tableau ne contient pas les
informations nécessaires \ à une extrapolation concernant les années suivantes
pour lesquelles 11 faut se livrer à un "Kriegspiel".

A cet effet, les schémas de développement à long terme ci-après ont été
étudiés jusqu'en 2010 sur la base des hypothèses de croissance du tableau 1}
certains d'entre eux représentent des cas "moyens" - c'est-à-dire qui parais-
sent possibles et raisonnables aujourd'hui - d'autres représentent des cas
"ex-bromes", apparaissant aujourd'hui difficiles à réaliser dans le futur;
ces derniers ont pour but de mettre en évidence d'éventuelles limites concer-
nant les besoins en matière fissile et les services annexes.

Schéma A ; Filière __LWR + recycle^du Pu

Un schéma "tout LWR" a été étudié à titre de référence; le recyclage du Pluto-
nium apparaît devoir être nécessairement associé à ce schéma; les quantités
annuelles de Pu produites dans la Communauté par le parc LWR s'élèveront en
effet à 13 tonnes en 1985 et s'élèveraient à 30 tonnes de Pu fissile en 1990;
il serait déraisonnable de stocker de telles quantités qui ne cesseraient de
croître.

Schéma B : Filière LWR - Filière F3R

Les réacteurs FBRconsidérés sont du type refroidis au Sodium; plusieurs
variantes ont été considérées :

Schémâ l : FBR à combustible U02 - Pu02; le taux d'installation de la
filière F3R est dicté par la disponibilité en Plutonium dans la Communauté
(système fermé). Les performances techniques retenues sont conservatrices
(temps de doublement voisin de 30 ans, compte tenu des immobilisations dans
le cycle du combustible).

* Sans recyclage du Plutonium dans les~réacteurs thermiques
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Schéma B 2 : FBR à combustible U0_- PaO- jusqu'en 1995; à partir de cette
date tous les FBR installés utilisent un combustible UC-PuC; les performan~
ces techniques admises pour ces derniers réacteurs sontvolontairement plutôt
optimistes (temps de doublement de 10 ans, compte tenu des immobilisations
dans le cycle de combustible).

Le taux d'installation est dicté par la disponibilité en Plutonium dans la
Communauté (système fermé)»

La quote part maximum d1 installation des FJ3R dans la Communauté selon ces
différentes variantes, est donnée au tableau III. On voit que dans un
système fermé (B 1 et B 2) le pourcentage maximum de la puissance FBR instal-
lée serait de 30# en 2010. Ce pourcentage tomberait à l8 % seulement
dans le cas de la variante FBR à oxyde.

Il est évident que dans un système fermé la quote part des FBR
sera d'autant plus grande que le taux de croissance de la puissance
nucléaire installée sera faible* Le taux de croissance élevé supposé
ici explique pourquoi le pourcentage de FBR en l'an 2000 ne
dépasse pas 16 %• Un développement plus modéré de l'énergie nucléaire
épargnerait davantage d'Uranium naturel et de travail de séparation
qu'une simple règle de proportionalité à la puissance installée
ne l'indiquerait; mais cettfe économie en combustible nucléaire
serait compensée par une dépense accrue en combustible fossile,
pour une même demande globale en énergie électrique.

Tableau III

Année

1990
1995
2000

2005
2010

Schéma B 1

Gwe

20
60
130
245
420

%

7
10
13
15
18

Schéma B 2

Gwe

20
62
160

365
700

%

7
11
16
23
30
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Schéma B 3 î La possibilité d'obtenir une pénétration élevée des FBR
serai t

sur la base de la variante à oxyde/ intéressante si le développement
de la variante à carbure de Plutonium se révélait difficile; le
schéma B 3 répond à cette préoccupation.

Il est identique au schéma B 1, mais la Communauté importe du
Plutonium (système ouvert) en quantités suffisantes pour alimenter
en l'an 2000 une puissance install -Se FBR (UO - Pu0p) ̂ 8ale a

que permet le schéma B 2 ( UC - PuC). Ces quantités restent d'un
ordre de grandeur réaliste (cfr. paragraphe 3.3).

Schéma C : Filière LWR / recyclage du Pu* + Filière HTR au Thorium

Ce schéma suppose, de façon arbitraire, que toutes les centrales
installées après 1992 sont des centrales HTR au Thorium, qui recycle-
ront l'Uranium 233 produit; il s'agit d'un schéma extrême, que l'in-
dustrie ne pourrait pas suivre au début; il a été cependant étudié
afin de trouver les répercussions sur le cycle de combustible
d'hypothèses extrêmes concernant un développement zéro des
FBR et un développement considérable des HTR.

Les caractéristiques techniques des différents réacteurs et des
cycles de combustible associés sont indiquées en annexe I.

L'effet d'une introduction massive de centrales électronucléaires
HWR n'a pas été étudié bien qu'un tel schéma puisse avoir des
effets importants sur les ressources en Uranium après l'an 2000
(variantes HWR à Pu ou à Th.).

* Le recyclage du Plutonium dans les HTR serait également intéressant;
il ne changerait pas de façon significative les résultats du
paragraphe 3 et n'a pas été étudié ici.
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3« Influence des différents schémas sur les besoins en Uranium naturel»

Uranium enrichi. Plutonium»

3»! Uranium NatureA

Les besoins cumulés en uranium naturel de la Communauté
(à partir du 1/1/1973) suivant ces différents schémas
sont indiqués au Tableau IV.

Tableau IV (milliers de tonnes)

Schéma

Année

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

A

1*20

850

1570

2640

4220

B 1

420

860

1570

2650

4l60

B 2/B 3

420

860

1560

2540

5870

C

410

800

1330

2070

3170

Ces besoins sont très voisins, quelque soit le scheme considéré; seul
le schéma "extrême" C permettrait d'avoir épargné en 2010 environ 25%
des besoins cumules jusqu'à cette date, soit environ 1 million de tonnes
d'Uranium naturel*.

* Les réserves mondiales connues, à l'exception, de l'URSS, l'Europe orientale et
la Chine s'élèvent actuellement \ 886.103 T, se si-fcunnt dans la tranche de
prix inférieure à jf 10 (1973 - #) par livre U-O - OCDC/ASK coût 1973.
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Il semble donc que» moyennant les hypothèses de caractères divers
utilisés dans la présent document, il y pit \me certaine indifférence des
besoins on Uranium naturel aux différents schémas jusqu'au début du siècle
prochain (à moins d'envisager des schcnas extrêmes que l'industrie ne
pourrait probablement pas suivre),

3.2 Uranium enrichi

Les besoins annuels en travail de séparation isotopique de la Communauté
suivent les différents schémas sont indiqués su tableau V.

Tableau V (milliers de tonnes UTS)

Année

1990
1995
2000
2005
2010

A

32
57
92
138
202

31

33
59
95
14l
206

B2

33
59
93
130
176

C

32
63
95
134
1Î92

On observe également que oef? benoino restent très groupés pendant
le. période considérée (intervalle de i 10$ autour de la valeur moyenne
en 2010j en particulier les "besoins relatifs aux 2 schémas "moyens" A
et Bl sont pratiquement identique» seul lo schéma B2 s'écarte un peu deo
autres.

Il est intéressant de noter que le schéma LWR/KTGR (c) demande, en
début de périodes, plus de travail de séparation que le schéma "LWR/TFBSL à
oxyde (Bl'), 1*inverse se produisant en fin de période. Cet effet est dû
à la meilleure utilisation des ressources entraînée par l'introduction
mrssive des HTO» vi's-ô-vis do l'introduction plus lento (permise par les
disponibilités en Pu) des FBR à oxyde, qui présentent par ailleurs des
performances modestes de suigénération.

3.3 Plutonium et ̂Uranium 233

Le tr.ibleau VI indique comment s'établit le bilan en Plutonium fissile
pour ces différents schémas; le bilan en U233 est également indiqué pour
le schéma LWR -I- HTGR (achôaa C).
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Tableau VI (tonnes)

oo
to
en

Schéma A
Année

1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010

Prod.
"LWR"

2,6

6,3
17

Recyclé
"LWR"

„

12

16
37
77
146
251

! 390

B 1 1
1

Prod.
"LWR/
FBR"

2,6

6,9
18

Utili-
sation
"FBR"

0,5
10,5
20

40
1 90
' 180i

S 340
! 555; P

B 2 II B 3 I C
>\ i1

Prod.
"LWR/
FBR"

• 2,6
| 6,9
18

Utili-ji Prod. Utilisa7 Prod. Recy-
sation ,j "LWR/ tion
"FBR"

0,5
10,5
20

| 40
90
260

i 580
, 1075

.

FBR" "FBR"

2,6 0,5
6,9 10,5
18 20
40 40
90 98
185 245
385 510
710 960

"LWR" clé

2,6

16,3

"LWR"

Prod.
U-233

~ Ii
12

1 16
* j Q

Oc

] 90
i 93

93
.

t

0,05 ;
0,45 -
2 !
34 ]

96
197



On constate que lev masse do Plutonium fissile créée dans la Communauté
dépasserait 100 T apros 1995» pour croître rapidement ensuite} cette crois-
sance est d'autant plus forte que la proportion de FBR est élevée et que
les performances de ces réacteurs sont poussées j on peut on particulier
s'interroger sur la possibilité, pour l'industrie du combustible, de
traiter uno quantité rrmuelle de Plutonium qui décuplerait en 15 çns
(cas de la stratégie B2).

On constate également que lr. stratégie B3 n'est pps déraisonnable en
ce qui concerne le bilan matière : la quantité de Pu à importer dons les
pr?ys de li. Communeut * pour satisif.-b.-e ce sschniu , serait pour l'année 2000
de 60 tonnes, c'est-à-dire encore le. so.ane dos productions cunultes des
rxitres pays d'Europe occident,' le, moins l.~ Sutvîe et l'Espagne,

Le schema C permet seul ~ évidemment - de no pas enjaeer la Communauté
dans le cycle du Plutonium; nrds 1 ' miuo trie Au. combustible devrait être
en mesure de manipuler des qu?ntit£s innuellon d'U233 on croissance très
rapide»

4. RBMARQPDS GEH1SSAL1SS KT COMCLUSIOïïS

I««horiaon 2000 p;ppar?ît donc, pour la Cowmiinaute et dans l'hypothèse
d'une croissance rapide et soutenue du nucïô lire, caractérisé par
une certaine indifférence des besoins en Urcmium naturel et en Uranium
enrichi vis-à-vis des schémas do développement de réacteurs envisagea-
bles aujourd'hui; cos besoins «eront tros élevés. Ils devront être
satisfaits en ce qui concerne 1 ''Uranium naturel par les sources exJstont
hors d'Europe et le volume dec itjport étions sera donc considérable.

£.

Seuls des schemes extr&aes , qui poseraient certain pî-oblèmes à l'indus-
trie, seraient capables de ch&ii^er la satu-tion précédente ; on peut donc
estimer que s'étoJblix'ont des sohanan mixtes, intermédiaires entre ceux
présenter» ici, . En \> iriiculier, l'effet de 1^ surgénération, qui pourrait
aliéner fortement les besoins en matières fisfsiles pï-imeires, ne se fera
pleinement sentir qu'\ uno époque où d't>ulros oourcos d'énergie pour-
raient éventuelle! lont intervenir

des prochaines annoos devra foximir aux centres de décision
les données nécessaires pour orienter le développement nucléaire vers
l'un ou l'autre nchona, en particulier en ce qui concerne la oécurité
et le risque

Introduction massive des FBR ou dos IPiH; prrSt du développement des I»WR,
326
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Annexe I -l.Carec'béristiçues des réacteurs à uraniwi enrichi

Caractéristiques du réacteur l)

Rendement thermique
Puissance spécifique moyenne

1er coeur (moyenne)
Taux d'irradiation
Enrichissement du combusti-

ble neuf
Enrichissement du combusti-

ble usé
Alimentation en XJ naturel 2)
Travail de séparation 2)

geohrjges

ïfoux de combustion
Enrichissement du combustible

neuf
Enrichissement, du combustible

usé
Alimentation en U naturel 2)

(net)
travail de séparation 2) (net)
Plutonium fissile récupéré

Unités

%
M5fth/t

KVED/t

$1-235

#W35

X&O/ffife
K&SU/MWe

MJ)/t

*«35

Û-235

*0W
KgSWO/Meyr3^
g/IIWcyr3'

LHR

33
41

24000

2,63

0,85

409
216

33000

3,19

0,82

189

130
217

THTU

39
73

53000

93,15
30

333
317

93500

93,15

30

92
88
224
(U-233)

1) Réf. : Wash 1139 (78) - IKJ 80 pour im - les caractéristiques des
autres filières sont les plus récontes disponibles selon l'OCES

2) Tcux de rejet » 0,28$ tf-235
3) 1 Mïfe an = 8760 Meh*

Les délais ci-après entre les différentes étapes concernées du cycle
de combustible des réacteurs à uranium enrichi ont été utilisés :
a) sortie mine - sortie usine d*enrichissement 9 mois
b) sortie usine d'enrichissement - exploitation

industrielle premiers coeurs 21 mois
c) sortie usine d'enrichissement - exploitation

coeurs de remplacement 9 mois
d) dêcharcenents - retraitement - récupérations de

l'urenium et plutonium pour fabrication 15 mois.
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Il est supposa que le p^enicr d̂ ch.- rçement est effectue* deux ans
après la mise en exploitation industrielle des premiers coeurs» Toutes
les recharges annuelles ont les mêmes caractéristiques physiques» La
quantité de coralmo bible & recharger cet définie par le taux de^combustion
donné an tableau 1 et un facteur de ohî-rco correspondant à un fonction~
nement de la centrale de 6500 h/&n à pleine puissance;

2» Caractéristiques des rcc-oteurs sur̂ t'ncr̂ teurs et délais du cycle de
combustible______________________________________

IT.B. La matière fertile utilicdcost l'wcniun appauvri.

Variante

jft.3 . inontntion en Plutonium
fissile :

- premier coeur
- rechnrces

Plutonium fissile retraité

Délais de fabrication :
- premier coeur
- reotareeo

Délais de retxvJ fcsr.icnt
et disponibilité du
Plutonium

Durée du 1er cycle

Unité

kg/Kite
kt/KWe-na1'
Icfi/Mft^

mois
mois

no is

mois

(U-MO,

2,16
1,45
1,63

21
9

12

24

(U-Pu)C

1,50
1,86
2,17

12
6

6

12

l) 1 MWe-wn - 8760 KWeh; un fecteur de cĥ ryo qui correspond à un
fonctionnaient de la centrale de 6500 h/pn à pleine puise .jnce est
adopté pour le calcul des qu-mtitc's de cornbuctible à recharger.
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CONCLUSIONS OP THE STUHf GROUP ON REACTOR STRATEGY CALCULATION

After discussion of the 16 papers presented to the group, some points of
agreement and suggestions for future international action seemed to emerge* These
points and suggestions are best summarized lay dealing separately with those refer-
ring to the short-term (1975-2000) and the longer term (2000 and beyond).

I. The short-term
1* The group noted the similarity of the main input data underlying

national nuclear power strategies for the near-term future with
regard in particular:
a) rates of growth assumed for nuclear power which, in the in-

dustrial countries, is expected to represent 70- to 80$ of
electricity production by the end of the century;

b) the limited number of types of thermal reactor expected to be
available commercially during that period;

c) the special emphasis of most national programmes on the sodium-
cooled plutonium fuelled fast breeder, the rate of introduction
of which, once it has been commercially proven and accepted,
would in general only be limited by the plutonium inventory
available from existing nuclear stations.

2. The group noted that under these conditions of a high rate of growth
of nuclear power, it was not surprising that the alternative stra-
tegies envisaged over the next 25 years gave rise to total uranium
and separative work requirements which did not differ very signi-
ficantly.

3* With regard to environmental constraints, the group felt that while
these would be of extreme importance, both for nuclear and fossil
fuelled stations, they did not differ significantly for different
reactor types except for waste heat rejection and consequently did
not substantially affect nuclear strategy calculations in a first
approximat ion.

4. With regard to the use of nuclear heat sources, whether in the low
or the high temperature ranges, the group felt that while they are
not expected to represent more than a small fraction of nuclear
energy production over the next 25 years, they would provide demon-
strations of new technologies which might prove very important
over the longer term.

5* With regard to uranium and fuel services requirements arising from
the different strategies, the group felt that while these require-
ments would not cause any insuperable overall problems, they did,
however, call for careful tactical planning with special attention
being paid to timing in order to avoid any short-term disruptions.
The group recommended accordingly that:
a) estimates of uranium resources contained in the OECD(NBA.)/IAEA.

report be supplemented by estimates of a more general nature
based on geological inferences and giving tentative evaluations
of potential resources in the low as well as in the high cost
ranges;

b) further efforts be made to promote contacts between uranium
producers and consumers on an international level to achieve
a better understanding of each other's problems;
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c) additional efforts be made to improve and compare methods for
estimating the values of plutonium in national power systems;

d) international exchange of information be promoted on the poten-
tial role of nuclear heat sources in various temperature ranges*

II. Longer term future
1. The general aim is the achievement of a position early in the

next century where all new installed nuclear capacity would be
fast reactors. Ity then, all fossil fuelled power plants would
have a low load factor and the nuclear sector a, high load factor.
However, a. large fraction of the nuclear plants would still be
thermal reactors with continuing requirements for uranium supplies.

2» The group noted that the cumulative demand for uranium after the
year 2000 would be at least as large and perhaps larger than the
demand for uranium up to that year because of the need to supply
replacement fuel for the thermal reactors built before the year
2000 which would represent between 60- to 80$ of the installed
nuclear capacity at that time.

3* The group felt that there was a need for a more systematic approach
to the reactor types not under such urgent development in order to
keep as many options open as possible. Sbr instance, if by 1990
it became apparent that the sodium-cooled fast reactor could not
be introduced commercially as quickly as desired in these reactor
strategies, then there would be a real need for either an alterna-
tive gas-cooled fast reactor or a good thermal converter reactor
to avoid the very high demands on uranium resources which would
ensue if future power needs were to be met entirely by light
water reactors.

4. The group noted also that the demand for high temperature heat
sources in industry could lead to more emphasis on high temperature
reactors. The group also felt that the prospects of power techno-
logies such as nuclear fusion, solar energy or geothermal energy
should be kept under continuous review, but felt that the real im-
pact of any such developments would not be seen before the end of
the century because of the long time needed to introduce a new
technology, e.g. about 30 years for sodium-cooled fast reactors.

5* The group suggested that the Agency should continue to cooperate
with other organizations interested in such studies including the
possible use of nuclear energy to produce intermediate substitute
fuels such as hydrogen, as this could affect currently proposed
reactor strategies significantly.

6; The group considered the need for studies extending beyond the end
of the century and commented that optimization studies were of
limited value over such a long period. However, the group felt
that studies, such as simulation or model studies, aimed at esti-
mating the consequences of variations of rates of growth of energy
demand in the longer term and the fraction of demand which could
or should be met by nuclear energy should be continued.
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